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Guide to transcriptions and quotations 
List of transcription symbols used: 
 
[overlap]  overlapping speech 
xxx  unintelligible speech 
(ambiguous)  parts that I am uncertain about 
.  falling terminal intonation 
?  rising terminal intonation 
emphasis  emphasis 
(.)  short pause 
(2.3)  timed pause 
ha  laughter  
((comment))  comment on the interaction  
 
Note that both in the transcriptions and in the main text I have indicated quotations in the original 
language with quotation marks (“quote”), but when they are translated into English I have used 
italics (quote). In some cases this distinction is a matter of interpretation, e.g. in the cases where the 
words are the same in Danish and in English (e.g. “gangster” and “slang”). In these cases I have 
chosen to pretend that e.g. the Danish “gangster” is different from the English gangster in order to 
have them match any surrounding quotes. Finally I should mention that in all of my translations I 
have aimed at finding corresponding expressions in English - a task that is especially difficult in 
examples including e.g. slang or non-standard grammar. In the written examples from Facebook I 
have tried to reproduce the examples of non-standard orthography in English.     
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1 Introduction 
“When Muhamed says to uhm Hassan fuck you then then it’s best fun but when Lars says to 
Frederik fuck you then a gang war starts you know?” This comment was made by a boy in the 6th 
grade during a peer group interview, where he and his friends were trying to explain the difference 
between the way their group of friends spoke to each other and the way their other classmates 
spoke. The comment followed a stylized example of how these boys spoke to each other, and 
during both the stylization as well as the example above the boy in question used particular 
pronunciation features (e.g. certain prosodic and phonetic resources) associated with a recognizable 
way of speaking.  
 This way of speaking was on different occasions referred to as e.g. “slang”, “gangster 
language”, or “perker language” (where “perker” according to these preadolescents refers to a tough 
Muslim), and described as for instance “tough” and “ice cold”. The gang war-comment struck me 
by the way it linked a stereotypical construction of difference based on ethnicity to a way of 
speaking. Muhamed and Hassan are emblematic names of (male) foreigners (more specifically 
Muslims), while Lars and Frederik are prototypical, traditional Danish names, and the fact there 
was neither a Lars nor a Muhamed in the class, indicates that the names were intended to index two 
different stereotypes: The boy from an ethnic minority (Muslim) background (with whom these 
boys associated themselves) and the boy from a majority Danish background. These are obviously 
etic terms that I have chosen to refer to these two stereotypes. The choice of labels connected to 
ethnicity is a conscious one and I chose these labels based on how the pupils in my study described 
themselves and their peers in relation to each other. More often than not, their distinctions were 
based on ethnicity.    
 This study investigates the enregisterment (cf. Agha, 2007) of the abovementioned way of 
speaking, and is accordingly in line with a trend in contemporary European sociolinguistics. The 
last two decades have seen an increase in scholarly attention to the linguistic practices in urban 
contact zones (see e.g. Kern & Selting, 2011; Nortier & Svendsen, 2015; Quist & Svendsen, 2010). 
Rampton (2015) characterizes some of the commonalities of the linguistic practices that have been 
found in urban areas across a range of different localities (in e.g. Denmark, Germany, the 
Netherlands, and the UK): the linguistic practices have emerged in ethnically diverse urban 
environments, they are enregistered beyond their localities and widely recognized, and they are 
enregistered in opposition to perceptions of the respective national standard languages. Given these 
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characteristics Rampton advocates using the label contemporary urban vernacular to refer to these 
registers (see also Rampton, 2011).  
 Many scholars have argued that the zones of linguistic contact are characterized by conviviality 
(Gilroy, 2006; Harris & Rampton, 2009; Stroud, Blommaert, Williams, & Varis, 2015), which 
means that despite great diversity in e.g. ethnic, religious, and linguistic affiliations, “racial and 
ethnic differences have been rendered unremarkable” (Gilroy, 2006, p. 29). Regarding the 
enregisterment of what she refers to as a contemporary urban youth style, Madsen (2015, see also 
2013, and Madsen & Svendsen, 2015), argues that ethnicity is not the most relevant indexical value 
associated with this register when used among peers in culturally diverse contexts. Rather, the 
resources associated with this register seem to be used in peer-interactions to construct a tough 
(masculine) youth identity (Madsen, 2015, p. 161).   
 Another aspect of contemporary urban vernaculars that many have highlighted, is that it can be 
used as an in-group marker, signaling solidarity and friendship (see among others Jonsson, 2007; 
Madsen, 2013; Stæhr, 2014). The analyses presented in this dissertation point out that while the 
contemporary urban vernacular does not inherently index ethnicity and while it can be used to 
signal in-group solidarity, the pupils in this study repeatedly make ethnicity relevant in their 
everyday interaction and besides using the contemporary urban vernacular in friendly, jocular 
exchanges, they also use it to escalate conflicts and amplify aggression.   
 In order to explore the semiotics of the contemporary urban vernacular used by the pupils in 
my study I combine analyses of situated discourse, language ideologies (expressed through e.g. 
everyday reflexive behaviors, in interviews, and in two different sociolinguistic experiments), and 
macro discourses (as they appear in different media representations parodying the stereotypical 
speaker using this register). My study focuses on a group of preadolescent pupils (where most of the 
previous studies have focused on either young children or adolescents) and combines ethnographic 
fieldwork (including microanalysis of both on- and offline interaction) with two sociolinguistic 
experiments focusing on how the contemporary urban vernacular is perceived by a group of 
preadolescent pupils for whom this register is a vital part of their linguistic everyday. With this 
combination of qualitative and quantitative analyses I aim to answer the following questions: 
1) Who uses resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular routinely, in which 
situations, and for what purposes? 
2) What stereotypic indexical values do the preadolescent pupils associate with this register?  
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3)  How does this register and the indexical values with which it is associated, interrelate with 
identification and organizations of their social world among the pupils who routinely use 
resources associated with it? 
 
With my combination of linguistic ethnography and sociolinguistic experiments I have amassed a 
wide range of data. The ethnographic data include: ethnographic observations, interactional data 
(offline and online), retrospective data (peer group interviews and a class session focusing on a 
comedy sketch featuring the contemporary urban vernacular), and teacher interviews. 
 The experimental data consist of two verbal guise studies: the first one including 352 
respondents and studying how the contemporary urban vernacular is evaluated in comparison with 
another Copenhagen register, and the second one studying to what degree the preadolescent pupils 
from my ethnographic fieldwork perceive the same guises as speaking gangster. These quantitative 
data allow me to assess the generalizability of the indexical values with which the contemporary 
urban vernacular is associated and in combination with the linguistic ethnography I can supplement 
the generalizable evaluations with individual ones made by the pupils who self-identify as using 
resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. In the following I will present the 
outline of my dissertation. 
1.1 Structure of the dissertation  
This dissertation consists overall of an introduction, four papers, and an overall discussion of the 
conclusions and perspectives that can be deducted from those four papers. In the introduction I will 
firstly present my theoretical and methodological background, before outlining what we already 
know about the contemporary urban vernacular, and finally present my entire data collection.  
 After the introductory section I will move on to the four different papers, all of which center on 
the same preadolescent pupils and on the contemporary urban vernacular. The first paper focuses on 
how the contemporary urban vernacular is enregistered in everyday interaction and discusses what 
it indexes (e.g. ethnicity, toughness, and masculinity) and how the pupils use it. The second paper 
focuses on language ideologies as they are expressed in the quantitative and qualitative analyses of 
two guise experiments, which show how the contemporary urban vernacular is perceived in 
comparison with a more standard Copenhagen register. The third paper also focuses on language 
ideologies by revisiting the results from the guise experiment, but focusing on the pupils from my 
ethnographic fieldwork who routinely used resources associated with the contemporary urban 
vernacular and who explicitly self-identified as speaking “gangster”, “slang”, or “perker” language. 
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The fourth and final paper examines macro discourses regarding the contemporary urban vernacular 
as they are expressed in a series of media parodies of a particular immigrant stereotype, and 
investigates how the pupils in my study, for whom this register is a vital part of their linguistic 
everyday, react to one of these parodies.   
 In the following sections I will thus present my theoretical background, starting with a look at 
how scholars in recent years have theorized the development in international immigration patterns 
over the last decades.  
1.2 Theoretical background 
Diversification of diversity – exemplified by Danish immigration patterns  
Late-modern societies in Western Europe have seen increasing demographic complexity, resulting 
in what Vertovec (2006, p. 1) refers to as a “diversification of diversity”. As a result of this 
emergent demographic complexity it is no longer unproblematic (if indeed it ever was) to make 
predictions or assumptions about people’s connections to e.g. national languages, religions, ethnic 
categories etc. (see also e.g. Arnaut, 2012). This entails that all such connections must be 
investigated rather than assumed (Blommaert & Rampton, 2011). In the following sections I will 
briefly illustrate how the development in the Danish immigration patterns has enabled the existence 
of an ethnically and linguistically diverse environment like the one in which I conducted my 
fieldwork.  
 In a report from the central authority on Danish statistics, Statistics Denmark, on the Danish 
demographics from 1850 to 2000, Wismer, Lange, and Borchsenius (2000) demonstrate how 
Denmark went from being a country of emigration to being a country of immigration. From the 
1860’s to the 1930’s Denmark was a country of emigration, as the number of people leaving the 
country exceeded the number of people entering it (Wismer et al., 2000, p. 48). In the following 
decades the balance shifted back and forth, but from the 1980’s and onwards Denmark has 
consistently been a country of immigration rather than emigration (Wismer et al., 2000, p. 52).  Up 
until the 1960’s, the list of countries that Danes migrated to and that Denmark received migrants 
from was more or less constant: The other Scandinavian countries, Germany, the USA, Canada, and 
to an increasing degree also the UK (Wismer et al., 2000, p. 51). In the 1960’s, however, many 
European countries experienced an economic boom, which increased the demand for labor from 
countries outside Europe. In the case of Denmark this resulted in an emergent immigration from 
Yugoslavia, Turkey, and Pakistan (Wismer et al., 2000, p. 52) 
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 The immigrants arriving for labor were almost exclusively male, but in the following decades 
their families would follow, whereas the labor immigration itself stopped a few years after it began, 
at the beginning of the 1970’s. In 1983 a legislative change offered better opportunities for seeking 
asylum in Denmark and accordingly a range of different international circumstances led to an 
increase in and diversification of the immigration. People came first from Vietnam and later e.g. Sri 
Lanka, Lebanon, Iran, and Iraq. Finally, the civil war in Yugoslavia also contributed considerably to 
the large number of refugees in the beginning of the 1990’s (Wismer et al., 2000). Figure 1 
illustrates the development in Danish immigration from 1980-2016.  
 
Figure 1: Danish immigration by origin, 1980-2016 
From 2005, the rise in immigration from countries inside the European Union can be explained by 
the expansion of the European Union, as this has led to an increase in immigration from eastern 
European countries such as Poland and Romania (cf. Bjerre, Lavrsen, Larsen, & Olsen, 2015, p. 
13). Figure 2 shows the percentage of immigrants and descendants in the different areas of 
Denmark in 2015. The greater Copenhagen area has the highest density of immigrants and 
descendants of immigrants, although large cities like Aarhus and Odense also have a relatively large 
percentage.  
06/05/2016 11.47Diagram
Side 1 af 1http://www.statbank.dk/statbank5a/Graphics/MakeGraph.asp?menu=y…LK2&pxfile=201656114613171942407FOLK2.px&gr_type=0&PLanguage=1
Settings Rotate Print Close 
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Figure 2: Percentage of immigrants and descendants in 2015 
 
As a result of this increase in Danish immigration and the diversification of the immigration 
patterns, Denmark has over the last 50 years become increasingly more culturally and linguistically 
heterogeneous. According to the official database from the Ministry for Children, Education and 
Gender Equality (http://uvm.dk/Service/Statistik/Databanken) 11% of the Danish public school 
pupils in 2014 were immigrants or descendants (59.792 pupils out of a total of 553.802). In 
Copenhagen the number varies greatly from 6% (in the city center in an area characterized by old, 
very expensive condominiums) to 94% (in a district characterized by ethnic diversity and classified 
by the Ministry of Immigration, Integration and Housing as a ghetto area, cf. Ministry of 
Immigration, 2015). In the school where I conducted my fieldwork the number was 36% in 2014. 
For more on how these immigration patterns have influenced the area in which I conducted my 
fieldwork I refer to page 30 and onwards.  
 Similar developments in immigration patterns can be found in a range of European countries. 
The increase in ethnic diversity all over Europe has led sociolinguists to reevaluate how they view 
concepts such as language and culture. Blommaert and Rampton (2011, p. 1) argue that 
immigration patterns like the ones described above mean that “the predictability of the category 
‘migrant’ and of his/her sociocultural features has disappeared”. The authors propose linguistic 
ethnography as an approach to handle this unpredictability and argue that it enables the researcher 
to investigate the ties between linguistic and cultural practices (see also Arnaut, 2012). Through 
detailed analyses of data collected among older pupils at the school where I conducted my 
fieldwork, Jørgensen, Karrebæk, Madsen, and Møller (2011) demonstrate the benefits of linguistic 
Less than 6 pct.  
6-7.9 pct. 
8-11.6 pct. 
More than 11.6 pct.  
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ethnography. The study outlines the necessity of abandoning the notion of languages as fixed 
categories as the analytical point of departure and instead focus on how linguistic features occur in 
processes of enregisterment (for more on this, see page 18).  
Ethnicization  
Having here laid the groundwork for understanding the emergence of the kind of environment in 
which the pupils in my study live out their everyday lives, I will now discuss some of the concepts 
that they repeatedly made relevant in their everyday interaction; concepts regarding ethnicity, 
authenticity, gender, and sexuality. As I have mentioned in the introduction, the pupils repeatedly 
included ethnic categorizations in the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular. They 
treated these categorizations as “real” things-in-the-world, which could be faked, but at the same 
time they could also be negotiated and thus the categorizations were dynamic. In their ethnic 
categorizations the pupils referred both to their families’ countries of origin (I’m from Morocco, I’m 
Iraqi etc.) and to a Danish discourse of essentialism (Dane, foreigner, “perker” etc.). In order to 
capture this complexity I need to abandon the idea of ethnicity as a fixed category.  
 Gilroy (1991) criticizes what he refers to as “ethnic absolutism”, where ethnic essences are 
though to shape a person’s character. The deconstruction of ethnicity is also advocated by Brubaker 
(2002), who argues against treating ethnic groups as “internally homogeneous, externally bounded 
groups” (Brubaker, 2002, p. 164). This kind of “groupism” implies that belonging to a particular 
“ethnic group” entails particular character traits, and it is this essentialism that Brubaker warns 
against. A similar point is made by Pennycook (2007, p. 39), who argues that categories such as e.g. 
ethnicity, identity, language, or power “must be understood as contingent, shifting and produced in 
the particular, rather than having some prior ontological status.”   
 Rampton (1995) implements such a deconstruction of ethnicity in his sociolinguistic studies of 
the interactional behavior he coined “crossing”, defined as “code alternation by people who are not 
accepted members of the group associated with the second language they employ. It is concerned 
with switching into languages that are not generally thought to belong to you” (Rampton, 1995, p. 
280). Like the scholars cited above, Rampton opposes an essentialist views of ethnic belonging and 
ideas of fixed relations between ethnicities and ways of speaking, arguing that “[b]oth affiliation 
and inheritance are socially negotiated (Rampton, 1995, p. 342, italics in original). 
 In the work cited in this section ethnicity is conceptualized as socially constructed, which 
means it is something to investigate rather than something with which to explain other things. In 
analyses of interaction this entails that rather than using a set category of ethnicity (i.e. the pupils’ 
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“ethnic heritage”) to explain the behavior of the interlocutors, the researcher must examine when 
and how they make ethnicity relevant in their interaction  
 In recent years this approach to ethnicity has been taken up by a long list of sociolinguists (e.g. 
Harris, 2006; Heller, 2011; Jaspers, 2008; Madsen, 2013; Nørreby & Møller, 2015; Rampton, 
2006). Harris and Rampton (2009) argue that in order to understand how people perceive concepts 
like ethnicity and race, we need to study everyday practices to see how they make sense of things. 
The authors point out that doing this may uncover that “people aren’t as preoccupied, fractured or 
troubled by particular identifications as we initially supposed, and that they are actually rather adept 
at negotiating ‘ethnicities without guarantees’, inflecting them in ways that are extremely hard to 
anticipate in the absence of close empirical observation” (Harris & Rampton, 2009, p. 117, brackets 
in original). In the case of my study, this entails investigating when and how the pupils make use of 
ethnic categorizations in their everyday practices in order to understand how they relate to ethnicity. 
Authentication  
The analyses presented in my different papers repeatedly show that in the enregisterment of the 
contemporary urban vernacular ethnicity is closely linked to notions of authenticity. Eckert (2014, 
p. 44) states that  
“[a]uthenticity cannot be a state of possession of qualities that define an enduring category; 
rather, it is something that people claim. And more importantly, at the same time that it is a 
claim about the individual’s possession of those qualities, it is a claim about what those 
qualities are. In other words, the claim to authenticity ties the construction of the self to the 
construction of the categories one aspires to” (see also Eckert, 2003).  
The discursive processes in which people claim authenticity are what Bucholtz (2003) refer to as 
“authentication”, and she argues that where “authenticity presupposes that identity is primordial, 
authentication views it as the outcome of constantly negotiated social practices” (Bucholtz, 2003, p. 
408). 
 If authentication is negotiated in interaction it becomes evident that “authentic belonging is not 
exclusively under the control of the self” (Coupland, 2014, p. 28). Indeed Coupland argues, despite 
an individual’s own senses of belonging, belonging to a given social formation is ratified (or not) by 
others. He further argues that authenticity plays an important role in our relationships with others 
and in our allegiances to groups and communities (Coupland, 2014, p. 19). As a measure for 
comprehending the ratification of authenticity Blommaert and Varis (2013) introduce the concept of 
“enoughness”, arguing that “[o]ne has to ‘have’ enough of the emblematic features in order to be 
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ratified as an authentic member of an identity category” (Blommaert & Varis, 2013, p. 147). The 
“emblematic features” that Blommaert and Varis refer to are features that are perceived as 
emblematic of particular identities, and these features vary greatly in kind, from artifacts to ways of 
speaking, from the ability to name all the players on a particular soccer team, to being a vegetarian, 
etc. The concept of enoughness may be useful for understanding why e.g. positioning oneself as a 
prototypical gangster speaker is ratified or not.  
 That ratification is also evident from Johnstone’s (2014, p. 98) point that just because we as 
sociolinguists argue against an essentialist view of authenticity the people we study may still “think 
of some variants and some speakers as more authentic than others”.  In their study of how a group 
of young people in Copenhagen organize identity categories related to ethnicity in everyday 
interaction Nørreby and Møller (2015) find that while the adolescents question each other’s 
ethnicity in a frame of essentialist authenticity, their employment of categorizations regarding 
ethnicity and authenticity in everyday interaction is simultaneously characterized by great elasticity. 
The authors argue that the concepts of authenticity and authentication are useful for investigating 
how both fixed and fluid ethnic identities are brought about in interaction, and indeed my own 
analyses indicate that in the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular the pupils in my 
study continually engage in authentication processes.  
Gender and sexuality  
Just as some researchers in recent years have argued that ethnicity is socially constructed and that it 
is impossible to predict how people relate to ethnicity, others have argued for a similar 
understanding of gender and sexuality, i.e. an understanding of gender and sexuality not as fixed 
categories but as social constructs. An example is Bucholtz (1999a, p. 6), who argues that gender is 
not a set category that is influenced by language, but rather a dynamic construct achieved through 
language. In this understanding, gender is performative (cf. Butler, 2006, p. 34), which means that 
the concept of a given gender is illogical since gender is something you do. Similarly to the changes 
in how to view ethnicity sketched out above, the view of gender as a social construct entails the 
need to investigate how people relate to gender and make it relevant in interaction, rather than treat 
gender as a fixed category with an innate explanatory power.  
 Just as gender is not a set and clearly defined category of either/or (male or female) it is also 
not clearly separable from other categorizations. Most notable it is intrinsically linked to sexuality 
(see e.g. Bucholtz & Hall, 2004; Butler, 2006; Cameron & Kulick, 2003), which means that it is 
unproductive to treat gender alone without also considering sexuality. In my use of the term 
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sexuality I adhere to the distinction made by Cameron and Kulick (2003, p. 4) between sexuality 
(“the socially constructed expression of erotic desire”) and sexual orientation, which is only an 
aspect of sexuality, although the terms are often used interchangeably. An important aspect of 
sexuality is the understanding of sexual orientation as a continuum rather than a binary state (cf. the 
kinsey scale, first introduced by Kinsey, Pomeroy, & Martin, 1948), which means that people are 
not either hetero- or homosexual although many people identify as one or the other.  
 Even when conceptualizing gender as a social construct and sexuality as a continuum, it is still 
important to keep in mind the dynamics of power in relation to gender and sexuality. Different 
identifications in relation to gender and sexuality are not afforded equal value and power. Butler 
(2006) argues that there is a hegemonic cultural discourse predicated on binary structures (e.g. 
“man” vs. “woman”) and that the internal coherence of either gender, man or woman, “requires 
both a stable and oppositional heterosexuality” (Butler, 2006, pp. 30-31). This is what Warner 
(1991) refers to as heteronormativity, which implies a hierarchical order of sexualities with 
heterosexuality as the norm against which others are defined.  
 A similar hierarchical structure is highlighted by Connell (1995), who argues that not only is 
there a hierarchical relationship between women and men, but particular forms of masculinity are 
also ascribed higher power and value than others. Connell uses the term hegemonic masculinity 
about the narrow range of masculinities that hold the highest value in a given cultural context. The 
concept hegemonic masculinity inherently supposes the existence of other kinds of (subordinated) 
masculinities, and Connell further argues that gayness can serve as a blanket category for non-
hegemonic forms of male gender expression. Bucholtz (2011, p. 199) finds an example of this 
among the high school boys for many of whom “being able to fight was closely tied to an ideology 
of masculinity as physically powerful”. Being mocked for being “gay” may thus have nothing to do 
with sexual orientation, but could be the result of the boy (or man) in question being perceived as 
not sufficiently masculine (Pascoe, 2007), e.g. because he is perceived as a “nerd” (Zimman, 2013). 
Jonsson (2007, pp. 176-177) notes a particular use in a high school, where a male teacher and some 
of the male students joke about being gay, and Jonsson argues that this use does not refer to 
homosexuality but rather something outside of what is accepted, and it is used as a playful 
reprimand by the teacher.  
 Just as gender and sexuality are closely linked, making it difficult (and unfruitful) to separate 
them, they are obviously also linked to other categorizations, e.g. categorizations regarding 
ethnicity (or race) (see e.g. Bucholtz, 1999b; Chun, 2011; M. H. Goodwin & Alim, 2010; Mendoza-
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Denton, 2008). This is no new insight. In his study of what he referred to as “Black Vernacular 
English” Labov (1972a, p. 244) found that those of the young boys of color who belonged to “street 
groups” considered superior fighting skills to be prestigious and they oriented toward values of e.g. 
toughness, trouble, and excitement. Morgan (1999) argues that blackness is ideologically connected 
to masculinity, resulting in a marginalization of black women both in scholarly work and in the 
legal system. In her study of the use of resources associated with African American Vernacular 
English (AAVE) by a white boy Bucholtz (1999b, p. 455) also recognizes a link between 
masculinity, race, and physical toughness: “The operative gender ideology links successful 
masculinity to physical power and especially violence. The operative racial ideology links power 
and violence primarily to blackness as opposed to whiteness. And the operative language ideology 
links AAVE both to blackness and to masculinity.”  
 Similarly Chun (2011), in her study of how high school students in an ethnically diverse area 
explicitly label people or practices with race terms, finds that these racial labels were typically 
linked to meanings of gender and class. Chun (2011, p. 415) notes that a stereotype of ghetto 
masculinity was far more common than its feminine counterpart and argues that the students in 
assigning values to racialized performances align with two different local ideologies: “one that 
values racial authenticity and another that polices gendered performance” (Chun, 2011, p. 417). 
This leads her to conclude that if students connect racialized signs to gendered meanings, then girls 
and boys probably have different motivations to engage in, avoid, or evaluate racialized practices. 
 This intertwining of categorizations regarding ethnicity, gender, and sexuality entail that in my 
study of the everyday languaging of a group of preadolescent pupils I need to investigate how and 
when the pupils make all of these categories relevant and how they interrelate instead of separating 
them or presupposing them as explanatory factors. 
Linguistic practices in contemporary Copenhagen 
In the following sections I will introduce some of the theoretical underpinnings for comprehending 
the linguistic practices that I find in this study. In line with the insights regarding the de-
construction of e.g. ethnicity and gender, a series of scholars during the preceding decade have 
argued that the notion of languages as stable, bounded entities is an ideological construct, which 
does not reflect how speakers actually use language. In addition to treating languages as separate 
units (e.g. in statements such as “I speak Arabic at home”), speakers utilize whatever linguistic (and 
semiotic) resources are available to them to achieve their communicative goals (see e.g. Heller, 
2008b; Jacquemet, 2005; Jørgensen, 2008; Makoni & Pennycook, 2007). A useful term to capture 
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the kinds of linguistic practices that we see employed among contemporary (Copenhagen) children 
and youth is Agha’s concept of enregisterment, which he defines as “processes and practices 
whereby performable signs become recognized (and regrouped) as belonging to distinct, 
differentially valorized semiotic registers by a population” (Agha, 2007, p. 81). These processes 
involve linking “behavioral signs to enactable effects, including images of persona, interpersonal 
relationships, and types of conduct (Agha, 2007, p. 145).  
 Since Agha’s approach involves examining how linguistic signs through their use become 
associated with stereotypical indexical values, his conceptualization of registers involves an 
emphasis on language ideologies and it is thus in line with what Silverstein (1985, p. 220) refers to 
as “the total linguistic fact” and describes as “irreducibly dialectic in nature. It is an unstable mutual 
interaction of meaningful sign forms, contextualised to situations of interested human use and 
mediated by the fact of cultural ideology”. In this understanding both the referential and the 
relational meaning of linguistic forms is constructed in social and cultural context (Wortham, 2008), 
and signs only indicate social relations in context, which is what Silverstein (1992) refers to as 
contextualization.  
 As the object of my study is to investigate the enregisterment of the contemporary urban 
vernacular, how it is used (including e.g. the use of particular shibboleths), and what indexical 
values it is associated with, my study focuses on both form, use, and ideology, though with a greater 
emphasis on the latter two. In understanding how the contemporary urban vernacular is enregistered 
it is also important to investigate its social domain (the population that recognizes a given language 
token as belonging to a particular register and associates it with certain indexical values) and its 
social range (persons recognized as speaking a particular register) (cf. Agha, 2007, p. 125). My 
combination of linguistic ethnography and sociolinguistic experiments allows me to employ 
different perspectives on the enregisterment of this way of speaking. The qualitative analyses of the 
ethnographic observations and recordings offer an understanding of the social range of this register 
(at least among this particular group of preadolescents, cf. Paper 1), while both the quantitative 
analyses of the guise experiment and the analyses of the TV sketch demonstrate its social domain 
(cf. Papers 2 and 4).   
  The notion of a register’s social range is intrinsically connected to processes of authentication. 
Agha (2007, pp. 24-25) points out that mis-stepping (e.g. by simultaneously using resources 
associated with two different register) can cause a speaker to be perceived as less authentic (e.g. as 
a social climber). Competence in a particular register is not alone in deciding whether or not a 
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speaker is perceived as authentic. As the reactions to the TV sketch in Paper 4 show, displaying 
high competence in a register does not necessarily safeguard against being labeled as inauthentic.  
 I have chosen to employ Rampton’s (2011, 2015) term contemporary urban vernacular as an 
etic label for the register I investigate. I have done so for three reasons. Firstly I find that as it is 
conceptualized as a register in Agha’s sense (cf. Rampton, 2011, pp. 19-20) the term fits the 
purposes of this study, and in using it I wish to indicate an awareness of the similar linguistic 
practices found in other geographic localities. Secondly, I appreciate the term’s emphasis on the 
practices prototypically being found in contemporary, urban areas. Naturally this does not mean that 
similar practices can not be found in other areas, but insofar as my study goes, this emphasis is 
relevant. Finally, I agree with Rampton’s deliberate choice to not have ethnicity figured in the label, 
since previous studies have found that the register I study is not inherently linked to ethnicity (cf. 
Madsen, 2015, see also Jaspers 2008 for a discussion of ethnolects; Madsen & Svendsen, 2015). 
Although my analyses indicate that the pupils in my study often utilize the potential for ethnic 
categorizations (and ethnic essentialism) in the enregisterment of this register, it is still important to 
acknowledge that this link between ethnicity and the register in question is not a given.     
Ideologies and normativity 
As I stated in the introduction, my study of the enregisterment of the contemporary urban 
vernacular focuses on language ideologies and normativity. In the following I will therefore explain 
how I understand these concepts. Wortham (2008) states that within linguistic anthropology 
language ideologies are often conceptualized as models of linguistic resources and the speakers who 
characteristically use them, models that people use to make sense of the social relations signaled 
through language use. This is what Agha refers to as “metapragmatic” models of language (Agha, 
2007, p. 151). Agha (1998, pp. 151-152) argues that people utilize metapragmatic stereotypes to 
reify (and essentialize) the semiotic practices they encounter into static, typifiable categories. These 
stereotypes are open to dispute, can be invoked as social standards, and can serve as models for 
some individuals and counter-models for others. In the enregisterment of the contemporary urban 
vernacular this is highly visible, as the pupils in my study either strongly align or dis-align with the 
characterological figure associated with this register. A characterological figure is an “image of 
personhood that is performable through a semiotic display or enactment” (Agha, 2007, p. 177). 
 As mentioned previously every register has a domain, which is the group of people who 
recognize the indexical link between a linguistic resource and the relevant ideology.  Not everyone 
in a linguistic community uses and recognizes the language ideologies that link linguistic resources 
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with types of social identity, and as a particular language ideology evolves through movements 
across space and time, the group of people that use it changes likewise. In order to comprehend the 
language ideologies that are relevant for a given register, Agha (2007, pp. 151-152) argues that we 
need to investigate an variety of reflexive behaviors, which he divides into three categories: 
Everyday reflexive behaviors (e.g. ratified use, use of register names, or descriptions of ‘appropriate 
use’), judgments elicited through e.g. interviews or guise experiments, and finally metadiscursive 
genres (e.g. institutions with a metadiscursive element such as school, and different media such as 
literary texts, movies, or music). The data in my study can be divided into all three categories and 
thus offer a fairly detailed look at the language ideologies that are relevant for these pupils in the 
enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular.  
 One element of the everyday reflexive behaviors that I analyze consists of expressions of 
explicit normativity (as seen in e.g. Paper 1). Agha (2007, p. 126) distinguishes between three 
thresholds of normativity:  
 
“(a) A norm of behavior:  An observable pattern of behavior (…)  
  (b) A normalized model of behavior:  A reflexive model of behavior, recognized a 
‘normal’ or ‘typical’ by (at least some) actors 
(…)  
(c) A normative standard: A (…) norm codified as a standard.”  
 
In my study I find that the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular involves the first 
two thresholds (but obviously not the third, since it is enregistered in opposition to the standard). 
This means that not only can I observe that particular sets of resources are used by particular pupils, 
but the pupils have also developed a model of behavior denoting appropriate use (and rightful users) 
of these resources.  
 Blommaert (2010, p. 39) argues that in any kind of interaction, people orient to perceived 
centers of authority. As examples of authorities linked to these centers he names e.g. teachers, 
parents, peer groups, and the nation state. He refers to this as polycentricity and notes that 
polycentricity “is a key feature of interactional regimes in human environments” (Blommaert, 2010, 
p. 40, see also Silverstein, 1998). The idea that different (potentially competing) perceptions of 
centers of authority can influence interaction is also reflected in Agha’s three thresholds of 
normativity. In the case of the contemporary urban vernacular that is the focus of this study, it can 
be perceived as cool and a marker of identity on threshold 2, while it on threshold 3 (the norm 
codified as standard) can be associated with a young, ignorant immigrant. These two thresholds of 
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normativity can potentially be present at the same time and utilized by speakers to signal a range of 
different stances. Examples of interplay of the different thresholds of normativity among the pupils 
in my study can be seen in e.g. Paper 1 and Paper 3.   
1.3 Methodological background 
After having explained the theoretical foundations for my study I will now introduce my 
methodology, which is divided between two research areas: linguistic ethnography and social 
psychology. The object behind combining the two is to follow Agha’s solicitation for including 
analyses of different kinds of reflexive behaviors in order to get a more detailed understanding of 
the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular.  
Linguistic ethnography 
The approach of linguistic ethnography views social structures as something that is produced and 
reproduced in everyday life (see e.g. Blackledge & Creese, 2010; Madsen, 2015; Rampton, 1995, 
2006; Roberts, Davies, & Jupp, 2014). It examines lived, everyday realities and connects them to 
larger-scale socio-cultural processes, and rather than set out to reduce the complexity of social 
events by focusing a priori on a selected range of features, it seeks to describe and analyze the 
complexity of social events comprehensively (Blommaert, 2007). The field of linguistic 
ethnography has its roots in Hymes’ ethnography of communication (Gumperz & Hymes, 1986; 
Hymes, 1980), in interactional sociolinguistics (Gumperz, 1982), and in micro-ethnography 
(Erickson, 1990). As a research method linguistic ethnography holds that the contexts for 
communication should be investigated rather than assumed, and that analyses of the internal 
organization of interactional data is essential to understanding its significance and position in the 
world (Rampton, 2007). In this study I combine ethnographic and linguistic micro-analyses of 
situated interactions with sociolinguistic perception studies and relate these to broader processes of 
social indexicality and social stereotyping. 
 Erickson (1990) argues that due to the invisibility of everyday life, fieldwork is indispensable 
to make sense of how people organize their lives. Through detailed ethnographic fieldwork the 
researcher can tell a story of someone else’s experience (Heller, 2008a, p. 250) and as a 
methodology linguistic ethnography is concerned not only with what realities the people being 
researched employ and how they ascribe meaning to actions and objects, but also with what is of 
importance to them (Blackledge & Creese, 2010, p. 59). A central feature of traditional linguistic 
ethnography is in importance of “being there” (Geertz, 1988) on site in the same location as the 
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people being researched, but as Eisenhart (2001a, p. 21) points out, this notion is becoming 
challenging in postmodern “translocal times”. In order to take into account the changing human 
experiences and priorities the linguistic ethnographer can employ a range of measures such as using 
team ethnography to broaden insights and perspectives, portraying diverse viewpoints through 
personal narratives, and ensuring that the research narrative display divisions, struggles, or 
inconsistencies (Eisenhart, 2001b). In my study I broaden my insights by including fieldwork 
carried out by two other researchers (Line Knoop Henriksen and Ulla Lundqvist) and by including 
online ethnography carried out on the social network site Facebook over a span of 5 years. 
 In my study of the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular it was through detailed 
linguistic and ethnographic analyses that I came to realize how the self-described “gangster 
speakers” utilized potentials for ethnic categorizations in their everyday interaction. This illustrates 
the point made by Harris and Rampton (2009, p. 116) regarding linguistic ethnography, namely that 
in order to understand how people relate to ethnicity researchers need “access to local activities and 
to the ongoing co-construction/renegotiation of racial or ethnic meanings among everyday 
associates amidst a host of other concerns”. They point out the necessity of questioning how people 
make sense of things, work them through, and bring a degree of intelligible order to their 
circumstances, and this is what I seek to accomplish by using linguistic ethnography.  
Sociolinguistic perception studies 
As Agha (2007, p. 169) points out regarding register formations, the social range of enactable 
values involves both stereotypes of speakers and stereotypical indexical values associated with the 
register. In my study of the language ideologies that the pupils relate to in the enregisterment of the 
contemporary urban vernacular I therefore wish to include an examination of both the stereotypical 
speaker of this register and the indexical values associated with it. In order to achieve this I turn to 
the guise technique, which is a social psychological tool for investigating what stereotypes are 
linked to a particular register (Garrett, 2010; Garrett, Coupland, & Williams, 2003; Giles, 1970; 
Giles & Powesland, 1975; Kristiansen, 1991; Lambert, Hodgson, Gardner, & Fillenbaum, 1960). 
 The backdrop for the development of this technique is the notion (widespread among both 
cognitive and social psychologists) that there are two different modes of processing. Evans (2008, 
p. 257, Table 2) reviews a wide range of the different theories of dual-processing and lists pairs of 
attributes associated with dual systems of thinking. Among these pairs are: implicit vs. explicit, 
automatic vs. controlled, rapid vs. slow, and associative vs. rule based. The guise technique is 
aimed at measuring the first halves of these pairs (i.e. the implicit, automatic, associative, etc. 
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reactions) and has a long history. In its first incarnation it was introduced by Lambert et al. (1960) 
as the matched guise technique and used to measure the attitudes to French and English in Canada. 
In this technique the voices used for stimulus were matched, meaning that each of the speakers 
delivering the stimulus material produced two samples that were read aloud, one in French and one 
in English. The respondents evaluated each guise according to 14 different character traits (e.g. 
intelligence or sense of humor), and the results showed that the respondents evaluated the same 
speaker differently when speaking a different language.    
 The object of using guises consisting of written texts read aloud was to ensure that the content 
of the guises was neutral and identical and thus would not affect the responses. The idea of a neutral 
text, however, is utopic, as has been shown by e.g. Giles, Coupland, Henwood, and Coupland 
(2015) who try to generate an age-neutral text but are unsuccessful. Later developments of the 
method have looked for alternatives to having the same speaker read two texts out loud. A solution 
that has received increased attention in recent years is to use digital manipulation (e.g. splicing a 
particular feature into a recording of either someone reading aloud or of everyday interaction). This 
ensures that all other variables are constant and allows the researcher to focus on the effect of one 
or more specific features (see e.g. Campbell-Kibler, 2009; Campbell-Kibler, 2011; Levon & Fox, 
2014; Pharao, Maegaard, Møller, & Kristiansen, 2014; Plichta & Preston, 2005; Podesva, Reynolds, 
Callier, & Baptiste, 2015; Walker, García, Cortés, & Campbell-Kibler, 2014).  
 Another solution, and one that has been used frequently in Danish guise experiments, is to have 
different speakers for each guise (often referred to as verbal guises as opposed to matched guises), 
but then have two representatives for each category (e.g. two representatives for each register). This 
does not allow the researcher to focus on the effect of a single feature, but it enables the use of 
everyday interaction in the selection of verbal guises, and by having two representatives for each 
category you minimize the risk of the respondents reacting to individual speaker differences (like 
e.g. pitch) rather than the variables you are interested in. This is the approach I have chosen in the 
current study.   
 The guise technique has been widely used in the Danish context and has quite convincingly 
demonstrated that Denmark linguistically speaking is a highly normative and conservative society. 
Employed in a range of different localities around Denmark experiments have shown that the local 
varieties are perceived as less desirable than Copenhagen both with regard to prestige and 
sociability (see e.g. Kristiansen, 1991; Kristiansen, 1999, 2003, 2009; Ladegaard, 1998; Maegaard, 
2001, 2005). A similar negative evaluation of non-standard speech is found in studies focusing on 
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Danish with a foreign accent (Kirilova, 2004; Ritzau, 2007).  The Danish studies indicate that when 
respondents are subjected to experiments aimed at eliciting implicit attitudes (i.e. the first of the two 
modes of processing), they tend to responds in accordance with Agha’s third threshold of 
normativity (a norm codified as standard). When they are asked to respond to e.g. rank different 
registers according to preference, however, they seem to respond according to Agha’s second 
threshold of normativity. This seems to support the notion of dual-processing since respondents 
react differently depending on the type of experiment used.  
 In the last decade several studies have used the guise technique to study the stereotypical 
perceptions of contemporary urban vernaculars, both in and out of Denmark. In the Danish context 
Maegaard (2010) combines ethnographic fieldwork with a guise experiment in order to see whether 
social meanings ascribed to different ways of speaking (one of which can be categorized as a 
Copenhagen contemporary urban vernacular) are the same in different communities of practice in 
Copenhagen. Christensen (2010) uses a guise study to examine the effects of regionality versus 
ethnicity in the perception of guises including resources associated with either a local regional 
register or with a contemporary urban vernacular. In a German context Freywald, Mayr, Ôzçelik, 
and Wiese (2011) study the perception of what they refer to as Kiezdeutsch (arguably a 
contemporary urban vernacular in a German context) in order to see firstly whether it is recognized 
as a discrete variety and secondly what indexical values it is associated with. 
 Regarding the contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen, I have previously carried out 
two different verbal guise tests focusing on this register (Hyttel-Sørensen, 2009, 2011). Both studies 
involved children (in one study the respondents were approximately 8 years old and in the other 
they ranged from approximately age 6 to age 12). In both studies I played eight verbal guises for the 
children and asked them to evaluate the speakers on six scales: smart/stupid, rich/poor, cool/uncool, 
nice/annoying, good-looking/ugly, and fun/boring. The results from both experiments showed that 
the contemporary urban vernacular received far more negative evaluations than the other guises. A 
more detailed account of both experiments can be found in Paper 2. 
 As Garrett et al. (2003, p. 61) remind us, all methods have their advantages and disadvantages, 
and the guise technique is no exception (for an overview of the pros and cons of the guise technique 
see Garrett, 2010, pp. 57-59). The main advantage is that it enables relatively quick collection of 
extensive quantitative data. Another advantage is that the guise experiment measures 
stereotypifications that otherwise seem difficult to access, since a long line of studies have shown 
that the results from the guise experiments differ from the results obtained through direct questions 
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regarding linguistic variation (as Kristiansen has found time and time again, cf. Kristiansen, 2009). 
Last but not least among the advantages is the wide use of the technique in Denmark, since that 
means that there is a vast amount of data to compare the results to. The results from the many guise 
studies in Denmark have convincingly demonstrated a connection to changes over time in how 
linguistic variation is perceived (see e.g. Kristiansen, 1991; Kristiansen, 1999; Maegaard, 2005, 
2010), which adds an interesting dimension to the results.  
 Despite these advantages, there are naturally also some disadvantages. One is the original 
distinction between overt and covert attitudes and the notion that the responses in the attitudes 
uncovered in the guise tests are subconscious and therefore somehow more ‘real’ or authentic than 
the ones found through direct questions. Any assumptions about consciousness are in my opinion 
problematic since they are extremely difficult to verify, and I certainly do not agree that some 
attitudes are more ‘real’ than others. The matter of consciousness is closely linked to awareness and 
assumes that the respondents are not aware that language is the subject in the test. The comments 
that were made by the respondents during my experiments (see the qualitative analyses in Paper 2) 
clearly show that it is not credible to claim that the respondents were unaware of the linguistic 
element. Although no one guessed that the test focused on language, their responses showed a 
surprisingly high attentiveness to some of the linguistic details of the guises. In this respect my 
study differs from many other Danish studies, most of which (like mine) have taken care to avoid 
alerting the respondents to the focus on language. I will return to this in my discussion (see page 
135).  
 Although there accordingly is no way to convincingly argue that the guise technique unveils 
‘subconscious’ attitudes, the fact remains that guise experiments often elicit responses that deviate 
from the ones elicited through other means. This seems to support the hypothesis of dual-processing 
(cf. Evans, 2008), and I would therefore argue that although the guise technique does not elicit 
subconscious attitudes it does elicit evaluations that imply a different level of processing than the 
ones elicited through e.g. interviews. Although Evans (2008, p. 257, Table 2) lists the different 
attributes associated with dual-systems of processing as pairs consisting of opposites (implicit-
explicit, automatic-controlled etc.), I would argue that they can be conceptualized as opposite ends 
of continua, an interpretation that enables the possibility of attitudes being more or less e.g. explicit 
and controlled, without claiming that they are completely ‘subconscious’.   
 Another potentially problematic feature of the guise technique is pointed out originally by 
Preston (1989) and later taken up by Garrett (2010), among others. Garrett refers to the issue as the 
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“perception question” (Garrett, 2010, p. 58), and it concerns whether or not we can be sure that the 
respondents identify each of the guises as a separate register and the speakers as representative of 
them. The answer to this question must obviously be no, since we have no way of determining 
exactly what the respondents are reacting to. I agree with Maegaard (2007, p. 77), however, when 
she argues that since we’re interested in the stereotypical values associated with a register, we do 
not need to assume that the respondents actively recognize each guise as a representative of a 
particular way of speaking and are able to label it correctly. This also connects to Blommaert and 
Varis’ (2013) notion of enoughness since the stimulus samples most likely will contain certain 
features perceived as representative for an enregistered way of speaking and not others. As the 
comments made in my own study show (cf. the qualitative analyses in Paper 2), however, a lot of 
the respondents actually displayed a relatively high awareness of the kind of language they were 
exposed to. Either way, we gain valuable insights into the respondents’ knowledge of the potential 
indexical ascriptions of value of different features.  
 Another difficulty in using the guise technique regards the concept of decontextualization. In 
their effort to join the fields of discourse analysis and social psychology Potter, Wetherell, and 
Wetherell (1987) argue that you cannot separate language from context, which the guise experiment 
by its very configuration always does. How can we know that the way people react to a given 
stimulus in an experimental setting corresponds to how they would react to the same stimulus in 
everyday interaction? We certainly have no way of knowing and it seems intuitively probable that 
the two responses would not correspond completely. Again, however, I agree with Maegaard (2007, 
p. 78) when she argues that as the guise test reveals the stereotypical indexical values associated 
with a single element (the linguistic stimulus) it is still relevant, even though the responses might 
not match real life reactions. The stereotypical associations uncovered by the guise experiment 
point to the stereotypes that people draw on when they make meaning of the language around them 
in their everyday lives.  
 All in all, although the guise technique clearly is far from unproblematic, I consider it to be a 
useful tool in my study of the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular. Some of the 
weaknesses of the technique I try to overcome in the design of my experiment, and others are in my 
opinion circumvented by combining the guise technique with linguistic ethnography. Having thus 
introduced my methodology I will now move on to offer a more thorough introduction to the object 
of my study: the contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen.  
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1.4 Copenhagen contemporary urban vernacular  
As mentioned in the introduction a range of studies have dealt with different aspects of the register I 
refer to as the Copenhagen contemporary urban vernacular. The groundwork for research focusing 
on this register was laid by Quist’s (2012, based on fieldwork carried out in 2002) ethnographic 
study of stylistic practices in an ethnically heterogeneous high school in Copenhagen, Maegaard’s 
(2007, based on fieldwork carried out in 2002-2003) ethnographic and variationist study of the 
relationship between language use, social categorization, and social practices among adolescent 
pupils in a Copenhagen elementary school, and Madsen’s (2015, based on fieldwork carried out in 
2004-2005)  ethnographic study of the linguistic practices and identity categorizations among a 
group of taekwondo fighters ranging from age 10 to age 15. More recently Stæhr (2010) and Ag 
(2010) in 2009 carried out ethnographic fieldwork at the same school where I conducted my 
fieldwork in order to study language use and identity categorizations among a group of adolescent 
pupils (see also Karrebæk, 2016 for a study of incipient enregisterment of the contemporary urban 
vernacular among a group of children during their first school years). 
 The different field sites in which these ethnographic studies have been carried out all have in 
common that they are based in linguistically and culturally heterogeneous areas in Copenhagen. 
The existence of areas of this kind (and arguably also of a register like the contemporary urban 
vernacular) is made possible by the migration patterns described on pages 11-14. These 
ethnographic studies are supplemented, as previously mentioned, by different guise experiments 
focusing on (or at least including) the contemporary urban vernacular. Maegaard (2010) combines 
style cluster analysis with a guise experiment in order to see whether different stylistic stereotypes 
are recognizable both at a particular school and in another part of Copenhagen. Pharao et al. (2014) 
investigate the indexical meanings of [s+] in two registers, one of which is the contemporary urban 
vernacular.   
 These different studies do not refer to their object of study as a contemporary urban vernacular. 
In fact they vary greatly in how they refer to the language use they are describing. Such different 
terms as “multi-ethnolect”, “street language”, “late modern urban youth style”, and “foreigner” 
speak have been used at different times and with different purposes. Classing all of these together 
and claiming that the phenomenon they describe is the same that is my interpretation. Considering, 
however, the many concurrences between their different descriptions I argue that it is not 
unreasonable to construe them as examples of the same phenomenon, namely the enregisterment of 
a contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen. These concurrences include indexical values 
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(such as masculinity, ethnic minority status, and streetwiseness), phonetic resources (including e.g. 
pronunciation of single features like t and s, or a distinct tonal pattern), lexical resources (mainly 
examples of resources typically associated with national languages such as Turkish or Arabic), and 
other semiotic practices (such as physical displays of toughness, listening to rap music, or 
displaying academic non-achievement). For a detailed presentation of the linguistic resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular I refer to Paper 2 (see page 70), and for a 
description of the resources typically used by the pupils in my study I refer to Paper 1 (see page 44).    
 Similar studies of contemporary urban vernaculars have been carried out in other countries, 
among them Selting’s (2011) study of prosodic resources associated with what she refers to as an 
ethnic style of Turkish German, Kern’s (2011) study of a rhythmic pattern particular to what she 
refers as a Turkish German ethnic style, and Freywald, Cornips, Ganuza, Nistov, and Opsahl’s 
(2015) study of verb-second structures in Norwegian, Swedish, German, and Dutch (see also 
Ganuza, 2010; Opsahl & Nistov, 2010).  
 All of these studies demonstrate that we already know quite a lot about contemporary urban 
vernaculars in general, and the Copenhagen contemporary urban vernacular in particular. Still, a lot 
remains to be uncovered. A more thorough understanding of the enregisterment involving this way 
of speaking involves combining the study of different levels of reflexive behavior (cf. Agha, 2007, 
p. 151, Table 3.1) and supplementing ethnographic fieldwork and perception studies with e.g. 
analyses of macro discourses as they are found in e.g. mass media. There is also more to learn about 
the different linguistic tokens associated with the register and how they are perceived by in-group 
respondents as well as by respondents who are categorized at outsiders. The complex relationship 
between indexical values linked to social class, gender, and ethnicity can also be illuminated 
further, e.g. by conducting research in different localities, chosen to represent different 
environments regarding socio-economic status and ethnic diversity.   
 My study contributes to this knowledge by combining ethnographic observations and analyses 
of recorded interaction with perception experiments. This combination of data allows me to e.g. 
look at how pupils who routinely use resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular 
understand themselves both in in-group relations and in opposition to their peers, how they use 
semiotic resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular in these relations, and what 
indexical values they associate with this register, both in everyday interaction, in interviews, in 
guise experiments, and when exposed to a TV parody involving this register. In the following 
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paragraph I will introduce my data collection more extensively, including a presentation of the field 
site and of the pupils I focus on in my analyses.   
1.5 Data 
As I have previously stated my data collection can be categorized as belonging to two different 
research traditions: the fields of linguistic ethnography and social psychology, respectively. The 
data collection inspired by linguistic ethnography consists of fairly extensive fieldwork including:  
• ethnographic observations (both on- and offline, the online observations were carried out on 
Facebook and Instagram)  
• school recordings (audio and video) 
• retrospective peer-group interviews (asking open ended questions about school ambitions, 
friends, family, hobbies, semiotic practices, and specific linguistic tokens that had occurred 
in the recordings or on Facebook)  
• a retrospective class session focusing on the reception of a TV parody featuring a 
stereotypical persona using resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular 
• and finally teacher interviews with the main teacher, repeated a total of three times over 
three years.  
 The data collection inspired by social psychology consists of two different perception studies: a 
verbal guise experiment focusing on the contemporary urban vernacular in comparison with a more 
standard Copenhagen register and a supplementary guise experiment. The latter was conceived in 
an attempt to model the degree to which the different guises in the guise experiment were perceived 
as speaking “gangster”, which was the label the pupils in my study most often used to describe the 
contemporary urban vernacular in everyday interaction, during the peer-group interviews, and 
particularly during the class session involving the TV sketch. For a more detailed presentation of 
the different kinds of data I refer to the individual papers in which they are analyzed. In the 
following I will first introduce the field site before presenting and discussing my fieldwork.  
Contemporary Copenhagen 
In order to understand the particulars of the field site it is important to grasp the environment in 
contemporary Copenhagen. Years of sociolinguistic and dialectological studies have shown that in 
Denmark a Copenhagen register referred to as rigsmål and enregistered as the national standard has 
become more prevalent in all parts of the country since the 1800s leading to an overall 
standardization of spoken Danish (Kristensen, 2003; Pedersen, 2003). This corresponds with the 
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guise studies that show that Denmark is a linguistically conservative society. Regarding the 
linguistic variation in Copenhagen sociolinguists have identified the existence of two different 
registers, which they referred to as ‘High’ and ‘Low’ Copenhagen, respectively (e.g. Kristiansen, 
2003, see also Madsen 2013). This distinction was based on a difference in social class, where later 
studies have distinguished between ‘Modern’ and ‘Conservative’ Copenhagen (e.g. Kristiansen, 
2009). These labels have also been used in guise studies focusing on the stereotypical evaluations of 
these two registers (e.g. Kristiansen, 2001, 2003, 2009; Maegaard, 2005). I my guise experiment the 
guises that do not represent the contemporary urban vernacular can be conceptualized as 
representatives of Modern Copenhagen, and a further discussion of my use of this label and a 
description of this register can be found in Paper 2.  
 As previously mentioned different studies have shown that Denmark is a linguistically 
normative country, a fact that is reflected in Danish public institutions being dominated by strong 
standard ideology (Kristiansen, 2003). Language attitude studies have repeatedly confirmed this and 
shown that direct methods elicit positive evaluations of Conservative Copenhagen, whereas indirect 
methods (like the guise technique) find that Modern Copenhagen evaluated positively regarding 
what Kristiansen refers to as dynamism, whereas Conservative Copenhagen is evaluated positively 
regarding superiority (Kristiansen, 2001; Maegaard, 2005).   
 Despite the increase in linguistic diversity over the last 50 years (cf. page 11) Danish 
institutions in general and schools in particular are dominated by a strong double-monolingualism 
norm, which (conceiving languages as bounded entities) prescribes using one language at a time 
(Jørgensen, 2004; 2010, p. 146). Despite this strong normativity, numerous studies over the last two 
decades have shown that young people in linguistically heterogeneous environments use linguistic 
resources associated with different national languages, in spite of the fact that some people may 
find that these linguistic resources do not belong together, and they certainly do not treat them as 
separate entities (Jørgensen, 2010; Madsen, 2015; Maegaard, 2007; Møller, 2009; Quist, 2012). 
 The area in Copenhagen where I carried out my fieldwork was formerly a working class area, 
but is presently characterized by both linguistic and cultural diversity (for more about this area and 
about the school in which I conducted my fieldwork see Madsen, Karrebæk, & Møller, 2016). This 
diversity is reflected by the self-reported home languages of the pupils in my study. In total they 
reported speaking 23 languages other than Danish, and of the 45 pupils in total that were part of the 
fieldwork only 13 reported only speaking Danish at home. The linguistic, cultural, and 
socioeconomic diversity of this area is also reflected in the backgrounds of this group of pupils, 
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with some of them living in ghetto-like environments (according to the Ministry of Housing, Urban 
and Rural Affairs 2010) and others living in expensive condominiums.  
Ethnographic fieldwork 
During the period in which I carried out my fieldwork two of my colleagues (Line Knoop-
Henriksen and Ulla Lundqvist) also followed the same group of pupils. In total our joint fieldwork 
spanned approximately three years, from the beginning of the 4th till the end of the 6th grade 
(approximately ages 10-13). The three of us had different foci, a fact that was reflected in our 
diaries. Before discussing my own field notes I will offer a brief description of my colleagues’ 
fieldwork.  
 Knoop-Henriksen commenced her fieldwork shortly after I had initiated my own and we 
collaborated closely on systematizing the fieldwork, for instance by having detailed schemata of 
what data was collected when and by creating a joint Facebook-account, which we encouraged the 
pupils to add to their accounts. (Later on when Ulla Lundqvist started her fieldwork among these 
pupils, we changed the account to include her as well.) Knoop-Henriksen quickly decided to focus 
on two particular pupils (Mohsen and Iman in form A), a choice that was reflected in her diaries. 
These differed somewhat from my own in style in that they were relatively subjective, not just 
describing the various situations but also actively analyzing and interpreting them.  
 An example of this is from her diary from March 2012 when she observes the form A girls 
playing four square and expresses wonder at the hierarchy (one girl, Narges, keeps being on top): 
“The king has three lives and I soon realize that Narges is the sole interpreter of the rules of the 
game. No matter how unreasonable her judgments are, the other girls agree with her.” And during 
the next recess: “Narges is (oddly enough) still king.” Furthermore, Knoop-Henriksen’s field notes 
also contain descriptions of her own emotions in various situations, e.g. the following situation 
from her diary from April 2012 where Elif describes how she views Knoop-Henriksen: “Elif: ‘Well, 
you’re like us, you’re one of us, I see you just like a girl like us’. I feel happy and flattered.” Her 
diaries also include numerous examples of situations where she cites herself speaking slang to the 
pupils and aligning with the pupils’ interests (e.g. by agreeing that the lesson is boring, or winking 
to a pupil who has just been scolded by the teacher).  
 Lundqvist’s primary area of interest was didactic and pedagogic elements, especially anything 
relating to literacy, and she quickly became interested in one particular boy (Mohsen) from form A. 
She followed him both in school and during Arabic lessons taking place after the mandatory 
curriculum, and she also did fieldwork in his home, interviewing his family. Lundqvist’s diaries are 
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extremely thorough and detailed, with objective descriptions of what the pupils say and do. Her 
field notes often contain examples of writing made by either teachers or pupils. Her observations 
also involve several meta-comments relating to the ethnography itself, such as deliberations on how 
the pupils react to the presence of the ethnographer, or what status the ethnographer has in 
comparison with a teacher.  
 My own field notes clearly reflect the development my study underwent over the span of the 
three years in which I conducted my fieldwork. I conducted the guise experiment before 
commencing the fieldwork (i.e. the very first time I met the pupils), in order to keep them from 
knowing that the experiment was related to language (cf. page 26). At the commencement of my 
fieldwork my diaries were unfocused, differing widely in the topics and pupils included from day to 
day. As time passed, my overall scope of studying the language ideologies, normativity, and 
situated language use in the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular began to 
influence my field notes to the extent where I would pay extra attention to any situation explicitly 
involving ideological or normative aspects. This led to Iman being featured heavily in the 
observations, since she would often make normative statements (e.g. correcting her peers’ language 
or policing their behavior).  
 In general my field notes consist of descriptions of the ongoing events, but some have a 
specific focus, e.g. noting what the different pupils were wearing, how the girls did their hair, or 
what was displayed on the classroom walls. As my fieldwork progressed I became increasingly 
interested in some of the boys in form B, namely the ones who would continually aligned with 
tough, streetwise indexical values, and who would routinely use resources associated with what 
they referred to as e.g. gangster language or slang language. These boys are therefore more heavily 
featured in my later diaries. 
 To illustrate the development in my field notes I will offer two examples. The first example is 
from my very first diary from August 2011. The interaction takes place during a Danish lesson. 
Sanne and Anne are the two Danish teachers and the rest are pupils: 
 
“Anne goes through last week’s dictation and focuses on compound nouns, and reminds everyone that they are 
written in 1 word. They’re asked to give examples of compound nouns. Iman (a) suggests “Christianity” but is 
told that isn’t a compound noun but a derivative and they’re now learning about them yet. Sanne says that they 
have to remember to read the dictation for next Wednesday. 
(…) 
Anne asks the class what the difference is between Jutlandic and Copenhagen. A girl answers that Jutlandic has 
an accent and Copenhagen doesn’t. Anne says that for her it’s the other way around, for her Jutlandic is normal 
and Copenhagen has an accent. She gives examples of Jutlandic dialect and speaks South Jutlandic: “Do you 
wanna come round back and have a hotdog?” She also speaks about dialects from Bornholm and Funen and says 
that in Funen there are some words that are just 1 letter.  
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(…) 
Next up Sanne asks about humble. She calls on Rosa (a) who says that she raised her hands to ask about humble. 
Anna (b) has also raised her hand but ends up saying that she doesn’t know how to explain it. Iman (a) says that 
it is when you’re the fool to which Sanne says no. Kamal (b) describes being humbled like getting e.g. a wedgie 
to which Sanne says yes but what is humble then cause that’s not the same as being humbled.  Iman (a) says that 
it is when you want to show respect to which Sanne says that it is showing extreme amounts of respect.”  
 
As these excerpts show my focus was mainly on the activities led by the teachers (Sanne and Anne) 
and there are no comments about any other activities. This was the case in most of my early 
journals, in which the focus was always on what was happening at the blackboard – except of 
course during e.g. recess or lessons with less teacher management (like e.g. music or arts). The first 
weeks, however, I mainly followed the class during the lessons (and preferably the ones in their 
regular classroom) since I had trouble recognizing them when they were running around instead of 
sitting in their assigned seats (which I had noted). The excerpts also reveal a focus on meta-
language, such as the comments made about different dialects or the pupils’ ability to define 
different words. Finally, the diary naturally also reveals that I did not yet know the pupils, since 
there was a pupil whose name I did not know and since I felt the need to note after each name 
whether the pupil in question was in form A or B. In my later diaries I only noted the form in the 
two cases, where two boys (one in each form) had the same name.  
 The second example is from one of my last diaries from June 2013: 
“I get to the school just as the bell rings to lunch break and walk behind some of the girls who are returning from 
PE. I follow them to the dining hall, where Aurelio greets me. They sit:  
  Faysal 
-------------------------------------- 
Aurelio Musa 
   
William 
--------------------------------------- 
Mohsen Mohamed 
 Mahmoud 
--------------------------------------- 
 Victor 
Liz    Dina    Delia    Irina 
--------------------------------------- 
 Julia 
(…) 
When they’re done eating the class monitors must tidy up. Mohsen is wiping the tables off. I follow them into 
the schoolyard. I notice Aurelio sitting alone on a bench drinking milk. He’s looking at a boy, who looks like 
him and who’s wearing a soccer jersey, which says Christiano – perhaps it’s his older brother… A little while 
later he starts playing basketball with Dina, Delia, and two boys I don’t know.  
 A large group of the others are playing foursquare: Mohamed, Mohsen, William, Victor, Iman, Nada, Dana, 
Narges, and a boy I don’t know.  
 I sit down on a bench where I can see both the ones playing basketball and the ones playing foursquare. Delia 
comes up to me and asks what Musa’a mother’s name is. I reply that I don’t know and ask why. She says that 
Musa is teasing her about her mother’s name so she wants to pay him back. I ask her what her mother’s name is 
but she doesn’t want to tell me.  
(…) 
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The bell rings and most walk in slowly. When I get to wood shop Musa comes down the stairs with a bigger boy. 
When he sees me he says “Liva he’s hitting me”. I notice that Nada, Mohsen, and Dana are lying up against the 
wall with their phones. The wood shop teacher (Ole) comes and unlocks the door. The kids and I follow him 
inside. Aurelio isn’t there but comes running in a little late. I give a recorder to Musa who asks what it is. He’s 
never had one before and also ends up returning it after 30 minutes, complaining that it is too heavy. I repeatedly 
hear Aurelio say eow eow to get the others’ attention – especially Musa’s.”  
 
In this diary, approximately two years later, it is obvious that I now know the pupils. I know all of 
the pupils and make field notes about my interaction with them. Furthermore the diary is focused on 
what happens during recess and during wood shop, describing primarily the interaction between the 
pupils rather than focusing on the teacher. The diary also reveals my focus on the contemporary 
urban vernacular and the boys who use resources associated with this register (here Musa and 
Aurelio). Another detail that is apparent in this diary is that I’ve noted the pupils’ seating. Every 
time they were out of their assigned seats (or when the assigned seats were changed) I would sketch 
the seating arrangement. Finally the diary demonstrates how I noted a range of other semiotic 
practices (such as playing basketball, wearing a soccer jersey, or playing with a phone). This was 
the result of a conscious choice on my part, as I acknowledged that enregisterment covers a wide 
range of semiotic activities and therefore wanted to document as many of the pupils’ semiotic 
practices as possible – particularly regarding the boys I focused on.   
 Before presenting these boys and the peer-group they were part of I will attach a few comments 
to the school and the class. During the three years, in which we conducted our fieldwork, there were 
a total of 45 pupils in this group, but due to pupils changing schools there were generally around 40 
pupils enlisted in the year, dispersed over two different forms (A and B) but joined for the majority 
of their lessons. This is unusual but one of the teachers, Sanne, informed me that from the 
commencement of the 1st grade the two primary teachers had decided to join the two classes in all 
math and Danish lessons. Halfway through the 5th grade the teachers decided to extend this 
arrangement to all lessons taking place in the regular classroom (meaning that the exceptions were 
e.g. PE and arts lessons). The argument was that it was easier for the teachers to maintain order 
when the two forms were together. During my ethnographic fieldwork I noticed that the pupils 
would spend a lot of time together across the two forms, and during recess the majority of the pupils 
would engage in common activities for both forms, e.g. soccer or foursquare. During lessons they 
would sit in seats assigned by the teachers, dispersed in two rows of four seats, A and B pupils 
intermingled.  In the following I will describe the group of pupils, who routinely used resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular.  
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Pupils 
Out of these approximately 40 pupils a total of nine pupils routinely used resourced associated with 
the contemporary vernacular and described themselves (and were described by their classmates) as 
speaking what they referred to as e.g. “gangster”, “perker”, or “slang” language. Although this 
register is associated with stereotypical indexical values such as masculinity and ethnic minority 
status, other studies have shown that majority Danes as well as girls also use it. Among these 
pupils, however, the only ones who routinely use it are boys with migration backgrounds. During 
the entirety of my fieldwork I did at one point or another observe more or less every single pupil 
use resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular, but besides these nine boys they 
only used it e.g. in stylizations, when citing someone else, or referring to e.g. media characters 
using this register. The following table offers an overview of the boys who routinely used resources 
associated with this register and lists their linguistic, family, and religious backgrounds (according 
to either the school records, the pupils’ answers during the peer-group interviews, or knowledge 
gained from the ethnographic fieldwork): 
 Form Background 
Aurelio  B Croatian, Romani, Catholic 
Denis  B Turkish, Muslim 
Musa  B Somali, Muslim 
Umar  B Pakistani, Muslim 
Fatih  B Kurdish, Muslim 
Naveed B Pakistani, Muslim 
Kamal  B Moroccan, Muslim 
Waqas  A Pakistani, Muslim 
Faysal A Arabic, Muslim 
Table 1: Pupils who routinely used resources associated with CUV 
A more detailed description of this peer-group and these boys can be found in papers 1 and 3. In 
general all of these boys engaged in a common series of group practices, including using resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular, routinely constructing tough, masculine 
personas, and sharing interests such as hip-hop, soccer and video games. Although papers 1 and 3 
also contain descriptions of some of these boys, I will now introduce the each of the nine pupils 
individually in order to provide an understanding of the group as a whole.  
 The first boy, Aurelio, would seldom participate actively during lessons. On the few occasions 
when I observed him volunteering an answer during lessons, the answer would more often than not 
be incorrect. That Aurelio in general was viewed as a troublesome pupil was evident from the 
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number of times he was sent out of the classroom, on some occasions before the lesson had even 
begun. Spread out over the three years of fieldwork there are numerous examples of the teachers 
and pupils discussing Aurelio and his violent behavior; these examples include him being 
reprimanded by the teachers for hitting or kicking other pupils, being reprimanded by a class mate 
for encouraging his peers to engage in fights with him. There are also examples of him threatening 
other pupils during recess and being expelled for a week for fighting in school, etc. This behavior 
was supported by Aurelio often explicitly aligning (in a jocular fashion) with criminal, violent 
actions, e.g. through his posts on Facebook (such as listing his occupation as gangster), via his 
comments during interviews (such as naming his future occupation as what he called a hooker 
guard), or even through his school work (such as attempting to make a gun out of clay when 
instructed to make something from nature).  
 Despite being one of Aurelio’s closest friends in school, Denis gave a very different impression 
both during lessons and during recess. Denis was never sent out of the classroom and only rarely 
reprimanded by the teachers during lessons, but there were several examples of him being involved 
in fights during recess and being admonished by the teachers for violent behavior. During my group 
interview with Aurelio, Denis, Naveed, and their classmate Umar, I asked the boys whether any of 
them were ever sent out of the classroom during lessons. Denis, Naveed, and Umar all started 
listing the number of times they had been sent out, while Aurelio said he was sent out twice a day 
and went on to say that Denis was great at making trouble without getting caught and called Denis a 
spy.  
 Despite on multiple occasions aligning with discourses about violence and crime, Denis often 
stressed the importance of being a good Muslim and often dismissed something as being haram (i.e. 
sinful according to Islam). Examples of haram according to Denis include crossing your fingers (for 
good luck), boys playing with girls, and watching a TV sketch show that makes fun of Muslims. 
Despite a relatively high number of Muslim pupils in form A and B, Denis was alone in 
systematically referring to things being haram.    
 Musa had been in the class in the younger grades before changing school for several years and 
then returning in the fifth grade. Musa was constructed both by the teachers and his classmates as a 
troublesome pupil and was repeatedly sent out of the class during lessons. He was extremely active 
on Facebook, by far the one posting most times during a day, often links to e.g. YouTube videos, 
comments about soccer, or complaints about school. His Facebook posts often contained linguistic 
resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular (see Stæhr, 2015 for examples of 
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online enregisterment), as well as jocular references to uses of this register in popular culture (e.g. 
comedy sketches or rap songs). 
 Umar was a very quiet pupil, and presumably for that reason he did not feature prominently in 
the field notes. The few times he was mentioned in the diaries, was in connection with the other 
boys from this group, most often Aurelio or Denis. During the peer-group interview, where Aurelio, 
Denis, and Naveed also participated, he aligned with the other three boys in their descriptions of 
their own language, distinguishing themselves from the other classmates, saying of their own 
language that it was ugly, slang, and swearing and gave examples of resources typically associated 
with the contemporary urban vernacular such as “eow” and “wallah”. Umar also jokingly used 
some of these resources during the interview, e.g. by putting the microphone close to his lips and 
saying eow, what up (“eow, sker der”).  
 Fatih was part of this group, but also a bit of an outsider. According to the field notes he was 
often missing from class and would sometimes get up during lessons and leave without the teachers 
commenting on it. Physically he was much larger than his peers and on several instances the other 
pupils appeared to be afraid of him. There are numerous examples of him getting in fights and 
being reprimanded for violent behavior. At the end of the 5th grade he changed schools and was 
therefore not present for the peer-group interviews, which were conducted in the 6th grade.   
  Naveed was a very central figure in this peer-group. He was perhaps the boy most often 
described as a speaker of the contemporary urban vernacular, and although there are no examples of 
Naveed being in actual fights or displaying violent behavior, he often explicitly aligned with the 
gangster discourse so frequently expressed by these boys, where guns, violence, and crime were 
treated as fun and cool. Naveed’s main interest seemed to be soccer, since most of his Facebook 
updates were concerning soccer, and whenever possible he would spend the entire recess playing 
soccer.  
 Kamal was also an integral member of this group of boys before changing schools at the end of 
the fifth grade. At the commencement of my fieldwork Kamal gave me the impression of being a 
bright and school-oriented pupil, who was often extremely eager when offering answers to the 
teachers’ queries. Upon resuming my fieldwork after a year’s intermission I immediately noticed 
that his behavior during lessons had changed considerably. He no longer volunteered answers, was 
frequently missing books and lacking attention. After changing schools he came back and visited 
his old classmates on a Friday afternoon during wood shop. When the others asked him whether he 
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had made any new friends, he replied in the negative and gave as a reason that all the other pupils 
were Danes.   
 Waqas, despite being friends with the others and aligning with many of the same values, was 
somewhat on the periphery of the group, since he would also spend a lot of time with his peers from 
form A (including Faysal). He was the most school-oriented of these boys, although he was a fairly 
quiet boy all-round, both during lessons and recess. On several occasions I observed him using 
resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular and constructing tough, street-wise 
personas, but just as often he would use resources associated with a more standard school register.  
 The last of these boys, Faysal, was somewhat a newcomer in the group, as he joined form A in 
the 5th grade and was a year younger than his classmates. He was close friends with Waqas, and 
during the peer group interview Faysal and Waqas mentioned that they would hang out after school 
at the youth club and play soccer together.  
 These nine boys were thus the only pupils that I routinely observed using resources associated 
with the contemporary urban vernacular, which means that among this group of pupils this 
register’s social range consisted only of these nine individuals. Having here presented the part of 
my data collection rooted in linguistic ethnography I refer to Paper 2 for a description of the data 
collection rooted in social psychology, i.e. the two guise experiments. Before moving on to the four 
papers, that form the main body of this dissertation, I will mention some ethical considerations that 
were important both in my data collection and in my subsequent work with the data. 
Ethical considerations 
There are many ethical aspects that need to be considered when working with data of this kind. The 
guise tests are fairly easy to deal with, but the ethnographic fieldwork requires more deliberation. In 
the first guise experiment I ensured the respondents’ anonymity by instructing the respondents not 
to write their names on the questionnaire (something the pupils expressed wonder at, since they 
usually signed their names on everything they handed in at school). The exception to this 
anonymity was the pupils that were also included in my fieldwork. In their case I wished to know 
who had filled out the different questionnaires, in order to enable me to compare their responses in 
the guise experiment with the findings in the ethnographic fieldwork (as I’ve done in Paper 3). 
Ensuring their anonymity was thus a more complicated task. I did this by assigning everyone both a 
pseudonym and a three-letter informant code. Each recording was named after the date and the 
informant code of the pupil(s) who had the recorder. In my selection of pseudonyms I made an 
effort to choose names that carried some of the same connotations as their real names (e.g. a name 
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associated with Turkish, a popular name, or an old-fashioned name). All of the data were kept on a 
secured server, which required authorization to access.    
 Besides anonymity there are other ethical considerations when the informants are children. 
Since the informants were underage I handed out parental consent forms describing all the activities 
that involved the children: the recordings, the school observations, the Facebook interactions, and 
the interviews. When I commenced the online fieldwork, I created a Facebook-account (in 
collaboration with Knoop-Henriksen and Lundqvist) called The Language Girls (“Sprogpigerne”), a 
name we intended to signal our status as researchers. We then told the pupils that if they did not 
mind us seeing their Facebook activities, they could send us a friend request. Most of the pupils did.      
2 Papers 
I will now move on to the main body of the dissertation, the four different papers. Although the four 
papers have different foci and treat different parts of my data, there are naturally quite a few 
overlaps, which means that especially some of the introductory sections in the individual papers 
may seem repetitive (e.g. descriptions of the school, the pupils, the data collection, etc.) This is 
unavoidable in order for each paper to be coherent on its own, but unfortunately it does not promote 
the reading of this dissertation from A-Z, which is regrettable. It should also be noted that Paper 4 
was published in Madsen et al. (2016), which means that I have not been allowed to revise it further 
and have thus been unable to update it with later findings etc. In the following I will briefly 
summarize each paper.  
Overview of papers 
Paper 1: Dissing for fun – ethnic categorizations and in-group practices in the enregisterment 
of a contemporary urban vernacular (submitted to Working Papers in Urban Language and 
Literacies, Kings College) 
The first paper focuses on the group of boys, who routinely use resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular. Through analyses of situated interaction (online and offline) I 
demonstrate how the boys use ethnic categorizations to define themselves as a group and to create 
both cohesion and dissension in the group. I argue that although the contemporary urban vernacular 
certainly does not necessarily index ethnicity, for the pupils in question the potential for ethnic 
categorization is often relevant in the enregisterment of this register. Furthermore I show that while 
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this register can be used to signal in-group solidarity and friendship, it can also be used to 
exacerbate conflicts and amplify aggression.     
Paper 2: Playing gangster – authentication and iconization in two guise studies focusing on a 
contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen (submitted to Journal of Sociolinguistics for 
review) 
 The second paper introduces the guise experiment carried out in the 4th grade and focuses on 
what indexical values the contemporary urban vernacular is associated with, as opposed to Modern 
Copenhagen, a more standard Copenhagen register. The paper combines quantitative analyses using 
logistic mixed effects regression with qualitative analyses of the comments the participants made 
during the experiments. The quantitative analyses include a second guise experiment, which serves 
to model the effect of the degree to which the guises include resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular by examining to what degree the respondents perceive the different 
guises as being gangster (as opposed to nerd, both labels often used by the preadolescent pupils). 
 The results from the regression models show that the higher the gangster score the guises are 
assigned, the less intelligent, wealthy, amiable, and physically attractive the guises are perceived to 
be. This implies that the contemporary urban vernacular is associated not only with ethnicity but 
also with ‘low’ social class. The qualitative analyses show that one of the female guises 
representing the contemporary urban vernacular is perceived as male by some respondents simply 
because it includes resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. This indicates that 
the contemporary urban vernacular is very closely associated with masculinity. The analyses also 
point to the relevance of ethnicity (the contemporary urban vernacular guises are linked to being 
foreign), and to the iconization of particular features.  
Paper 3: In-group perception – qualitative and quantitative analyses of how a contemporary 
urban vernacular is perceived by a group of boys who self-identify as using that register 
The third paper combines ethnographic analyses with analyses of the responses from both guise 
experiments. As previously mentioned, the ethnographic analyses allows me to single out a group 
of friends who all routinely use resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular and 
zoom in on their responses in both experiments, the first of which was carried out while they were 
in the 4th grade, while the second was carried out in the 6th grade. 
 The qualitative analyses of the ethnographic fieldwork show that 9 of the male pupils explicitly 
self-identify as speaking gangster and routinely construct themselves as a group apart from their 
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peers. Regarding their responses in the two experiments, both quantitative and qualitative analyses 
of their responses from both experiments indicate that they overall agree with their peers in their 
perceptions of the guises, with the exception of their perceptions of guise number 5 in the second 
experiment. This male guise representing the contemporary urban vernacular is perceived as very 
gangster by the other respondents, but these boys all place it at the nerd half of the specter, with 
extremely low scores (where a higher score equals being perceived as more gangster). The different 
results all indicate that although in-group respondents still reproduce standard normativity regarding 
this register, they also appear to me more invested in the enregisterment of the contemporary urban 
vernacular and react to minute linguistic features, unnoticed by me and presumably by the rest of 
their peers.  
Paper 4: Gangster talk on the phone – analyses of a mass media parody of a contemporary 
urban vernacular in Copenhagen and its reception (published in Madsen, L. M., Karrebæk, M. 
S., & Møller, J. S. (Eds.). (2016). Everyday Languaging: Collaborative research on the language 
use of children and youth. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 
The last paper examines different media representations of the contemporary urban vernacular and 
shows how this register has gone from the street to the screens (cf. Androutsopoulos, 2001), 
focusing on a national TV sketch parody from 2013: Gangster talk on the phone (“Gangstersnak i 
telefonen”). The analyses center on a class session, where the preadolescent pupils saw the sketch 
and discussed it – and more specifically the different ways of speaking portrayed in the sketch – in 
groups. The scrutiny of the different media parodies shows that they become more nuanced over 
time, but no matter how nuanced they still contribute to the diffusion of the different (negative) 
stereotypes indexed by the various parodies.  
 Regarding the pupils’ reactions, they clearly show that the pupils associate the contemporary 
urban vernacular with ethnicity, that ethnic categorization is relevant for being ratified as an 
authentic speaker, and that using resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular can 
potentially be perceived as insulting if the use is perceived as inauthentic. 
2.1 Dissing for fun – ethnic categorizations and in-group practices in the 
enregisterment of a contemporary urban vernacular 
Introduction 
The last two decades have seen a surge in the scholarly interest in zones of linguistic contact (see 
e.g. Kern & Selting, 2011; Nortier & Svendsen, 2015; Quist & Svendsen, 2010). Much of this 
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research focuses young on people living in urban areas characterized by great linguistic and cultural 
heterogeneity. Researchers have argued that these contact zones are characterized by conviviality 
(Gilroy, 2006; Harris & Rampton, 2009; Stroud et al., 2015), which means that despite great ethnic 
diversity “racial and ethnic differences have been rendered unremarkable” (Gilroy, 2006, p. 29). 
Across a range of localities in Europe, Africa, and the US, sociolinguistics have identified similar 
linguistic practices, involving resources associated with different national languages, developed in 
ethnically diverse environments, but still widely recognizable in their different localities. Rampton 
(2011, 2015) persuasively advocates using the label contemporary urban vernacular as a blanket 
term for these different registers. Different studies have shown that the kinds of linguistic practices 
found in these environments are often used in in-group interaction to signal a sense of togetherness 
and friendship, often in opposition to the outsiders (see e.g. Jonsson, 2007; Madsen, 2015).   
 This paper focuses on such a contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen and examines how 
it is enregistered among a group of preadolescent pupils, who explicitly self-identify as speaking 
what they call e.g. slang or gangster. Previous research focusing on this register has shown, that 
while this register can be associated with ethnic minority status, indexical values such as 
streetwiseness and toughness are often much more relevant (Madsen, 2013, 2015). In this paper I 
argue that although the contemporary urban vernacular certainly does not necessarily index 
ethnicity, for the pupils in question the potential for ethnic categorization is often relevant in the 
situated use of this register. Furthermore I show that while this register can be used to signal in-
group solidarity and friendship, it can also be used to exacerbate conflicts and amplify aggression.    
 Based on analyses of the data involving these pupils (and their peers), I investigate the role of 
enregisterment (cf. Agha, 2007) in connection to the interpersonal relationships of these boys in 
order to answer the following questions: How is this register used among the boys? How does their 
use relate to wider stereotypes associated with the register? And how does it contribute to 
enregisterment?  
 In the following I will first briefly describe what we already know about the enregisterment of 
the contemporary urban vernacular, as well as some of the categorizations that these boys make 
relevant in the examples. I will then move on to introduce my fieldwork before presenting first the 
analyses of my ethnographic knowledge of the pupils included in this paper and finally the analyses 
of five examples of interaction involving these pupils.    
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Enregisterment of a contemporary urban vernacular 
In the following I will introduce what we already know about the contemporary urban vernacular in 
Copenhagen, but first I will pay attention to the theoretical foundations for the label contemporary 
urban vernacular. It has been widely documented in recent years that speakers do not treat 
languages as separate, bounded entities, but rather draw on the multitude of linguistic resources at 
their disposal to achieve their communicative ends (see e.g. Heller, 2008b; Jacquemet, 2005; 
Jørgensen, 2008; Makoni & Pennycook, 2007). In order to comprehend this kind of language use, 
Agha’s (2007) notion of enregisterment is extremely useful. Register in Agha’s understanding is 
described as “a cultural model of action a) which links speech repertoires to stereotypic indexical 
values b) is performable through utterances (yields enactable personae/relationships) c) is 
recognized by a sociohistorical population” (Agha, 2007, p. 81). Not only is a register recognizable 
by a given population, but it has both a social domain (the population that recognizes a given 
language token as belonging to a particular register and associates it with certain indexical values) 
and a social range (the persons recognized as speaking a particular register) (Agha, 2007, pp. 64-
65). Wortham (2008) argues that both referential and relational meaning of linguistic forms is 
constructed in social and cultural context, and signs only indicate social relations in context, which 
is what Silverstein (1992) refers to as contextualization.  
 In the excerpts included in this paper the pupils repeatedly orient to different norms for 
language use. Agha (2007, p. 126) distinguishes between three thresholds of normativity:  
 
“(a) A norm of behavior:  An observable pattern of behavior (…)  
  (b) A normalized model of behavior:  A reflexive model of behavior, recognized a 
‘normal’ or ‘typical’ by (at least some) actors 
(…)  
(c) A normative standard: A (…) norm codified as a standard.”  
 
In this understanding normativity is an interactional accomplishment, in that norms develop from 
behavioral patterns. Blommaert (2010, p. 39) argues that whenever people communicate, they 
orient to perceived centers of authority, and examples of authorities connected with these centers 
include teachers, parents, peer groups, and the nation state. This entails that norms are polycentric, 
and Blommaert goes on to note that polycentricity “is a key feature of interactional regimes in 
human environments” (Blommaert, 2010, p. 40, see also Silverstein, 1998).  
 Agha (2007, p. 151) argues that in order to understand how speakers typify language use we 
must investigate a wide range of reflexive behaviors, which he divides into three categories: 
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Everyday reflexive behaviors (e.g. use of register names or descriptions of ‘appropriate use’), 
judgments elicited through e.g. interviews or guise experiments, and finally metadiscursive genres 
(e.g. institutions with a metadiscursive element such as school, and different media such as literary 
texts, movies, or music). Agha’s point is that each type of data has its limitations, but by including 
different kinds of data you can overcome these limitations, which is what I aim to do by including 
examples from all three of Agha’s categories of reflexive behavior.  
 The focus of this paper is on the way of speaking that the pupils refer to as e.g. “slang” or 
“gangster. This register can be categorized as what Rampton (2011, 2015) has labeled a 
contemporary urban vernacular (CUV). Based on Agha’s notion of enregisterment Rampton 
advocates using contemporary urban vernacular as a cover term for the speech practices found in 
urban areas among young people from linguistic minority backgrounds (such as described by e.g. 
Jaspers, 2005; Jørgensen, 2008; Rampton, 1995). Rampton (2011, pp. 19-20) defines contemporary 
urban vernaculars as registers that are developed in ethnically mixed neighborhoods, connected-but-
distinct from e.g. the area’s migrant languages, traditional dialects, and the national standard, and 
widely recognized outside of the areas in which they originate, e.g. through representations in 
popular culture.  
 In general when asked about the characteristics of this register, the preadolescent pupils in my 
study often gave examples of some of the lexical resources such as slang words, swearing, and the 
use of words not typically associated with Danish (e.g. “wallah” and “eow”). In their everyday 
interaction the boys featured in this paper used a range of resources that have been found to be 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular, such as a palatalized pronunciation of t, less 
frequent use of the glottal constriction known as “stød” (a word accent particular to Danish, cf. 
Grønnum, Vazquez-Larruscaín, & Basbøll, 2013), and a particular intonation characterized by a 
smaller quantity difference between long and short vowels and a relatively small difference between 
stressed and unstressed syllables (Hansen & Pharao, 2010). Besides these phonetic resources they 
also used a number of lexical resources associated with this register, such as particular slang and 
curse words and not least a range of words typically associated with other national languages, such 
as e.g. “eow”, “wallah”, and “quran” (for more on the performable signs associated with this 
register see e.g. Madsen, 2013; Pharao & Foget Hansen, 2005; Pharao et al., 2014; Quist, 2008).  
 Regarding the indexical values associated with the contemporary urban vernacular, studies 
have found that it is typically associated with e.g. toughness, masculinity, youth, ethnic minority, 
coolness, and academic non-prestige (see e.g. Madsen, 2013; Pharao et al., 2014). Some scholars 
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have focused on the significance of ethnicity and referred to this register as a “multiethnolect” (e.g. 
Hansen & Pharao, 2010; Quist, 2008), whereas Madsen (2015) finds that ethnic status is relatively 
unremarkable among her informants, which causes her to caution against equating this register with 
ethnicity minority identities. Regarding ethnicity, however, it is also worth mentioning that 
Maegaard (2010) studies how this register is related to gender and ethnicity, and finds that in the 
two different schools in her study some meanings appear to be local (i.e. not found at the other 
scool) but meanings attached to ethnicity seem to be “transportable”, i.e. found at both schools. 
 That there is a strong link between perceptions of ethnic minority status and the contemporary 
urban vernacular is also found in studies of media representations of this register. In my own study 
of how this register has been portrayed in different media representations and how the 
preadolescent pupils react to it (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, 2016) I find that the pupils’ reactions are 
closely connected to the perceived ethnicity of the speaker in question and that this is linked to 
perceptions of authenticity (for other studies of media representations of this register, see Madsen, 
2016; Quist & Jørgensen, 2007).  
 Of the abovementioned indexical values, the ones relating to ethnicity and gender (and 
sexuality) in particular permeate all the examples included in this paper.  The examples show that in 
their everyday lives the pupils in this paper continually categorize both themselves and others 
according to a range of different concepts, of which many relate to ethnicity and/or gender and 
sexuality. For this reason I will briefly outline how I understand these concepts.  
Categorizations: ethnicity, gender, and sexuality 
My data show that the pupils time and time again make ethnicity relevant, both in their interaction 
with each other but also in their understandings of themselves and the social relations they engage 
in. Examples of ethnic categorizations involve talking about people being either “danskere” (Danes) 
or “perkere”. “Perker” is by some considered to be a derogatory term for foreigners, but the term is 
constantly used by some of these pupils about themselves and their peers and when asked they 
respond that a “perker” is a Muslim immigrant. Other examples include terms such as “din hvide 
hund” (you white dog), “din Istanbul” (you Istanbul), and even “nigger”. 
 Brubaker (2002, p. 164) argues against an essentialist view of ethnicity and what he refers to as 
“groupism”: “the tendency to threat ethnic groups (…) as if they were internally homogeneous, 
externally bounded groups, even unitary collective actors with common purposes”. Rather than 
viewing concepts such as ethnicity, race, and nations as discrete, bounded entities, Brubaker argues 
that we should conceptualize them in relational, dynamic terms. He goes on to suggest that instead 
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of groups it is more fruitful to focus on categories, underlining that ethnicity, race, and nationhood 
“are not things in the world, but perspectives on the world” (Brubaker, 2002, pp. 174-175). A 
similar point is made by Pennycook (2007, p. 39), who argues that categories such as e.g. ethnicity, 
identity, language, or power “must be understood as contingent, shifting and produced in the 
particular, rather than having some prior ontological status.” 
 This conceptualization of ethnicity as hybrid, relational, and interactionally constructed rather 
than an innate, stable attribute is useful in understanding e.g. when two pupils in one example use 
the same ethnic categories to create a sense of cohesion and connection, while in another they use 
them to exacerbate an ongoing conflict.  
 The field of research focusing on gender and sexuality has in recent years gone through 
processes similar to those focusing on language and ethnicity. This is persuasively articulated by 
Bucholtz (1999a, p. 6), when she argues that rather than focusing on “how language affects gender 
[t]he question now becomes how language effects gender.”  In this understanding gender is not a 
fixed category that influences how people speak, but rather a negotiable construct created through 
interaction. Another important note on the study of gender is made by Bucholtz and Hall (2004, p. 
470), who argue that gender and sexuality “cannot be productively discussed independently of one 
another”. Levon (2015, p. 295) goes even further when he emphasizes that we need to “consider the 
ways in which multiple systems of social categorization (e.g., gender and sexuality, race/ethnicity, 
social class, and place) intersect with one another in dynamic and mutually constitutive ways”.  
 This view of gender (and sexuality) as hybrid and inseparable from e.g. ethnicity is extremely 
beneficial when investigating how these pupils use categories relating to ethnicity, gender, and 
sexuality. All of the examples included in this paper show the boys enacting a certain kind of tough 
masculinity, which is closely linked to heteronormative sexuality, and it is in some instances 
difficult if not impossible (and at least unfruitful) to separate the categories regarding masculinity 
from those relating to ethnicity. That gender and ethnicity (or race) are closely associated is nothing 
new (see e.g. Labov, 1972a), and that they are also linked with toughness and even violence is 
argued by Bucholtz (1999b, p. 455): “The operative gender ideology links successful masculinity to 
physical power and especially violence. The operative racial ideology links power and violence 
primarily to blackness as opposed to whiteness. And the operative language ideology links AAVE 
both to blackness and to masculinity.”  
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Fieldwork 
The center of my multi-facetted data is the ethnographic fieldwork I carried out along with two of 
my colleagues (Line Knoop-Henriksen and Ulla Lundqvist) over a span of three years. Although we 
did not meet regularly and discuss our fieldwork, we did to some extent coordinate our efforts and 
the analyses presented in this paper include observations made by my colleagues.   
 The fieldwork was conducted among a group of preadolescent pupils at a Copenhagen 
elementary school situated in a former working class area, which is presently characterized by both 
linguistic and cultural diversity. This diversity is reflected by the pupils’ self-reported language 
skills, which total a number of 23 “languages”, as well as by the fact that of the 45 pupils in total 
that were part of the fieldwork only 13 reported only speaking Danish at home. The linguistic and 
cultural (as well as socioeconomic) backgrounds of this group of pupils vary greatly, with some 
living in ghetto-like environments (according to the Ministry of Housing, Urban and Rural Affairs 
2010) and others living in expensive condominiums.  
 Besides ethnographic observations my data consist of audio- and video-recordings from lessons 
and recess, teacher interviews, peer group interviews, social media data (Facebook and Instagram), 
a class experiment involving a TV sketch (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, 2016), and two guise experiments 
(cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, Forthcoming-b, Forthcoming-c). At the outset of my project my overall scope 
of inquiry regarded how the pupils oriented to different language ideologies and how normativity 
and ideology were related to their language use. As my fieldwork progressed I became increasingly 
interested in some of the boys, namely the ones who would continually align with tough, streetwise 
indexical values, and who would systematically use resources associated with what they referred to 
as e.g. “gangster language” or “slang language” (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, 2016). These boys are the 
focus of this paper.     
 In the following I will present analyses of the ethnographic knowledge gained from this 
fieldwork, focusing on the pupils that figure in the data examples included in this paper.  
Pupils 
A total of six different pupils are featured in the excerpts, which I analyze in this paper. Of these 
six, five are boys and one is a girl. All of these pupils came from a linguistic minority background. 
Although most pupils would engage in common activities during recess, the five boys included in 
the excerpts belonged to a particular peer-group, which included four other boys.  
 The peer-group, which these boys belonged to, consisted of nine minority boys: Aurelio, Denis, 
Musa, Umar, Fatih, Naveed, Kamal, Waqas, and Faysal (see also Hyttel-Sørensen, Forthcoming-b 
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for more about this peer-group). Aurelio, Denis, Musa, Umar, and Fatih are the ones featured 
directly in the examples in this paper, but references are also made to Naveed, Kamal, and Waqas. 
Of these boys only Waqas and Faysal were from form A, the others were all from form B. All of 
them engaged in a common series of group practices. Firstly, according to both ethnographic 
observations and audio recordings they all repeatedly used resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular or what they labeled gangster language (or slang language etc.). 
 Secondly, these nine boys routinely displayed tough masculinity in their everyday interaction. 
From both ethnographic observations and interactional data I have numerous examples where all of 
them (though not to the same extent) enacted tough, masculine identities, e.g. by engaging in mock 
fights, using ritual insults (Labov, 1972a), or threatening each other with physical violence. Thirdly 
none of these boys customarily appeared school oriented. There are examples of some of them 
volunteering when the teachers asked a question, but these are by far outnumbered by examples of 
one or more of them not having their books, not paying attention during lessons, not volunteering 
and not having the answer when called upon, etc. Finally, they shared a series of common interests 
such as hip-hop, soccer and video games, specifically FIFA (a series of association video soccer 
games) and Grand Theft Auto (GTA, a series of action-adventure video games, controversial for 
frequently containing e.g. violence, crime, ethnic discrimination, and explicit sexual content). 
Despite repeatedly aligning explicitly with some of the characteristics of GTA (e.g. the violent, 
criminal gangster persona), none of the boys aligned with the sexualized aspects of the game. That 
is none of them talked about girls as potential partners or e.g. posted pictures of girls on Facebook. 
They did, however, use concepts associated with sexuality in their interaction, e.g. by talking about 
having balls (“have nosser”) or being gay (“bøsse”). In their use of the latter, however, they never 
refer to actual homosexuality. Rather the word is used for both jocular and serious name-calling and 
is opposed to being tough and strong.    
 The boys’ in-group practices, which involved using resources associated with the contemporary 
urban vernacular, were embodied (cf. C. Goodwin, 2000) through physical displays of toughness 
and potentially through actual physical fights, which can be seen in numerous examples, such as in 
this field note:  
 
“Aurelio and Fatih are shoving each other. Umar sees me and says: ‘it’s for fun’. (…) it doesn’t look like it’s for 
fun. The shoving ends when Aurelio has laid Fatih over some tables. Aurelio looks proudly at the other boys” (Field 
note made by Line Knoop Henriksen, January 16 2012).  
  
Another field note involves the same two boys: 
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“Frederik and Fatih start fighting, apparently over something about Frederik’s soccer ball. Aurelio gets involved and 
knocks a chair into Fatih’s kneecaps. Fatih starts crying and the substitute teacher choses to send Fatih out of the 
room” (Field note made by Line Knoop Henriksen, January 19 2012).  
 
That these embodied acts of toughness can also be jocular (as in Example 1) can be seen in this 
example:  
 
“Aurelio comes up to me while wearing a scarf and a hood and puts his hand up like a gun and tells me to give him 
my money. I reply that I haven’t got any money” (my own field note, March 20 2013).  
 
Finally, on a recording made on November 21 2011 (i.e. in the 4th grade) Aurelio organizes staged 
fights involving himself, Fatih, and Denis.  
 Besides all of the abovementioned group practices, these boys had one other thing in common. 
Those of them that participated in the second guise experiment (Aurelio, Denis, Faysal, Umar, and 
Waqas) differed from their classmates in their evaluations of a guise including resources associated 
with the contemporary urban vernacular. This implies that these boys formed a linguistic 
community apart from their peers. For more on the particularities regarding their evaluations in both 
of the guise experiments see Hyttel-Sørensen (Forthcoming-b). 
 Despite all of the things these boys had in common, there were naturally also a multitude of 
things that set them apart. The group seemed to orient toward a hierarchical order and some of the 
boys were more integral members of the group than the others. Among the most integral members 
were Aurelio, Denis, Musa, and Naveed. Despite being a very central member of the group Aurelio 
in some respects stood out. Not only was he the only non-Muslim of these nine boys, but as a light-
skinned boy of Romani Croatian background he also visually diverged from his darker skinned 
friends. Aurelio’s particular status in the group entailed that while his membership of the group was 
mostly ratified, it could potentially be challenged, as can be seen in Example 2.  
 Besides these boys, one of the examples in this paper also includes a girl: Iman. A Muslim girl 
(wearing a headscarf) of Iraqi descent, Iman was part of a peer group consisting of the girls in form 
A. In almost all of the lessons we observed, Iman would stand out as an extremely active and 
school-oriented pupil. She would volunteer answers in every lesson, often in a very eager fashion, 
and more often than not with the correct answer. Iman’s professed ambition in life was to be a 
lawyer. Iman was not only immensely active and motivated but also very outspoken and some times 
even confrontational. She was one of the only two girls wearing a hijab, and during an interview she 
equated wearing a headscarf with keeping to oneself and being quiet, but said of herself that she 
was not like that, since she spoke in a loud voice and was not afraid of anything.    
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 There are numerous examples of Iman’s more confrontational tendencies. She could be very 
opinionated and was not one to back down from an argument, whether it involved a fellow pupil or 
even a teacher. This inclination also became apparent in her habit of policing (cf. Blommaert et al., 
2009), i.e. guarding her peers and reprimanding them, either directly or by tattling to the teacher. 
This habit of policing would often open her up to further conflicts with her peers, but although she 
was often arguing with someone, she was still an integral part of the girl group in form A, playing 
with the others both in and out of school.   
 With this account of the everyday practices of these pupils I have laid the foundation for the 
following analyses of examples from both school recordings and Facebook data as well as from a 
peer-group interview. In the following I will present five different examples in which the boys in 
question engage alternately in acts of friendship and acts of conflict, showing how their use of the 
contemporary urban vernacular involves indexical values regarding both ethnicity and tough 
masculinity.  
Fun or gang war? 
In order to understand how these boys understood themselves, their peer-group, and their own 
linguistic practices in comparison with those of their classmates, I analyze an excerpt from a peer-
group interview I conducted with Aurelio, Denis, Naveed, and Asim in the beginning of the 6th 
grade. I asked the boys about their language in comparison with the language of their peers, and in 
their responses they explicitly defined themselves as a group in contrast with their peers: 
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 Danish Original English Translation 
Liva: er de:r er der nogen i klassen der 
snakker anderledes end I gør? 
are the:re others in the class who 
speak differently than you do? 
Denis: ja [alle] [alle]. yes [all] [all]. 
Naveed:     [ja].        [yes]. 
Aurelio:              [allesammen] de snakker 
sådan jamen altså du skal xxx vi 
snakker eow mand fuck dig [hvis du 
ikke gør det der mand]  
              [everyone] they all speak like 
well you have to xxx we speak eow 
man fuck you [if you don’t do that 
man]  
Umar:                                                  [ha].                          [ha]. 
Aurelio: og ved du hvordan vi snakker? du ved 
sådan noget eow bro hvad sker der bro 
forstår du? [gangster]. 
and do you know how we speak? you 
know like eow bro what’s up bro you 
know? [gangster]. 
Naveed:                   [xxx].              [xxx]. 
Aurelio: [ja ej sådan vi laver også xxx] det er 
bare sådan vi laver bare sjov nogle 
gange [men der er no-]. 
[yes no like we also make xxx] it’s just 
like we’re just making fun sometimes  
[but there’s no-]. 
Denis: [xxx]. [xxx]. 
Denis:            [men men] når vi bander til 
hinanden for eksempel fuck dig fuck 
dig vi gør det bare for [sjovt vi bliver 
ikke sure på hinanden]  
[but but] when we curse to each other 
for example fuck you fuck you we are 
just doing it for [fun we don’t get mad 
at each other]  
Aurelio:                                        [ja det er 
derfor]. 
                          [yes that’s why]. 
Denis: når når ham der Lars han siger fuck 
dig så begynder de at blive uvenner og 
så sige jeg hader dig jeg er ikke [din 
ven]. 
when when that guy Lars he says fuck 
you then they start to become enemies 
and then say I hate you I’m not [your 
friend]. 
Aurelio:                                                          [du 
forstår] det ikke når når når Muhamed 
siger til øh Hassan fuck dig så så er det 
bedste (?) sjov men når Lars siger til 
Frederik fuck dig så bliver der 
bandekrig forstår du? 
                                                      [you 
don’t] understand it when when when 
Muhamed says to uhm Hassan fuck 
you then then  it’s best (?) fun but 
when Lars says to Frederik fuck you 
then a gang war starts you know? 
Liva: ha okay. ha okay. 
Example 1: Muhamed and Hassan vs. Lars and Frederik 
Immediately both Naveed and Aurelio respond applying an us/them categorization in which they 
oppose all of their classmates to themselves. Aurelio expands by offering stylizations of both the 
others’ and their own language. In his stylization of the others most is unintelligible due to the very 
soft tone he uses for this stylization. Besides speaking very quietly he also speaks more slowly, 
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giving the impression of someone who is insecure. Moreover, this stylization stands apart from the 
rest of both Aurelio and Denis’ utterances by not containing resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular. In general both boys more or less always use phonetic resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular (such as the intonation or the palatalized t-
pronunciation), even when speaking to the teachers. During in-group interaction they also use other 
resources, e.g. lexical resources such as “eow” and “wallah”, particularly in displays of tough 
masculinity.  
 Therefore Aurelio’s stylization in Example 1 is in stark contrast with his other utterances. 
Furthermore, it is in stark contrast to the two performances he offers as examples of their own way 
of speaking: eow man fuck you if you don’t do that man and eow bro what’s up bro you know. 
During these stylizations he speaks more loudly and aggressively with an intonation typically 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular and uses the word “eow”. Eow is an example of 
a resource associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. It can be associated with Kurdish 
and is equivalent to hey and used to call someone’s attention (cf. Møller & Jørgensen, 2012; 
Nørreby & Møller, 2015). The aggressiveness of his stylization is underlined by the implied threat 
in if you don’t do that man.  He also includes both slang (“bro” and “mand”) and swearwords (fuck 
you), both of which index a tough, streetwise (male) persona. He goes on to label their way of 
speaking as gangster, after which he explains that they are just making fun. Hereby he has created a 
division between ‘us’ making fun and speaking gangster and ‘them’ speaking quietly and 
insecurely. Besides contextualization cues (Gumperz, 1982) such as Aurelio’s change in intonation 
and vocabulary, Umar’s laugh also points to Aurelio’s utterances being perceived as a joking 
example of the way they speak.  
 After Aurelio’s assertion that it’s just for fun, Denis interrupts and explains that when they 
curse and say fuck you it’s for fun and they don’t get mad, but if Lars says it they become enemies 
and say I hate you I’m not your friend. Aurelio picks up on this distinction and expands the example 
by saying that when Muhamed says fuck you to Hassan then it is for fun, but if Lars says it to 
Frederik there will be a gang war. Both Muhamed and Hassan are stereotypical names of minority 
(Muslim) Danes, whereas Lars and Frederik are very traditional majority Danish names. Since there 
is neither a Muhamed nor a Lars in the class, rather than being a reference to actual people these 
names must be meant as a stereotypical construction of difference, a difference that is linked both to 
cultural and to linguistic practices. 
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 Hereby Aurelio and Denis construct a group consisting of these four boys, who speak gangster 
and curse as part of their friendship practices. This group is opposed to everyone else, for whom a 
curse expression like fuck you is serious and would result in serious conflict. These categories are 
similar to the ones these boys used in a class session, where a colleague and I played a sketch 
(Gangster talk on the phone) for the pupils and asked them about the language in the sketch. The 
sketch features a dark-skinned girl who is doing homework with a light-skinned classmate while 
using a highly academic vocabulary about nuclear physics. Then her phone rings and when she 
answers it, she shifts her way of speaking and starts using (both phonetic and lexical) resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular while she threatens physical violence against a 
girl who owes her money (see Hyttel-Sørensen, 2016 for analyses of both the sketch and the pupils' 
responses to it).  
 During the class session, another boy belonging to this peer group, Kamal, explicitly self-
identified as speaking gangster language, which he referred to as normal and belonging to 
“perkere”. He contrasted this way of speaking with that of the Danes, whom he distanced himself 
from. A similar distinction was made by Naveed in his immediate response to the sketch: hey man 
they’re dissing us. He too divides people into them and us and accuses them of dissing us. Example 
1 shows that these boys present themselves as a group apart from their other classmates, a group 
characterized by using particular linguistic resources and not taking insults and rude language 
seriously, which suggest an element of toughness. Furthermore they link these practices to a social 
group indexed by particular names associated with Muslim or Arabic heritage and presents 
themselves as part of this group. Thereby they express an understanding of close links between the 
contemporary urban vernacular, ethno-cultural aspects and toughness. 
One of us? 
While Example 1 showed how the boys (specifically Aurelio and Denis) signal in-group solidarity 
by identifying as a unified group in opposition to their peers, the next example shows that the boys’ 
membership of this group is negotiable. The interaction is again between Aurelio and Denis and 
takes place during the class session involving the gangster sketch. In this excerpt the pupils are 
working in groups and answering questions about the language in the sketch, one of which was 
What can you call these ways of speaking? Denis, Aurelio, and Naveed are sitting together, joking 
and laughing while they are answering the questions.       
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 Danish Original English Translation 
Denis:  eow hvad kan man kalde de måder at at 
de måder at tale på man kalder det for 
perkersprog [man kalder det for]. 
eow what can you call these ways of of 
speaking these ways of speaking you call it 
perker language [you call it]. 
Aurelio:                     [ja præcis]                             [yes exactly] 
Denis: [og]. [and]. 
Aurelio: [præcis] Denis meget fedt altså (0.6) man 
kalder det for perkersprog kriminelt 
gangstersprog. 
[exactly] Denis very cool you know (0.6) 
you call it perker language criminal 
gangster language. 
Denis: ja daf lige med dig dig tror du du er en af 
os? 
yes get lost you you do you think you’re 
one of us? 
Aurelio: hvad? what? 
Denis: tror du du er blevet en af os? do you think you’ve become one of us? 
Aurelio: hvem? who? 
Denis: dig. you. 
Aurelio: næ har jeg sagt det? no have I said that?  
Denis: ha jeg laver bare sjov (1.2) slap af. ha I’m just kidding (1.2) relax. 
Example 2: Do you think you're one of us? 
Right before the beginning of this excerpt the boys are goofing around, passing the recorder from 
hand to hand and talking into it. Denis then takes the recorder and calls the attention of the other 
boys with an “eow” before turning the attention to the question we asked. Besides his use of “eow”, 
his intonation and other phonetic resources are typically associated with the contemporary urban 
vernacular. He reads the question out loud very distinctly and then answers it by offering perker 
language as a label for the contemporary urban vernacular. Then Aurelio cuts him off by eagerly 
agreeing and expanding the label perker language with criminal gangster language. Aurelio’s 
answer to the question is a verbatim repetition of Denis’ words and the entire utterance is in a 
stylized, mocking voice.  
 This stylization changes the frame (cf. Goffman, 1986) of Denis’ attention to the ‘school task’, 
i.e. the question we wrote on the blackboard, to a jocular frame where Aurelio makes fun of Denis. 
This interpretation is supported by Denis’ negative reaction to it. Instead of carrying on the joke he 
changes the frames again by dis-aligning with Aurelio and casting him as an outsider, asking him to 
get lost. By creating an us versus a you, Denis implies that Aurelio is trying to claim membership to 
a group to which he does not belong.  
 This change in frame is underlined by Aurelio’s complete change in demeanor from his loud, 
joking stylization to his demure and disbelieving what. Denis repeats his allegation of Aurelio’s 
inauthenticity in trying to construct himself as a group member and Aurelio again responds with a 
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call for clarification (who?). Once Denis repeats the allegation a third time, Aurelio quite tersely 
responds in the negative and denies having tried to construct himself as belonging to the us. Denis 
then changes the frame again by laughing, saying it was all a joke, and asking Aurelio to relax.  
 In this example Aurelio follows up on a joke started by Denis while asserting himself as 
someone with the authority to name the register in question. This is rebuffed by Denis who reacts 
by questioning Aurelio’s membership of the group and casting him as an outsider. Aurelio 
perceives Denis to be sincere and responds by denying having claimed membership of the group, a 
response that shows that Aurelio accepts that he can potentially be constructing as an outsider. The 
labels they offer for the contemporary urban vernacular (“perker” and criminal gangster) index both 
tough streetwiseness and ethnic minority, and this may be the explanation for Aurelio’s potential 
outsider status. When asked what it means to be a perker both Denis and Aurelio respond that a 
perker is a Muslim immigrant, and given that Aurelio is of Catholic Romani heritage he does not 
fall into this category, despite routinely using resources associated with the contemporary urban 
vernacular and aligning with a gangster persona. 
 Denis’ response also indicates that in order to be allowed to name this register you need to be 
an authentic speaker and given that Aurelio’s potential outsider status is linked to ethnicity, the 
authenticity needed to name the register seems also to be linked to ethnicity. Thus where Example 1 
showed Denis and Aurelio agreeing in an ‘us’/’them’-dichotomy where they both belonged to the 
‘us’, and where the ‘us’ were the ones speaking gangster, Example 2 shows the same two boys but 
now seemingly on different sides of the ‘us’/’them’-dichotomy, until Denis laughs and includes 
Aurelio in the group once more. This implies that Denis is a more authentic group member with 
authority to determine Aurelio’s authenticity.  
Warya: explicit peer normativity 
The following example also includes Aurelio and involves explicit peer normativity in relation to 
the contemporary urban vernacular. The interaction takes place during a math lesson where the 
pupils from both form A and form B are working individually solving math problems in their 
workbooks. Aurelio is sitting with Musa, another boy who belongs to the same peer-group and who 
is often named as a prototypical gangster speaker. Besides the two boys (in the seats assigned to 
them by their teacher) is a girl, Iman, who is wearing a small, portable recorder around her neck 
throughout this particular day. At the beginning of the math lesson, the researcher has placed a 
recorder on the table in front of them, and Iman immediately claims ownership of the recorder on 
the table; first by instructing the others to speak nicely and a few seconds later by reprimanding 
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Musa for touching the recorder. Musa is goofing around all through the lesson; singing, swearing, 
playing, and teasing the others. All three pupils are singing the ABC song on and off during the 
lesson, both in Danish and in English, and of the little talk about math that is heard on the 
recording, most of it involves a conflict between Aurelio and Iman. Aurelio notices that in Iman’s 
book someone has written the answers, meaning that she could cheat and not solve the tasks herself. 
This leads to an argument back and forth between the two about whether or not it is unfair for her to 
have the answers and whether or not she is cheating. This is the situation when approximately 6 
minutes into the recording the following takes place: 
 Danish Original English Translation 
Musa: eow eow [trommelyd]  xxx.  hey  hey  [drum sound] xxx. 
Iman: er der   et eller andet  galt med 
dig? 
is there something     wrong with 
you? 
Musa:  Mig? me? 
Iman:  ja. yes. 
Musa:  hvad har jeg så gjort? what have I done now? 
 (2.9) (2.9) 
Aurelio:  slap   nu   af    Iman.  just relax Iman. 
Iman: han er irriterende det    ved     du    
godt  ikke? 
he’s annoying you know that 
right? 
Teacher:  husk det der [afrundertegn det der 
hedder cirka lig med] så er I fri for 
at skrive afrunder til. 
remember that [rounding off sign 
the one that’s called 
approximately] then you don’t 
need to write rounding off to. 
Aurelio:                       [han er også i- han er 
også xxx warya]. 
                         [he’s also a- he’s 
also xxx warya].  
Iman: hallo det der ikke [det er racistisk 
øh gjort ikke]? 
hey that there right [that’s racist 
okay]? 
Teacher:                                 [xxx].                                    [xxx]. 
Aurelio: hvad? what?  
Iman: du står og siger warya. you’re standing there and saying 
warya. 
Aurelio: jeg siger det ikke til ham. I’m not saying it to him. 
Iman: du siger han er bare [sådan en 
warya]. 
you’re saying he’s just [such a 
warya].  
Aurelio:                                         [eow] har 
jeg sagt det til dig? 
                                          [hey] 
have I said that to you? 
Musa: hvad? what? 
Aurelio: warya.  warya.  
Iman: han sagde lige før så sagde han s- he said just now he said he s- he’s 
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han er bare sådan en warya. just such a warya. 
Musa: sig wallah han sagde det. say wallah he said it. 
Iman: jeg [mener han sagde det]. I [think he said it]. 
Aurelio:       [eow eow er det] ikke er det 
ikke rigtigt vi laver jeg laver sjov 
med dig hele tiden med det der du 
laver også sjov med mig din hvide 
a- hvide svin alle mulig (.) kig 
[xxx]. 
  [hey hey isn’t] it isn’t it true we 
make I make fun with you all the 
time with that there you also 
make fun with me you white a- 
white pig all possible (.) look 
[xxx]. 
Iman: [godt].  [fine]. 
Aurelio: sådan. like that. 
Iman:  okay:. okay:. 
Aurelio: [den sad]. [gotcha]. 
Musa: [vi disser]bare hinanden for sjov 
du. 
[we’re just dissing] each other 
for fun you know. 
Example 3: We’re just dissing each other for fun 
After 6.4 seconds of silence Musa calls the attention of the others by loudly calling “eow eow” 
followed by a drumroll and nonsensical sounds. Iman seems annoyed at his behavior and breaks the 
jocular frame by reprimanding his behavior. Musa picks up on her criticism and rejects it, asking 
what he has done now. His use of the word now implies that Iman has criticized him previously. 
After 2.9 seconds Aurelio intercedes by telling Iman to relax. Iman then seeks to create an alliance 
with Aurelio against Musa by encouraging Aurelio to confirm that Musa is annoying. Aurelio goes 
along and says that Musa is also “warya”. The word “warya” is typically associated with Somali 
and can be used to call the attention of someone, with whom you have an informal relationship (cf. 
Nørreby & Møller, 2015). We asked the pupils what it means and according to Iman it is Somali 
and means negro (“neger), whereas the boys answer that it means black or guy (see also Knoop-
Henriksen, 2012 who analyzes the same interaction but focusing on Iman).  
 Instead of continuing the alliance against Musa, Iman opposes Aurelio’s use of the term 
“warya” by saying: hey that right there that’s racist okay? With this utterance Iman shifts the frame 
from focusing on Musa being annoying to focusing on language use and racism. Note that although 
all three pupils come from ethnic minority backgrounds Musa (of Somali heritage) has black skin, 
Aurelio (of Croatian, Romani heritage) has fair skin, and Iman (of Iraqi heritage) has dark skin. By 
equating Aurelio’s use of “warya” to racism, Iman (like Denis in Example 1) constructs Aurelio as 
an outsider based on ethnicity (or skin color). By replying what? Aurelio signals that he either has 
not heard or does not understand (or agree with) the premise of his use of “warya” being 
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constructed as racist. Iman responds by explaining that she is referring to his use of “warya”, to 
which Aurelio replies that he is not saying it to him, with emphasis on him. Aurelio thus rejects 
being characterized as racist by arguing that since he said it about Musa and not to him, it is not 
racist. Iman ignores this argument and repeats her allegation. 
 Thus the conflict is no longer between Musa and Iman, but between Aurelio and Iman, at 
which point Aurelio addresses Musa, calling his attention with an “eow” and seeking an alliance 
with him by asking Musa to agree that Aurelio did not say it to him. Musa does not appear to have 
been paying attention to the interaction between Iman and Aurelio, since he responds with a query 
for clarification. Aurelio explains that they are talking about “warya”, and Iman repeats her 
allegation a fourth time. Thus both Iman and Aurelio seek to create an alliance with Musa as a 
means to get the upper hand in this conflict. Musa does not immediately align with either one, but 
rather requests Iman to say wallah he said it. Wallah (or wallah billah), generally associated with 
Arabic, is another example of a resource that is often mentioned as characteristic of the 
contemporary urban vernacular (cf. Quist, 2008).  
 With this utterance Musa treats “warya” as potentially problematic, which would enable an 
alliance between him and Iman against Aurelio. Instead of repeating her allegation a fifth time, 
however, and swearing to its truth Iman hedges (cf. Chafe, 1986) by saying: I think he said it with 
emphasis on think. We have never once observed Iman using “wallah” during three years of 
fieldwork, and in the many hours of recordings with her she never says it. During an interview with 
Iman she mentions “wallah billah” as an example of speaking like a “perker”, and earlier in the 
same interview she very explicitly distances herself from a “perker” identity, saying that she does 
not think it’s cool being a perker and that she does not want to be one (cf. Knoop-Henriksen, 2012). 
In this sense “wallah” can be seen as a shibboleth, i.e. as an in-group marker signaling that you 
belong to the “perker” group (cf. Hymes, 1980, p. 117 ; McNamara, 2012).   
 As Iman is hedging her former accusation, Aurelio overlaps the latter part of her utterance with 
“eow eow” and then takes another shot at aligning with Musa by asking him to agree that the two of 
them make fun of each other all the time, and that Musa also makes fun of Aurelio by calling him 
e.g. white pig. In other words, Aurelio argues that he and Musa are adhering to a different norm set, 
a peer norm, where calling each other “warya” and white pig is not racist but rather fun. Iman 
accepts this justification by saying “fine” with great emphasis and a rising intonation, making it 
sound like she is giving in. Savoring his victory, Aurelio rubs it in further by saying “like that” to 
which Iman replies with an elongated “okay” with a rising intonation, which can be heard as an 
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entreaty to Aurelio to let it go. Instead of letting it go, however, Aurelio exclaims “gotcha” just as 
Musa finally takes up the alignment with Aurelio by saying “we’re just dissing each other for fun 
you know”. Thus Aurelio was successful in creating an alliance with Musa against Iman and 
defending himself from her accusations of racism by arguing that the two of them are adhering to a 
peer norm in which the use of racial name-calling is acceptable. Incidentally, on the recording from 
the recorder around Iman’s neck, Iman can beard later that same day tattling to the teacher about 
Aurelio calling Musa “warya”. Thus, despite Aurelio getting the upper hand in the interaction, Iman 
did not cede her point but rather tried to involve the teacher on her behalf.  
 The argument that they adhere to a peer-norm where using racial slurs that underline their 
ethnic/racial differences is fun, is in line with the research on conviviality, since the boys here argue 
that using their different skin colors in name-calling is part of their in-group practices. These group 
practices establish a contrast between the boys as group members and Iman as the outsider. The two 
boys explicitly describe a norm system, which allows them to align with different norm centers in 
different situations.  
 Furthermore, this example also highlights the importance of gender in these pupils’ everyday 
interaction. In the excerpt above, there is a clear dichotomy between the two boys and the girl; on 
the one hand the boys aligning with each other and agreeing on their tough peer norm allowing 
racial slurs, and on the other hand the girl policing their use of racist terms and avoiding saying 
“wallah”. There are other examples involving the same pupils in similar positions. One of these is 
during a lesson where Aurelio attempts to orchestrate fighting matches between Denis and Fatih 
(and himself and Fatih). During that interaction Iman opposes the boys’ displays of masculine 
toughness and physical superiority by policing their behavior and adhering to the school norms of 
fighting not being allowed (versus the boys’ peer norms of fighting as an act of friendship which 
serves to prove superiority).      
 That these boys at times adhere to very different norms than those of Iman (and some of the 
other girls) can be seen in countless other examples, such as when Iman during an interview equates 
the contemporary urban vernacular with boys and with being a “perker”, after which she explicitly 
disassociates herself form a “perker” identity (cf. Knoop-Henriksen, 2012). Another example is 
from the class session involving the gangster talk sketch. During the discussion of the language in 
the sketch Aurelio and Denis (along with Kamal, Naveed, and Waqas but not Musa who was absent 
that day) all described the contemporary urban vernacular as normal, whereas the more 
conservative register featured in the sketch was described as nerdy and associated with Danes, 
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teachers, and adults (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, 2016). These boys dominated the class discussion of the 
sketch and described their own language as ice cold, tough, and gangster, but Iman and the other 
girls offered very different opinions on the individual recordings. Iman e.g. said that the girl was 
speaking disgustingly and ugly, without respect, adding that they did not dare tell that to the 
researcher conducting the experiment. She further added that Aurelio and Kamal speak like that, but 
not us because we have respect.  
 This suggests that girls in my study in general, and Iman in particular, hold very different views 
of the contemporary urban vernacular than the boys in these examples. Other studies carried out 
among older pupils at the same school, however, find that there are several girls who use resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular to construct tough, streetwise personas (Madsen, 
2013; Madsen, Møller, & Jørgensen, 2010) and some of these girls also engage in physical fights 
and refer to these fights in interaction to appear tough and cool (Ag, 2010, cf. Goodwin, 2006 on 
how girls engage in acts of toughness and aggression). 
Wordia: still for fun?  
The next examples also features Aurelio and Musa and they involve a Facebook interaction, which 
took place approximately 9 months after the interaction in Example 3.  During this interaction 
Aurelio uses similar racial slurs and other insults, but unlike Example 3 there is nothing friendly 
about this exchange (see Example 4 and Example 5). Both Aurelio and Musa more or less always 
use resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular when they speak (especially the 
resources involving pronunciation), but since the following examples take place on Facebook 
pronunciation is irrelevant. Although Stæhr (2015) shows that his informants do in fact at times 
replicate phonetic resources on Facebook, no such resources are brought in play here. The only 
resource in the following two examples that arguably can be associated with the contemporary 
urban vernacular is the use of “warya”, which I only find used by the boys self-identifying as 
speaking gangster. Still, given that these boys routinely use resources associated with this register, 
and that they in the following align with the some of the indexical values associated with this 
register, I argue that these examples are also relevant for understanding the enregisterment of the 
contemporary urban vernacular (and the stereotypic indexical values with which it is associated).  
 Turning now to the Facebook examples themselves, it can be deduced from the content that 
Aurelio and Musa were expelled from school for fighting and in Example 4 Aurelio continues the 
previous physical conflict by complaining about the expulsion on his Facebook wall while blaming 
Musa for the incident:  
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Danish Original English Translation  
         Aurelio 
         27. November i København 
         BORDVIST FAR SKOLEN !! 
         Aurelio   fra** 
         27. november kl 10:42     
         Aurelio   Musa 
         27. november kl 10:48 
         Aurelio   SKYLD !! 
         27. november kl 10:48 
         Nadim   I hvor lang tid? 
         27. november kl 12:37 
         Musa   Hold din kæft det var din skyld vis           
         du ikke skulle spille så hård    
         28. november kl 00:10 
         Aurelio   Musa Lad hver og spil dum eller  
         jeg knepper dig igen 
         28. november kl 00:11 
         Musa   Igen!! 
         28. november kl 00:12 
         Aurelio   Ja igen !! 
         28. november kl 00:12 
         Musa   Jeg smadrede dig 
         28. november kl 00:18 
         Aurelio   Du kommer bare nigger hvis du  
         har nosser nok 
         28. november kl 00:24 
         Aurelio   Du er færdig fordi du spiller  
         vildt dum bag i en skærm 
         28. november kl 00:25 
 
         Aurelio 
         November 27 in Copenhagen 
         EXPELED FORM SCHOOL !! 
         Aurelio   from** 
         November 27 at 10:42pm     
         Aurelio   Musa 
         November 27 at 10:48pm 
         Aurelio   BLAME !! 
         November 27 at 10:48pm 
         Nadim   For how long? 
         November 27 at 12:37pm 
  Musa   Shut up it was your fault iff you           
         didn’t play so tough    
         November 28 at 00:10am 
         Aurelio   Musa Donn’t play stupid or I’ll 
         fuck you up again 
         November 28 at 00:11am 
         Musa   Again!! 
         November 28 at 00:12am 
         Aurelio   Yes again !! 
         November 28 at 00:12am 
         Musa   I beat the crap out of you 
         November 28 at 00:18am 
         Aurelio   Just come nigger if you have the 
         balls 
         November 28 at 00:24am 
         Aurelio   You’re done because you’re  
         way stupid behind in a screen 
         November 28 at 00:25am 
Example 4: Expeled form school 
In this post Aurelio complains to his Facebook friends that he has been expelled from school while 
misspelling two of the words (form and expeled). He immediately follows this post with a self-
correction, in which he writes from **. Asterisks are common tools for marking either correction of 
self-correction in online interaction (Collister, 2011; Hyttel-Sørensen & Stæhr, 2014; Stæhr, 2016). 
Aurelio then proceeds to tag Musa, which means that he adds a link to Musa’s profile in the 
comments, making the post appear on Musa’s wall and enabling his friends to click on Musa’s 
name and go to his profile. Immediately afterward Aurelio writes BLAME in capital letters followed 
by two exclamation marks, whereby he blames Musa for the expulsion (cf. the preceding tagging of 
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Musa). Another of their peers, Nadim (unknown to us outside Facebook), asks how long the 
expulsion is, but receives no reply.  
 Instead Musa engages in the conflict with Aurelio a couple of hours later, throwing the blame 
back at Aurelio and thus agreeing in keeping the conflict going. Aurelio reacts by accusing Musa of 
inauthenticity, since the concept of playing involves pretending to be something that you are not. 
Hereby Aurelio implies that Musa is only pretending and that Musa knows that he is to blame. 
Aurelio follows this accusation with a threat to fuck him up again. Musa replies by writing Again! 
and thus implying that Aurelio never fucked him up to begin with. This serves as another accusation 
of inauthenticity. Aurelio reasserts his claim that he won the fight, which Musa denies by claiming 
that he smashed Aurelio. Aurelio then calls Musa a “nigger” (again) and implies that he lacks balls, 
before one minute later writing that Musa is playing stupid behind in a screen.  
 In attempts to get the upper hand in this online conflict Musa and Aurelio both attempt to 
construct themselves as superior regarding physical power, masculinity and authenticity (by 
accusing each other of playing). Aurelio furthermore seeks to invoke racial superiority through the 
use of racial slurs. Despite the obvious opposition between the two boys the fact that they both 
chose to actively engage in the online interaction mean that they are cooperating on maintaining the 
conflict. 
 Interestingly, while he uses both slang words and racist slurs during this interaction Aurelio 
still orients to the standard orthographic norm by correcting one of his misspellings and thus 
constructs himself as a competent speller. That he corrects form but not expeled could be explained 
by form being a typo, since he clearly knows the standard spelling, whereas he probably does not 
realize that his spelling of expeled is also non-standard. This is likely since the Danish word 
(“bortvist”) is pronounced with a d although the standard orthography prescribes a t instead of 
Aurelio’s d.   
 The concept of authenticity is used by both boys as an instrument in the conflict. By accusing 
each other of playing (tough or stupid) they are essentially calling each other fake. Clearly being 
fake (i.e. inauthentic) is not a desirable trait. This is also found in other data involving these boys, 
e.g. the class session involving the gangster talk sketch. During a discussion of how the girl in the 
sketch is speaking, Aurelio argues that because she is a Dane and not a “perker” the way she is 
speaking (the contemporary urban vernacular) is “wannabe” (see Hyttel-Sørensen, 2016 for an 
analysis of this example). The use of inauthenticity as an insult during a conflict is found again as 
Aurelio on the following day posts a new update about the same fight on his wall:  
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Danish Original English Translation 
       Aurelio 
       28. november i København 
Musa din lille nigger jeg knepper dig når jeg 
kommer tilbage din lille wordia jeg tog dig gav 
dig trykker og det hele men du laver rykter om 
du tog mig vi tag den en mod en når jeg 
kommer tilbage hvis du har nosser din bøsse 
 
       Ikram   Haha Hvad Der Sket   
       28. november kl. 14:20 
       Aurelio   Man spiler total dum 
       28. november kl. 14:27 
       Ikram   Så Smadre ham 
       28. november kl. 14:29 
       Aurelio   Det skal jeg også 
       28. november kl. 14:29 
       Ikram   OK 
       28. november kl. 14:31 
       Aurelio 
       November 28 in Copenhagen 
Musa you little nigger I’m gonna fuck you up 
when I get back you little wordia I took you 
gave you press and everything but you make 
rumurs about you took me we going one on 
one when I get back if you have balls you 
faggot 
 
       Ikram   HaHa What happen? 
       November 28 at 2:20pm 
       Aurelio   Someone’s plaing total stupid 
       November 28 at 2:27pm 
       Ikram   Then Smashe him 
       November 28 at 2:29pm 
       Aurelio   I will 
       November 28 at 2:29pm 
       Ikram   Ok 
       November 28 at 2:31pm 
Example 5: wordia 
Here Aurelio attempts to rekindle the conflict by posting a threat in which he calls Musa not only a 
little nigger and a little wordia but also a faggot. In this context “wordia” can be understood as an 
alternative spelling of “warya”, since it resembles a phonetic spelling of the boys’ pronunciation of 
the word. These racist and heterosexist slurs are accompanied by threats of physical violence. 
Iman’s interjection in Example 3 shows that the word “warya” can be perceived as racist, although 
both Musa and Aurelio reject her critique by arguing that it is merely “for fun”, a ritual insult 
signaling their mutual friendship (see Nørreby & Møller, 2015 for similar examples involving 
warya as a ritual insult). In the two examples from Facebook, however, no one points to the obvious 
racism and heterosexism of the slurs, even though these are much more evident here. In Example 5 
the only response comes from another of their peers (a boy from school but not from their class) 
who firstly asks what happened and secondly encourages Aurelio to beat up Musa. Where Musa 
and Aurelio in Example 4 cooperated in carrying on the physical conflict on Facebook, there is no 
response from Musa the next day. 
 Thus these two examples show firstly that Musa and Aurelio engage in the same practices 
online, practices involving displays of tough masculinity and physical superiority. Secondly they 
also show that the same linguistic practices (here the use of racial slurs in general and the lexical 
resource “warya” in particular) that in some contexts can be used in jocular frames to signal in-
group solidarity, can be used in serious frames to escalate a conflict. Finally they show that the boys 
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utilize processes of both ethnicization and authentication to get the upper hand in an ongoing 
conflict.   
 In November of 2012 when this conflict took place none of us were observing the class, but 3 
months later in the beginning of March I resumed my fieldwork after 15 months’ absence.  On 
March 20 I specifically noticed Musa and Aurelio and noted that they were sat at opposite ends of 
the class, but repeatedly making eyes and gestures at each other and laughing. Later that same day I 
found the two of them alone in an empty classroom. Both had been sent out of the class and 
sympathized with each other, commenting that the teacher was totally out of it. They then sat 
together at the teacher’s desk and started playing the knife game, which in itself can be associated 
with toughness and violence as well as skill and competence. Around this time I often observed 
some of the pupils playing the knife game, which consisted of holding a small object (usually a 
pencil or a pen) in one hand with the fingers of the other hand spread out on the table and then 
stabbing the object into the spaces between the fingers. Some of the pupils would post videos of this 
game on Facebook and link to a Youtube-video of the American singer/songwriter Rusty Cage 
playing the game while singing the “Knife Game Song” (cf. HuffPost, 2013) .  
 Clearly the harsh tone in Examples 4 and 5 was not indicative of a longer-lasting animosity 
between Musa and Aurelio. Rather it seems that alternating between friendly practices in jocular 
frames involving displays of toughness (e.g. through the use of racist slurs or through superior skill 
in the knife game) and hostile practices in serious frames (involving the physical fight that led to the 
expulsion in the first place) was an unremarkable aspect of their friendship. Furthermore the 
examples show that the boys can enlist ethnic categorizations in both frames, either to signal in-
group solidarity or to signal animosity and racial superiority.  
 A note worth considering in relation to Examples 4 and 5 is the importance of the medium, 
since research indicates that despite the fact that much of what takes place on new media is not as 
such new (cf. e.g. Tannen, 2013), linguistic practices on social network sites do in some respects 
differ from offline interaction. Several studies have found that young people using social network 
sites post untruthful information about themselves on their profiles. It appears that male users do 
this more often than female users (Lenhart & Madden, 2007) and that the two genders also differ in 
how they misrepresent themselves, with the males trying to appear more macho and the females 
trying to appear more beautiful (Valkenburg, Schouten, & Peter, 2005). Furthermore, Kapidzic and 
Herring (2011) find that male users of teenage chat sites use more aggressive language than their 
female peers. These general inclinations for misrepresentation online with boys using aggressive 
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language in order to appear more macho are obviously important to keep in mind when analyzing 
Examples 4 and 5. In this case, however, the linguistic practices displayed were not unlike the ones 
found in the observations of everyday interaction. During conflicts with their peers these boys 
would often employ linguistic practices very similar to the ones in these two examples, which leads 
me to argue that their displays of tough masculinity in these examples are not caused by the 
interaction taking place on Facebook.  
 The type of Facebook conflict found in Example 4 and Example 5 was not singular. There are 
several examples where some of the boys who self-identify as gangster speakers engage in similar 
conflicts on Facebook. One of these examples takes place four months after Musa and Aurelio’s 
expulsion with Denis and Musa engaging in a playful conflict following an April fools joke posted 
by Denis. This exchange involves examples of signifying such as your dad Ole said to Musa and 
your granddad Musa said to Denis. This jocular exchange is then interrupted by another boy (Erol, 
unknown to us) who starts out jokingly with the use of a smiley but quickly the interaction between 
him and Denis turns into a hostile fight where Denis calls Erol gay and “nurri” (according to the 
boys “nurri” means nerd) and Erol tells Denis to eat the shit (“spis lorten”). Denis proceeds to 
correct Erol’s language (eat shit**, “spis lort **”) after which Erol accuses Denis of thinking he is 
the smartest boy in the world and threatens to beat him up. The exchange ends with the boys 
agreeing to meet up one day after school and fight it out, which is another example of (potential) 
embodiment of the indexical values concerning tough masculinity.  
 Another example includes Denis, Naveed, and two other boys who engage in a conflict which 
shifts from a jocular to a hostile frame involving both swearing and name calling (e.g. you fucking 
king of the giraffes, you Laho, and you Istanbul) as well as threats of physical violence (Quran you 
done, just see in school). During this interaction they accuse each other of inauthenticity and correct 
their own typos or attack each other’s intelligence and ability to spell. These two examples linking 
spelling ability to displays of a tough gangster persona correspond with previous research among 
older pupils at the same school (cf. Stæhr, 2016). In this final example we see again that in their 
name-calling the boys make use of ethnic categorizations to enhance the sense of division. 
Accordingly the conflicts in Example 4 and Example 5 are neither singular nor unusual, but rather 
simultaneously constructing physical superiority and spelling competence while enlisting ethnic 
categorizations through the use of racial name-calling seems to be a recurring phenomenon in the 
linguistic everyday of these boys.  
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Conclusions 
In this paper I have shown that in metapragmatic acts involving features associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular, the boys who routinely use resources associated with this register 
on a number of occasions use ethnic categorizations in their everyday interaction, both in 
encounters framed as friendly and framed as more seriously hostile. The examples show not only 
how the boys develop group specific practices through displays of (heteronormative) masculinity 
and toughness, but also how others react to these practices. These practices involve embodied acts 
of toughness through references to physical fights (either in jocular or hostile frames), the use of 
racial slurs (both as ritual insults signaling in-group solidarity or as hostile abuses exacerbating a 
conflict), and the application of an ‘us’/’them’-dichotomy related to ethnicity.  
 During the peer-group interview Aurelio and Denis construct themselves as a group by stating 
that they speak differently than everyone else and characterize their way of speaking as gangster. 
Through stylized performances of a gangster persona versus a nerdy persona, Aurelio illustrates the 
difference in the way they speak and both boys argue that they can curse at each other in good fun, 
whereas others would take it seriously and have a row over it. In this argumentation they construct a 
stereotyped disparity between the two groups based on ethnic categorization through the use of 
names typically associated with majority and minority Danes, respectively (Hassan and Muhamed 
versus Lars and Frederik).  
 Thus these two boys can agree on their membership of a group characterized both by a 
particular way of speaking and by ethnic minority status. In the example from the session regarding 
the gangster talk sketch, however, the same two boys are on opposite sides of an ‘us’/’them’-
dichotomy applied by Denis to exclude Aurelio from the group of authentic “perker” speakers. 
Aurelio validates his own potential status as an outsider by perceiving Denis as sincere and acting 
accordingly (and apologetically). Although Denis laughs and reaffirms Aurelio’s group 
membership, the potential for Aurelio’s exclusion remains.   
 In the warya example Aurelio and Musa argue that they can deviate from the norm enforced by 
Iman (a norm according to which using warya is racist and thus forbidden) and instead adhere to a 
peer norm, where using racial slurs is dissing for fun. This shows that in this context the boys 
advocate a convivial norm, where ethnic/racial differences are irrelevant and their ethnic differences 
can be employed to signal solidarity and friendship (in opposition to outsiders, here exemplified by 
Iman). In the Facebook examples, however, Aurelio and Musa no longer argue conviviality in acts 
of friendship. In these hostile conflicts Aurelio enlists both racial and heterosexist slurs to 
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demonstrate his own physical (and racial) superiority and to aggravate his accusations of Musa 
being inauthentic.     
 By combining a wide range of data and including methods from different fields, this study 
furthers our understanding of the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular and 
contributes to the field in general by offering new methods for studying enregisterment. The 
analyses point to the contemporary urban vernacular being part of a language package used to 
construct toughness and masculinity and involving group specific language use. This takes place 
both in friendly and hostile frames and involves employing an ‘us’/’them’-dichotomy between the 
group members (who have ethnic minority status, speak ‘perker language’, are tough gangsters, and 
use racial slurs to signal friendship and solidarity) and the outsiders such as Iman, who does not 
identify with the gangster persona, and possibly also Aurelio, who can potentially be constructed as 
an outsider based on ethnic categorization. This implies that the enregisterment of the contemporary 
urban vernacular plays an important role in the interpersonal relations between these pupils. In this 
paper I have argued that although previous research has shown that the contemporary urban 
vernacular can be used in friendship practices in a convivial context where ethnic differences are 
irrelevant, part of the enregisterment also allows for using ethnic categorizations to define group 
membership, exclude group members, and to exacerbate conflicts. Clearly, although dissing each 
other can be fun, it can just as well be anything but.  
2.2 Playing gangster – authentication and iconization in two guise studies focusing 
on a contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen 
Introduction  
This paper investigates how an enregistered way of speaking (cf. Agha, 2007) is evaluated by a 
group of preadolescent pupils for whom this register is part of their everyday linguistic 
environment. A range of studies dealing with linguistic practices and language attitudes within the 
same area of Copenhagen have demonstrated a high awareness of a way of speaking, which in emic 
terms is labeled e.g. street language or gangster language (see e.g. Ag, 2010; Madsen, 2013; 
Madsen et al., 2010; Stæhr, 2010). These studies indicate that the register is associated with e.g. 
toughness, masculinity, ethnic minority status, and streetwiseness.  Previous guise studies focusing 
on this register have stated that pupils in different areas of Denmark recognize it and associate it 
with stereotypical character traits. This is the case already in grade 0 (around the age of 6), and the 
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older the pupils are, the more uniform their evaluations are and the more significant effects there are 
(Hyttel-Sørensen, 2009, 2011).  
 In this paper I present a verbal guise experiment, wherein a group of 4th-graders (approximately 
10 years of age) evaluate this register as opposed to a more standard register, which I refer to as 
Modern Copenhagen (cf. Maegaard, 2005; Maegaard, Jensen, Kristiansen, & Jørgensen, 2013; 
Pharao et al., 2014). The experiment is combined with ethnographic fieldwork among some of the 
respondents and supplemented by a second verbal guise experiment, in order to provide more 
detailed insights into the language ideologies and linguistic awareness of the pupils in question. I 
combine quantitative analyses of the pupils’ evaluations from both experiments with qualitative 
analyses of the comments that the participants made during or after the experiment. The analyses of 
the pupils’ evaluations illuminate not only how the speakers using resources associated with the 
register in question are perceived, but also the effect of different social variables (such as gender 
and linguistic background).    
 The combination of linguistic ethnographic fieldwork and the two different experiments offers 
access to different aspects of the pupils’ language ideologies (cf. Silverstein, 1979). Where the 
experiments reveal systematic reactions to the registers in question, the ethnographic fieldwork 
offers knowledge about who uses what resources in which settings and with what observable effects 
(such as creating group belonging, authenticity, etc.). The analyses all point to the importance of the 
two concepts authentication (Bucholtz, 2003) and iconization (Irvine & Gal, 2000). Before 
presenting the experiments and their findings, I will first give a short introduction to the field site 
before offering a more comprehensive overview of the registers included in my study.   
 The two guise experiments presented in this paper supplemented my ethnographic fieldwork 
among a group of 4th graders in an area of Copenhagen characterized by both cultural and linguistic 
diversity (see Madsen et al., 2016 for a description of the different research projects carried out in 
the same school). I carried out the first guise experiment among the 4th graders in this school in 
order to examine to what extent the pupils had acquired a uniform set of typifications regarding the 
register that they refer to as e.g. gangster language. To enable statistical analyses of the data I 
repeated the experiment at six other Copenhagen schools with the help of my colleague Line Knoop 
Henriksen. Although all seven schools are placed in the same area of Copenhagen and are no more 
than 5 km apart, the linguistic and cultural (as well as socioeconomic) backgrounds of the pupils in 
the different schools vary greatly, with some living in housing projects and others living in 
expensive villas along the beach. Given some of the indexical values associated with one of the 
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registers (e.g. academic non-prestige and ethnic minority status, cf. Madsen, 2013; Pharao et al., 
2014) the environments in which the pupils live could influence the results of the experiment. My 
data, however, show no differences between the different schools.    
 A total of 352 pupils participated in the first experiment, 176 females and 176 males, and of the 
352 participants, I followed 42 more closely over a period of approximately three years, carrying 
out ethnographic fieldwork, recording audio and video data, conducting interviews etc. This 
fieldwork enabled me to carry out the second guise experiment among these 42 pupils (25 of whom 
were present on the day of the second experiment).  
 Before unfolding the guise experiment and the results of my analyses, I will briefly describe 
some of the characteristics of the two registers featured in my experiments.  
Enregisterment in contemporary Copenhagen 
In the design of my study I am inspired by Agha’s (2007) notion of enregisterment, which he 
defines as “processes and practices whereby performable signs become recognized (and regrouped) 
as belonging to distinct, differentially valorized semiotic registers by a population” (Agha, 2007, p. 
81). By viewing the different ways of speaking as registers in Agha’s sense I am able to focus on 
linguistic practices and how linguistic resources become associated with e.g. different indexical 
values. A very useful component of Agha’s enregisterment is his distinction between social domain 
(the population that recognizes a given language token as belonging to a particular register and 
associates it with certain indexical values) and social range (persons recognized as speaking a 
particular register) (Agha, 2007, p. 125). In this study I investigate social, local meanings of the 
relationship between social domain and social range; and in doing this my knowledge of the social 
domain of the register in question stems mainly from my experiments, while my knowledge of its 
social range stems from my ethnography.   
 In his conceptualization of enregisterment Agha also argues that there are three different 
thresholds of normativity, the first two of which are highly relevant for the present study: 1) an 
observable pattern of behavior and 2) a reflexive model of behavior which is considered ‘normal’ 
by a given population (cf. Agha, 2007, p. 126). Through my ethnographic fieldwork I gain insights 
into the first level (i.e. who uses what resources, when and with what results), while the guise 
experiments offer insights into the second and third level.  
 The quantitative analyses of the guise experiments show whether or not the guises are 
perceived as representatives of two different registers, but in order to see whether or not they are 
ratified as authentic speakers I need to include the qualitative analyses of the comments made 
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during the experiments. In my various qualitative analyses of both the experiments and the 
ethnographic fieldwork I find that authenticity is made relevant in relation to language ideologies 
and normativity. The process of going from merely being recognized as a speaker of a particular 
register to being ratified as a speaker is captured by the term authentication (rather than 
authenticity) as it is conceptualized by Bucholtz (2003, p. 408), who argues that “authentication 
views [identity] as the outcome of constantly negotiated social practices”. Coupland (2014, p. 28) 
points out that a person’s belonging to a particular social group (e.g. the social range of a given 
register) is dependent on other peoples’ ratification.  
 The focus of my study is on the register that the pupils refer to as e.g. gangster language or 
slang language, and in order to examine what indexical values it is associated with I contrast it with 
a more standard Copenhagen register in the two guise experiments. In the remainder of the paper I 
will refer to these two registers as contemporary urban vernacular (CUV) and Modern Copenhagen, 
respectively.  My choice of Rampton’s (2011, 2015) term contemporary urban vernacular as an etic 
label is motivated first and foremost by the fact that it is theorized as a register in Agha’s sense (cf. 
Rampton, 2011, pp. 19-20). Rampton highlights that in Agha’s conceptualization of enregisterment, 
overt evaluations are a necessary prerequisite for the social existence of registers (cf. Agha, 2004, p. 
27), which means that in Agh’as understanding of enregisterment language ideologies are central. 
Rampton uses this as an argument for defining the contemporary urban vernacular as a register 
rather than a variety in the traditional Labovian sense, where the vernacular is defined as “the style 
in which minimum attention is paid to the monitoring of speech” (Labov, 1972b, p. 208).  
 By using the label contemporary urban vernacular I furthermore wish to point to the fact that 
similar linguistic practices are found in other geographic localities (see e.g. Nortier & Svendsen, 
2015; Quist & Svendsen, 2010). Other advantages of this term include its emphasis on the fact that 
these practices are prototypically found in contemporary, urban areas; and Rampton’s deliberate 
decision not to include ethnicity in the label, since previous studies have found that the register 
included in my study is not inherently linked to ethnicity (cf. Madsen, 2015; Madsen & Svendsen, 
2015; see also Jaspers 2008 for a discussion of ethnolects).  
 Regarding the more standard Copenhagen register, studies of Copenhagen pronunciation have 
traditionally distinguished between two different registers, referred to as high and low Copenhagen, 
respectively (e.g. Brink & Lund, 1975; Kristiansen, 1999). More recent studies, however, have 
abandoned these terms and instead differentiate between what they label conservative and modern 
Copenhagen, respectively (e.g. Kristiansen, 2009; Maegaard, 2005; Maegaard et al., 2013; Pharao 
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et al., 2014), and my use of the label Modern Copenhagen refers to these studies. In the following I 
will present some of the linguistic resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular and 
Modern Copenhagen, respectively. 
 The performable signs of the contemporary urban vernacular consist of grammatical, phonetic, 
prosodic and lexical resources alike (Madsen, 2011; Maegaard, 2007; Pharao & Foget Hansen, 
2005; Pharao et al., 2014; Quist, 2008). When I in the following compare linguistic resources to a 
so-called ‘standard’, I am referring to the standard described by formal linguistics. The resources 
that I find to be relevant in my study include grammatical resources (e.g. lack of adverbial t, where 
in the standard adjectives functioning as adverbs end in –t, similar to -ly in English, e.g. 
hurtig/hurtigt, quick/quickly) and phonetic resources (most prominently a palatalized t-
pronunciation ([tʲɑːˀlʌ] in stead of [tˢɑːˀlʌ]), but there are also suprasegmental resources such as a 
smaller quantity difference between long and short vowels and a relatively small difference between 
stressed and unstressed syllables (Hansen & Pharao, 2010). A highly recognizable suprasegmental 
resource is a less frequent use of the glottal constriction known as ‘stød’, a word accent particular to 
Danish (cf. Grønnum et al., 2013). All in all, considering that Kristiansen, Pharao, and Maegaard 
(2013, p. 372) argue that intonation is in all likelihood “the most important marker of regional 
difference in contemporary Danish”, it is likely that the suprasegmental resources are the most 
salient of the phonetic resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular.  
 Regarding these resources, however, Copenhagen youth explicitly name the t-pronunciation as 
an example of a typical resource associated with this way of speaking. In general when asked about 
the characteristics of this register, the young speakers often give examples of some of the lexical 
resources such as slang words, swearing, and the use of words not typically associated with Danish. 
Examples of this include “wallah”, which is described by the pupils in my study as an Arabic word 
meaning I swear, and “eow”, which they describe as a Kurdish word meaning hey. From my own 
ethnographic fieldwork I also have numerous examples of these two words being used by the boys 
who routinely use resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. They repeatedly 
use “wallah” to verify the truth of a given statement, while they use “eow” to call the attention of 
their peers.  
 Previous studies of this register have found that it is associated with e.g. toughness, 
masculinity, youth, ethnic minority, coolness, and academic non-prestige (Madsen, 2011; Madsen, 
Karrebæk, & Møller, 2013; Maegaard, 2007; Pharao et al., 2014).  
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  Regarding Modern Copenhagen, several studies have shown that the Copenhagen intonation is 
easily distinguishable from other regional intonation patterns (see e.g. Grønnum, 1992; Kristiansen 
et al., 2013), and although not as well documented it appears to also be noticeably different than 
that of the contemporary urban vernacular (Hansen & Pharao, 2010). Furthermore, a range of 
phonetic resources is associated with modern Copenhagen (as opposed to conservative 
Copenhagen) including: raised pronunciation of short a before alveolars and syllable boundaries ([ɛ] 
instead of [æ] in e.g. kande (pitcher): [kɛnə] or [kænə]) and retracted pronunciation of short a 
before labials and dorsals ([ɑ̠]) instead of [ɑ] in e.g. kappe (cape): [kɑ̠bə] or [kɑbə]) (Gregersen, 
Maegaard, & Pharao, 2014).  
  Thus, from a linguistic perspective the contemporary urban vernacular differs from modern 
Copenhagen in many respects. I will now briefly sketch the methodological background for my 
guise experiments before presenting the actual experiments and their results, highlighting how this 
method contributes to our understanding of the social domain and social range of the contemporary 
urban vernacular and the importance of authentication and iconicity in the enregisterment of this 
way of speaking. As pointed out above, the combination of linguistic ethnography and the two guise 
experiments allows me access to both the social range and the social domain of the contemporary 
urban vernacular and the analyses of the different data unveil how authenticity is continually made 
relevant by the participants in my study.   
Verbal guise experiments 
The kind of verbal guise experiments that I carry out in this study have a long history (Giles, 1970; 
Giles & Powesland, 1975; Lambert et al., 1960) and are useful tools for investigating how members 
of a speech community evaluate representative samples of recognizable registers regarding e.g. 
prestige and sociability. Thanks to this technique it is well documented that Denmark is a 
linguistically normative and conservative society. A range of studies employing the different 
incarnations of the guise technique (some matched, some not) have shown that local varieties 
around Denmark are seen as less desirable than Copenhagen both with regard to prestige and 
sociability (Kristiansen, 1991, 1999, 2003, 2009; Ladegaard, 1998; Maegaard, 2001, 2005). 
Kirilova (2004) and Ritzau (2007) have shown that this linguistic normativity also extends to 
Danish with a foreign accent.  
 Regarding the contemporary urban vernacular, I have previously carried out two different guise 
experiments focusing on this register. In 2005 I investigated how pupils in the 2nd grade in different 
areas of Denmark evaluated the contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen opposed to a 
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Jutland register and two Modern Copenhagen registers (one more conservative than the other) 
(Hyttel-Sørensen, 2011). The results showed that the contemporary urban vernacular received far 
more negative evaluations than the other guises in all areas of Denmark. In 2007 I carried out a 
similar experiment but focusing on the contemporary urban vernacular versus Modern Copenhagen 
and extending the experiment both regarding the number of guises and regarding the age of the 
respondents (Hyttel-Sørensen, 2009). Thus, pupils in grades 0, 2, 4, and 6 (approximately 6, 8, 10, 
and 12 year-olds) in three elementary schools in different areas of Copenhagen and its surrounding 
suburbs were asked to evaluate eight different verbal guises, four male and four female, four 
representing Modern Copenhagen and four representing the contemporary urban vernacular. I chose 
these two registers, because I deemed them to be the most important registers in the linguistic 
everyday of these pupils. As in the previous study the respondents in all grades were in general 
significantly more negative toward the CUV guises, and their ratings became increasingly uniform 
in the older grades (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, 2009, pp. 63-64).  
Guise experiments 
The design of the present study was inspired by my 2007 experiment, which included eight 
different verbal guises and a questionnaire for each guise. The guises, four male and four female, 
were originally recorded by Pharao and Foget Hansen (2005). Pharao and Foget Hansen asked their 
participants, a group of Copenhagen adolescents, to do a map task designed to elicit certain 
phonetic features. I selected eight of these participants (see Table 2) and cut together approximately 
30 seconds of speech from each. Of the eight I selected, four represent the contemporary urban 
vernacular and four represent modern Copenhagen, meaning that two are males representing the 
contemporary urban vernacular, two are females representing the contemporary urban vernacular, 
and so on as displayed in Table 2.   
Table 2: Overview of verbal guises 
 Male Female 
Modern Copenhagen Guise no. 1 & 2 Guise no. 3 & 4 
Contemporary urban vernacular Guise no. 5 & 6 Guise no. 7 & 8 
 
 The four guises representing the contemporary urban vernacular vary in the degree to which 
they include resources associated with this register. They are dispersed in a continuum with one of 
the male guises (no. 5) having most and one of the female guises (no. 8) having a lot fewer of the 
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resources associated with this register. In my statistical analyses I attempt to model this variation 
(see pp. 77).   
 In my stimulus selection I decided not to include any of the lexical resources associated with 
the contemporary urban vernacular (e.g. swearing or slang), but all of the phonetic resources are 
present in the guises. The two male contemporary urban vernacular guises both have 100% 
occurrence of the palatalized t, whereas the female guises have it in more than half of their 
occurrences of t. The suprasegmental resources are also present in all four guises, with all four 
having smaller quantity differences between long and short vowels and relatively small differences 
between stressed and unstressed syllables. The non-standard distribution of the Danish glottal 
constriction ‘stød’ is also present in all four guises, ranging from 61 to 93% non-standard 
occurrences, mainly lack of ‘stød’ where the standard has ‘stød’. Finally all four guises also have 
non-standard grammar, varying from 3,5% to 10% occurrences. Examples of non-standard 
grammar in the guises include non-standard distribution of common versus neuter gender in nouns 
and lack of adverbial t, and the given percentage is out of all possible occurrences (e.g. any time 
adverbial t is relevant).  
 The four guises representing Modern Copenhagen all have Copenhagen intonation as well as 
several of the phonetic resources associated with this register: shortening of vowels before vocoids, 
[ɛ] instead of [æ] before alveolars and syllable boundaries, and [ɑ̠] instead of [ɑ] before labials and 
dorsals.  
 The respondents had to evaluate each guise according to six different scales representing 
different characteristics: smart (“klog”), rich (“rig”), cool (“sej”), nice (“flink”), good-looking 
(“pæn”), and fun (“sjov”). In order to compare the results to those found in other Danish guise 
studies, I chose scales corresponding to those used by e.g. Kristiansen (1991, 1999; 2009, among 
others). Since I also wished to compare my results to my previous study including grades 0, 2, 4, 
and 6, I used the same questionnaire, which I developed specifically to be used by children within 
that age-range. In order for the smaller children to understand the questionnaire, each scale had two 
drawings of stylized faces under which were written two antonyms at each end of the scale. Thus 
the smart scale for instance had the words smart (“klog”) and stupid (“dum”) with corresponding 
drawings (see Figure 3). Underneath the drawings were seven boxes where the participants were 
instructed to check one. 
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Figure 3: Questionnaire smart scale 
In the design of my experiment I made sure to take as many precautions as possible to avoid 
skewing my results, e.g. by respondents copying from their classmates, checking boxes without 
looking at the different scales, or getting tired along the way and therefore being negative toward 
the last guises. To avoid theses issues I flipped the entire questionnaires so that two seatmates did 
not have identical questionnaires, I flipped the scales within each questionnaire, and finally I played 
the guises in different orders in the different classes.  
 We had instructed the teachers not to tell the students anything beforehand and upon entering 
the classrooms we only told the pupils that we came from the university and were there to do an 
experiment with them. Assuring them that we would explain everything afterwards we went on to 
introduce the format of the experiment and played a test guise (a male guise representing Modern 
Copenhagen) with a test questionnaire on the blackboard.  
 We played each guise two times and gave the pupils a new questionnaire for each guise. During 
the experiment we asked the teachers to write a D on the questionnaires of the pupils who spoke 
Danish as their first language. This made it possible to include an aspect of the pupils’ linguistic 
backgrounds (according to their teachers) as an explanatory variable (Danish or other).  
 After having played the last guise and collected all questionnaires we encouraged the pupils to 
comment on the experiment or ask any questions they might have. I will analyze the comments 
from these discussions more closely in my qualitative analysis, and now move on to present my 
quantitative analyses.    
Quantitative analyses  
I use the statistical software R to fit cumulative link mixed-effects (clm) models for the different 
scales, since the 7-step semantic differential scales of my questionnaire are ordinal scales, and set 
the significance level to 0.01.  
 With the rating of the verbal guises as my dependent variable and the individual speakers and 
respondents as random effects, I have a range of explanatory variables to explain the variation in 
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my data. Considering that the contemporary urban vernacular is known to be associated with among 
other things linguistic (and ethnic) minority background and masculinity (cf. Madsen, 2013, p. 133) 
I include these among my explanatory variables, which are: the register (contemporary urban 
vernacular vs. Modern Copenhagen), the speakers’ gender, the respondents’ gender, the 
respondents’ linguistic background (majority or minority according to the teachers’ assessment), the 
distribution of minority/majority pupils in the class (minority distribution), as well as the 
distribution of female/male pupils (gender distribution). Furthermore, I include the interactions 
between some of the explanatory variables in order to determine whether these correlate: the 
interaction between speaker gender and respondent gender, between speaker gender and register, 
between respondent gender and register, between the distribution of female pupils and speaker 
gender, between the distribution of female pupils and register, between respondent background and 
register, and finally between the distribution of minority pupils and register.     
 I fit models for the individual scales separately by eliminating all non-significant variables. A 
recurring pattern in all the different models is that the register variable is highly significant as 
explanatory variable and/or in interaction with other variables, meaning that the use of resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular greatly influences how the speakers are 
evaluated according to the six different characteristics in my experiment. I will now present the 
main results from my quantitative analyses.  
Modeling the effect of the contemporary urban vernacular 
When fitting clm models for the different scales it becomes clear that not only is the register 
variable highly significant, but it also has by far the largest estimate, meaning that the impact of this 
variable on the overall evaluations is greater than those of any of the other variables. As the 
semantic differential scales are ordinal scales, the size of the estimates should not be ascribed too 
much importance, but they can still serve to point at the weight of the different variables. The model 
for the smart scale, for instance, outlines that the CUV guises are given significantly more negative 
evaluations than the Modern Copenhagen guises (see Table 3). Note that the estimate indicates the 
effect on the overall evaluation (on a 7-step scale) of e.g. the respondent being female rather than 
male. The interaction between respondent and speaker gender shows a negative effect of a female 
respondent evaluating a male speaker.  
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Table 3: Smart clm model register 
 
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Respondent gender = Female 0.7159 0.1310 5.464 4.65e-08 *** 
Register = Modern Copenhagen 2.0050 0.3846 5.213 1.85e-07 *** 
Minority Distribution -0.5756 0.2089 -2.755 0.00587 ** 
Speaker gender = Male 0.4272 0.3898 1.096 0.2731 
Female respondent*Male speaker -0.7578 0.1399 -5.416 6.11e-08 *** 
 
Given the clear importance of the register variable, however, I decided to try to model the effect of 
resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular in greater detail, hereby also 
accounting for the fact that the four CUV guises differ in the extent to which they contain resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. In order to measure this I listed some of the 
resources associated with this register (e.g. pronunciation of t, distribution of the Danish glottal 
constriction, and non-standard grammar) and in collaboration with two colleagues I counted the 
occurrences of these resources for each of the CUV guises. It turned out, however, that deciding 
which resources influence the listeners’ evaluations was a difficult task. Certainly some of the 
resources are more salient than others, but I have no way of knowing which, just as I do not know 
how a certain feature influences the listeners’ perception of the speaker. Should I count the number 
of occurrences or the percentage of occurrences out of all possible (e.g. the number of palatalized 
t’s or the percentage of palatalized t’s out of all occurrences of t)? No matter which way I decided 
to go, it would be an etic categorization and would not capture how these features are perceived by 
preadolescent pupils for whom the contemporary urban vernacular is part of their everyday 
linguistic surroundings. Furthermore, including these resources as separate variables in the models 
was impossible due to collinearity, meaning that some of the variables correlate to a degree where it 
becomes impossible to separate them in the model.  
 For these reasons I decided to have the pupils themselves make the distinctions rather than 
impose my own etic perspective on the analyses. To this end I carried out the second guise 
experiment where I asked some of the participants, who also participated in the ethnographic part of 
my study (and who by then were in the 6th grade), to place each guise on a continuum from 
gangster (“gangster”) to nerd (“nørd”) (see Figure 4). I chose the terms gangster and nerd because 
these were the labels most often used by these pupils when talking about the contemporary urban 
vernacular and its opposition. This was evident on many occasions, among them a class session 
involving a comedy sketch featuring both registers where the pupils described the two registers as 
e.g. gangster talk and gangster language (“gangstersnak” and “gangstersprog”) and nerd talk and 
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nerd language (“nørdesnak” and “nørdesprog”), respectively. In interpret these two terms as the 
two extremes in each end of a register continuum, and the stimulus in my two experiments are 
somewhere along that continuum, but not at either end (cf. Møller & Jørgensen, 2012). A total of 27 
pupils participated in this second experiment, and of these 27 pupils 25 also participated in the first 
guise experiment. This overlap is not important, however, since much may have changed for the 
pupils in the two years that passed between the two experiments. The point of the second 
experiment was to explore how the guises were perceived by preadolescent pupils for whom the 
contemporary urban vernacular is part of their everyday linguistic environment, rather than by a 
group of adult researchers trying to determine which features are most salient for this register.   
  
Figure 4: Gangster questionnaire 
For the second experiment each pupil was given a questionnaire listing eight voices (“stemmer”) 
and providing a line without numbers for each voice. At either end of each line was written 
Gangster and Nerd, respectively.  
 The lines between the two labels were all exactly seven centimeters long and I asked the 
participants to indicate the gangster- or nerdy-ness of the speakers by drawing an x somewhere on 
the line. When entering the data into excel, I then measured the positions of the x’s beginning from 
nerd, meaning that a higher score equals a higher level of gangster-ness. The measurements 
included one or two decimals, the latter only when an x was placed in between the millimeter 
markings on the ruler (e.g. 3.45).      
 I then looked at the mean and standard deviation for each guise (see Table 4) and immediately 
noticed that the standard deviation for guise number 5 was much higher than the others (2.24) and 
the mean was surprisingly low (4.17) compared with the other contemporary urban vernacular 
guises; especially since guise number 5 in my own estimation was the one that differed most from 
the Modern Copenhagen guises.   
Table 4: Mean and standard deviation 27 pupils 
 Guise 1 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 2 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 3 
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 4  
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 5  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 6  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 7 
CUV  
Female 
Guise 8 
CUV  
Female 
Mean 2.04 
 
2.09 
 
2.03 
 
1.40 
 
4.17 
 
5.43 
 
6.15 
 
3.89 
 Sta. Dev. 1.71 1.34 1.35 
 
1.13 2.24 0.76 0.64 1.87 
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In order to fully understand what was going on with the evaluation of this guise, I reviewed the 
individual responses and noticed that although most participants had placed him on the gangster 
half of the continuum, a few had placed him not only on the nerd half but at the very end of the 
continuum giving him an utmost nerdy score (0.0). When I examined which individuals had given 
these evaluations I found that they were five boys, all of whom were categorized both by 
themselves and by their classmates as speaking gangster language. In both my audio recordings and 
ethnographic observations I have plenty of examples that corroborate this categorization, and this 
suggests that the boys who use resources associated with what they call gangster are unwilling to 
label guise number 5 as speaking gangster. The fact that these boys alone perceive this one speaker 
so differently from the other respondents is interesting and in order to understand it better, I offer a 
closer look at guise number 5.  
 Besides including resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular (like the other 
three CUV guises), this guise also includes resources that can be associated with transfer from 
another language (e.g. a retroflex pronunciation of initial d which could be transfer from Urdu or 
Punjabi, both of which this speaker listed as his home language). This means that besides being 
associated with a gangster persona, he can also be associated with a newly arrived immigrant with 
limited Danish skills. It seems reasonable that these five boys, who self-identify as gangster 
speakers, are more invested in the enregisterment of this way of speaking, which could explain why 
they react differently to this one guise. A more detailed analysis of these boys’ linguistic practices 
and their evaluations in the two experiments show that their perception of guise 5 is tied to 
authenticity (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, Forthcoming-b). In this way, the combination of the two 
experiments and my ethnographic fieldwork allows me to identify fine-grained details in the 
perception of particular linguistic resources contained in this guise, and apparently these resources 
cause the boys who self-identify as speaking gangster to perceive him as inauthentic. 
 Since these five boys appear to be outliers and therefore skew the overall results I experimented 
with removing them from the data and then reexamined the standard deviations (see Table 5). For 
the other guises the standard deviations remained more or less the same, but the standard deviation 
for guise number 5 fell dramatically from 2.24 to 1.33, a level similar to the other guises. Along 
with my ethnographic knowledge of these boys, this implies that they are not representative of the 
average preadolescent listening to these guises. I therefore decided that removing these five boys 
from the data gave a better understanding of how guise number 5 was perceived in general. 
Table 5: Standard deviation 27 vs. 22 pupils 
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 Guise 1 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 2 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 3 
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 4  
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 5  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 6  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 7 
CUV  
Female 
Guise 8 
CUV  
Female 
27 pupils 1.71 1.34 1.35 
 
1.13 2.24 0.76 0.64 1.87 
22 pupils 1.75 
 
1.32 
 
1.35 
 
1.15 1.33 
 
0.69 
 
0.60 
 
1.86 
  
With this new, slightly smaller dataset, I then calculated the mean evaluation for each guise (see 
Table 6) and added these values to the dataset from the first guise experiment, giving each guise a 
gangster score and including Gangster as an explanatory variable to substitute the Register variable. 
With this new, more detailed explanatory variable I then continued to fit models for each scale.   
Table 6: Mean and standard deviation with 22 pupils 
 
 
Guise 1 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 2 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 3 
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 4  
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 5  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 6  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 7 
CUV  
Female 
Guise 8 
CUV  
Female 
Mean 2.31 
 
2.31 
 
2.15 
 
1.33 
 
5.05 
 
5.51 
 
6.26 
 
4.05 
 Sta. Dev. 1.75 
 
1.32 
 
1.35 
 
1.15 1.33 
 
0.69 
 
0.60 
 
1.86 
  
The effect of sounding like a gangster 
Having replaced the binary variable register with the more detailed gangster variable, I now have 
the following model: 
Score~RespondentGender+LinguisticBackground+SpeakerGender+Gangster+ 
MinorityDistribution+GenderDistribution+MinorityDistribution*Gangster+ 
RespondentGender*SpeakerGender+Gangster*SpeakerGender+ 
Gangster*RespondentGender+MinorityDistribution*Gangster+GenderDistribution*Speakender+ 
GenderDistribution*Gangster +(1|Respondent_number)+(1|Speaker) 
After fitting models for each scale and eliminating non-significant variables, I discover various 
trends. First and foremost is the effect of the gangster variable. On the smart, rich, nice and good-
looking scales (see Table 7, Table 8, Table 10, Table 11) there is a highly significant effect of the 
gangster variable, meaning that a higher gangster score equals being perceived as less smart, rich, 
nice and good-looking.  
Table 7: Smart clm model 
 Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Respondent gender = Female 0.6885 0.1328 5.185 2.16e-07 *** 
Speaker gender = Male 1.4096 0.5613 2.511 0.01203 * 
Gangster-ness -0.8421 0.1630 -5.167 2.38e-07 *** 
Minority Distribution -0.6100 0.2185 -2.792 0.00524 ** 
Gender Distribution -0.6328 1.1916 -0.531 0.59537 
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Gangster-ness *Gender Dist. 0.5058 0.2463 2.054 0.04000 * 
Female respondent*Male Speaker -0.7219 0.1418 -5.089 3.60e-07 *** 
Male speaker*Gender Distribution -1.6204 0.8613 -1.881 0.05991 . 
 
Table 8: Rich clm model  
 
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Respondent gender = Female 0.51401 0.12486 4.117 3.84e-05 *** 
Gangster-ness -0.37791 0.07845 -4.817 1.46e-06 *** 
Minority Distribution -0.47741 0.19544 -2.443 0.014577 * 
Speaker gender = Male 0.14918 0.28026 0.532 0.9452 
Female respondent*Male Speaker -0.50540 0.13943 -3.625 0.000289 *** 
 
Table 9: Cool clm model 
 
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Respondent gender = Female 0.86661 0.18499 4.685 2.81e-06 *** 
Speaker gender = Male 0.92993 0.34509 2.695 0.007044 ** 
Gangster-ness -0.22619 0.0996 -2.271 0.023144 * 
Minority Distribution -0.75863 0.20158 -3.763 0.000168 *** 
Female respondent*Male Speaker -0.92982 0.13959 -6.661 2.72e-11 *** 
Female respondent* Gangster-ness -0.06961 0.04026 -1.729 0.083862 . 
 
Table 10: Nice clm model 
 
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Respondent gender = Female 0.43159 0.13518 3.193 0.00141 ** 
Speaker gender = Male 0.68141 0.25005 2.725 0.00643 ** 
Gangster-ness -0.51829 0.07406 -6.998 2.59e-12 *** 
Minority Distribution -0.55795 0.35174 -1.586 0.11268 
Female respondent*Male Speaker -0.77694 0.13879 -5.598 2.17e-08 *** 
Gangster-ness *Minority Dist. 0.13098 0.07562 1.732 0.08326 . 
 
Table 11: Good-Looking clm model 
 
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Respondent gender = Female 1.1459 0.1482 7.734 1.05e-14 *** 
Speaker gender = Male 0.5714 0.2920 1.957 0.05038 . 
Gangster-ness -0.6862 0.1474 -4.655 3.24e-06 *** 
Minority Distribution -0.7002 0.2510 -2.789 0.00528 ** 
Gender Distribution -0.4854 1.1997 -0.405 0.68576 
Gangster-ness *Gender Distr. 0.4220 0.2445 1.726 0.08439 . 
Female respondent*Male Speaker -1.3470 0.1418 -9.500 < 2e-16 *** 
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Table 12: Fun clm model 
 
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Respondent gender = Female 0.3362 0.1338 2.513 0.011981 * 
Linguistic background = Minority -0.55745 0.19663 -2.835 0.004582 ** 
Gangster-ness -0.0964 0.04803 -2.007 0.044739 * 
Speaker gender = Male 0.10528 0.17521 0.601 0.547924 
Minority background* Gangster 0.11585 0.04375 2.648 0.008098 ** 
Female respondent*Male Speaker -0.48971 0.1379 -3.551 0.000384 *** 
 
Unfortunately there is no R-script for plotting a clm model, so to get a visual overview of the 
gangster effect I plot the means from each scale. These plots illustrate nicely that there is a negative 
effect of a higher level of gangster-ness (see Figure 5). However, this effect is not uniform. The 
third most nerdy guise (guise no. 2) is given a relatively positive score compared to the overall 
trend, especially on the smart and nice scales. Since I can only plot the means, I cannot separate the 
gender effect from the gangster effect in the plots. It is not coincidental that the two least gangster 
guises are the female guises using resources associated with modern Copenhagen, since the 
contemporary urban vernacular is associated with masculinity. Fortunately my model accounts for 
this by including the gender of the guises as an explanatory variable. 
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Figure 5: Gangster effect on each scale 
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The other deviation from the trend concerns the third most gangster guise, which is actually guise 
no. 5, the guise that was perceived differently by the self-proclaimed gangster speakers in the 
second experiment. This guise is given a relatively negative score compared to the two guises that 
have an even higher gangster score. This implies that there may be something particular about this 
guise that influences the evaluations in the two experiments. It seems that despite this guise 
containing some linguistic features that cause him to be perceived as less gangster than guises 6 and 
7, he still receives the utmost negative evaluations on all scales apart from the nice scale, where he 
is only surpassed by guise 7. Apparently the fine-grained linguistic details that cause him to be 
perceived as inauthentic by some respondents (the ones who self-identify as speaking gangster), do 
not prevent him from being perceived very negatively overall in the dataset including all 352 
respondents. Regarding the modeling of the effect of being perceived as a gangster, however, I 
prevent these particularities concerning guise 5 skewing the results by including individual 
variation between the guises in my model; using a mixed effects model and having speaker as a 
random effect.   
The effect of the linguistic environment among the respondents 
Although the linguistic backgrounds of the individual respondents do not appear to influence the 
evaluations, the linguistic environment among the respondents, i.e. the share of respondents with 
linguistic minority backgrounds in the different classes (Minority Distribution), seems to have an 
effect. On the smart, cool, and good-looking scales there are negative effects of the minority 
distribution, meaning that the higher the share of pupils with linguistic minority backgrounds, the 
lower the scores on these scales are overall (see Table 7, Table 9, and Table 11). The same seems to 
be the case on the rich scale, although the effect is not significant on a 1% significance level 
(p=0.0146). Furthermore, there seems to be a tendency on the nice scale regarding the interaction 
between the minority distribution and the gangster variable (p= 0.088); the more gangster the 
guises are perceived to be and the higher the share of minority pupils is, the more positive the 
evaluations appear to be. This implies that pupils in classes with a high share of minority pupils 
could bee more likely to link gangster-ness to niceness.     
 After this presentation of the main findings from the quantitative analyses I will now move to 
my qualitative analysis.   
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Wallah voices: qualitative analysis 
When we carried out the guise experiment, we kept journals wherein we noted what the pupils said 
during the discussion of the experiment. We also noted comments made during the discussion, 
including non-linguistic comments such as laughter or gestures. 
 The reactions can be sorted into three different categories, the first of which is non-linguistic. 
In more or less all of the classes the respondents started laughing when they heard some of the CUV 
guises. It varied from class to class which speakers they laughed at, and sometimes the laughter was 
accompanied by comments such as that one was easy (“den var let”) and that was a “perker” (“det 
var en perker”). Note that “perker” in the mainstream understanding as represented in e.g. 
mainstream media, is a pejorative term for immigrants, but among the pupils in my study (and 
others like them) it is often used by the boys who routinely use resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular to refer to themselves and their friends (see e.g. Hyttel-Sørensen, 
2016; Nørreby, 2015).  
 The second category involves imitation. Some of the respondents while hearing the CUV 
guises would say [tʲə] several times in imitation of the t-pronunciation in the speech samples (cf. p. 
72). The palatalized t-pronunciation is an example of a phonetic resource that is associated with this 
register, to the extent where school leavers in Copenhagen explicitly mention it when discussing 
what it means to speak this way (cf. Madsen, 2013, p. 129). Finally, in some of the classes some of 
the pupils repeated parts of the recordings of the CUV guises while imitating the pronunciation, 
exaggerating the pronunciation to the extent where it could be interpreted as mocking.  
 The third category consists of explicit comments on either the speakers or the ways of 
speaking. These can be divided into three groups according to content. The first group consists of 
examples of ethnicization. When I asked the pupils if they had any comments on the experiment a 
lot of them mentioned the ethnicity of the speakers with comments such as:  They sound like Arabs 
(“De lyder som sådan nogle arabere”), Most of them are foreigners (“De er næsten allesammen 
sådan nogle udlændinge”), You get tired of listening to all those perkere (“Man bliver træt af at høre 
på de der perkere”), They sound like perkere because they say [tʲə] instead of t (“De lyder som 
perkere fordi de siger [tʲə] i stedet for t”), That’s a Turk, wallah (“Det er en tyrker, wallah”), and 
finally – following the previous comment – I hope the next one’s a Turk, they’re funny (“Jeg håber 
den næste er en tyrker. De er grineren”).  
 That the pupils find the ethnicity relevant and class the speakers as foreigners, “perkere”, 
Arabs, and Turks, indicates that the pupils associate the contemporary urban vernacular with Middle 
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Eastern family backgrounds. By adding “wallah” to his comment the boy in question demonstrated 
firstly that he associates the expression “wallah” with the contemporary urban vernacular and 
secondly that he knows and can use this register, at least in a jocular fashion. The comment on the t-
pronunciation reveals a further metalinguistic awareness, which I was surprised to hear expressed 
so accurately by pupils in the fourth grade. The fact that this particular feature is sufficiently salient 
to not only be mentioned explicitly by adolescents during interviews, to be mimicked during this 
experiment as a reaction to the CUV guises, but also to be mentioned as a direct cause for the guises 
being perceived as perkere, implies that this may be a case of iconization (cf. Irvine & Gal, 2000). 
 Not only do these comments make relevant the ethnicity of the speakers and link ethnicity to 
their way of speaking, but they also highlight the concept of being foreign. Certainly, using the term 
perker instead of Turk, Arab, or foreigner is in itself loaded, and that “perker”-ness can carry 
negative associations is seen explicitly in the remark that you “get tired of listening to all those 
perkere”. This statement implies that you do not get tired of listening to the other guises, the ones 
not using resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. The potentially negative 
value of being foreign is also seen in the comment about the Turks being funny. The Danish word 
in question (“grineren”) is a slang word common among young people and can in this context be 
translated as something to laugh at.  
 The second group of explicit comments is related to masculinity as a stereotypic characteristic 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. I knew from my previous study (Hyttel-
Sørensen, 2009) that many of the respondents perceived the female CUV guises as male. In order to 
avoid confusion about the gender I therefore introduced each guise by stating the gender. In almost 
every class the respondents would comment while hearing the female CUV guises (especially guise 
numer 7) that they sounded like boys. In the following discussion I would always bring this up and 
ask them if they had any explanations for why the girls sounded like boys. The explanations offered 
were related to the register: Because they speak with wallah-voices (“Fordi de taler med wallah-
stemmer”), and Because they sound like they come from other countries (“Fordi de lyder som om de 
kommer fra andre lande”).  Since the contemporary urban vernacular is associated both with 
polylingual practices (see e.g. Jørgensen et al., 2011) such as “wallah” and with ethnic minority 
identity these comments point to the female CUV guises being perceived as male because the 
register is associated with masculinity. This use of the word “wallah” also points (along with the 
example above) to “wallah” being an icon of the contemporary urban vernacular, along with the 
palatalized t-pronunciation.   
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 That the female CUV guises are perceived as male could be an example of erasure. Irvine and 
Gal (2000, p. 38) define erasure as “the process in which ideology, in simplifying the 
sociolinguistic field, renders some persons or activities (or sociolinguistic phenomena) invisible”. 
Given this definition, the female guises being mistaken for males could point to the ideology 
linking the contemporary urban vernacular to masculinity being sufficiently strong to erase the 
female gender, even though the respondents’ attention was drawn specifically to the guises being 
female beforehand.   
 The last group of comments is related to the cool scale. In several of the classrooms the 
participants disagreed about whether or not the speakers using resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular were cool (or tough). Here I should note that the Danish label for 
the cool scale (“Sej”) can be translated as either cool or tough. The antonym written on the 
questionnaire (“Kikset”) is the antonym of cool, but it became apparent from the discussions that 
some understood it as tough, since they talked about trying to intimidate others.  
 At the heart of this discussion are the perceptions of authenticity concerning the relation 
between speaker and language. In two cases (in two different schools) a pupil commented on one of 
the CUV guises (guise no. 7) by saying that he/she was not actually “sej” but merely playing “sej”. 
In one of the cases a girl commented about one of the female CUV guises that the speaker was 
“sej”, to which a boy replied that she was not “sej”, she was only playing “sej”. He went on to 
explain that she spoke like he himself would speak when he wanted to appear tough or scare others 
and he confirmed that this way of speaking could be associated with being a gangster. Thus the boy 
argues that speaking a certain way does not necessarily entail possessing specific traits. Although 
the contemporary urban vernacular is associated with toughness and coolness, the respondents 
display an awareness of the fact that using resources associated with this register does not 
necessarily equal the speaker possessing either toughness or coolness. This is linked to the concept 
of authentication. It appears that some of the respondents perceive guise 7 as inauthentic, which 
means that she is not perceived as “sej”, since a speaker that is perceived as inauthentic will 
accordingly not be associated with the same indexical values as a speaker who is perceived as 
authentic.  
 All of the comments discussed here point to the relevance of the respondents’ awareness of the 
stimuli they are being subjected to. Traditionally, guise studies (matched or not) take great care not 
to let the respondents know that the experiment focuses on language, and so did we. In all classes 
we asked the respondents if they had any guesses as to the purpose of the experiment, and despite 
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none of them explicitly mentioning language, the multitude of comments linking the contemporary 
urban vernacular to e.g. ethnicity and masculinity indicates a relatively high awareness of the 
linguistic stimuli the pupils were exposed to.  
Conclusions: authentic gangster speakers 
The quantitative and qualitative analyses presented in this paper illuminate some of the language 
ideologies connected with the contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen. Focusing on a group 
of language users for whom this register is part of their linguistic everyday, I have combined 
quantitative and qualitative analyses of two guise experiments with ethnographic fieldwork and 
found significant differences related to the register.   
 Instead of imposing an etic categorization of the degree to which the guises include resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular, I asked a smaller group of pupils to rank the 
guises on a scale from nerd to gangster. The results indicate that the more gangster the guises are 
perceived to be, the more poorly they are evaluated regarding intelligence, wealth, amiability, and 
physical appearance. This solidifies Madsen’s (2013) argument that social status relations should be 
considered in studies of this register, as it is associated not only with ethnicity but arguably also 
with ‘low’ social class.  
 Besides the effect of gangster, other variables also affect the outcomes, such as the larger the 
share of pupils with linguistic minority backgrounds there are in the classes, the more negative the 
overall evaluations on the smart and cool are. Regarding amiability (the nice scale), however, the 
effect seems to be related to the gangster variable, in that the more minority pupils there are in the 
class, the more positive the gangster effect is, so that the higher the gangster score is, the nicer the 
pupils evaluate the speaker to be. 
 Gender also plays an important role, most interestingly in the qualitative analyses where one of 
the female CUV guises (and incidentally the guise that receives the highest gangster score overall) 
is perceived as a male – even though the pupils have been told beforehand that she is female. That 
the contemporary urban vernacular is associated with masculinity is well documented, but it is 
surprising that although there were no significant interactions between the gangster score and the 
speakers’ gender, the respondents perceived one of the female CUV guises as male and explicitly 
commented that this was caused by her speaking the way she did. This indicates that the indexical 
link between the contemporary urban vernacular and masculinity is sufficiently strong to erase (cf. 
Irvine & Gal, 2000) the gender.  
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 Additionally, from comments made by the participants during the experiments we learn that 
regarding the different resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular, it seems that 
the t-pronunciation is a highly salient marker of this register since the respondents pick up on the t-
pronunciation by repeating it and by overtly associating it with ethnicity. This implies that the t-
pronunciation is an icon of this register, along with linguistic resources such as “wallah”. 
 Finally, it appears that two of the CUV guises are perceived as inauthentic by some of the 
respondents. This is the case for guise number 5, which in the second experiment is perceived as 
inauthentic by boys who self-identify as speaking gangster. It is also the case for guise number 7, 
which is perceived as playing “sej” (cool or tough), rather than being “sej”. The details regarding 
the ratification of these guises as authentic speakers are discernible only thanks to the combination 
of the two different experiments with the ethnographic fieldwork.  
 Thus this study not only confirms some of the previous findings regarding the contemporary 
urban vernacular, namely that it is associated with indexical values such as masculinity and ethnic 
(and linguistic) minority status as well as academic non-prestige. In addition, by implementing and 
studying the results of the clm models, this study is able to cast new light on the complexity of the 
relation between this register and some of these indexical values. Thanks to the knowledge gained 
through my ethnographic fieldwork I was able to devise the second experiment and combine the 
findings from the two experiments with the ethnographic fieldwork, leading me to identify details in 
the ideologies and normativities regarding this register, detail what were unexpected by me 
beforehand. These findings provided me with a frame in which to interpret the overall results, and 
highlighted the importance of authentication, ethnicization, and iconization as central concepts in 
our attempt to understand how young Copenhageners perceive ways of speaking. It is likely that 
this frame of understanding is relevant most places where young people experience and handle 
linguistic diversity as a result of migration. 
2.3 In-group perception – qualitative and quantitative analyses of how a 
contemporary urban vernacular is perceived by a group of boys who self-identify as 
using that register 
Introduction 
In this paper I combine linguistic ethnography with two guise experiments in the study of 
enregisterment and normativity among a group of preadolescent pupils at a Copenhagen elementary 
school. The combination of ethnographic fieldwork and quantitative analyses of the experimental 
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data allows me to identify fine-grained details in the perception of both single features and 
groupings of features associated with a particular register. I focus on a group of pupils who use 
resources associated with this register, and study how both processes of identification and 
authentication on the one hand and knowledge about standard ideologies on the other are relevant 
components in the interpretation of the results from the guise experiments.      
 Recent qualitative studies of the linguistic everyday among Copenhagen youth have shown that 
they generally organize languages in a system of different registers, two of which are 
conceptualized as opposites in a continuum and referred to as e.g. gangster or street language and 
integrated or nerd language, respectively (see e.g. Ag, 2010; Hyttel-Sørensen, 2016; Madsen, 2013; 
Madsen et al., 2010; Stæhr, 2010). The gangster register seems to be associated with indexical 
values such as toughness, masculinity, ethnicity, and academic non-prestige, whereas its counterpart 
seems to be associated with e.g. politeness, academic skill, and higher class culture (see e.g. 
Madsen, 2013; Pharao et al., 2014). In the following I focus on the enregisterment (Agha, 2007) of 
resources that can be associated with this register and concentrate on a group of boys who self-
identify as speaking what they refer to as gangster.  
 By first performing a guise experiment investigating how these boys (and their peers) evaluated 
the gangster register in comparison with a more standard Copenhagen register and afterwards 
carrying out ethnographic fieldwork among the pupils, I gained detailed insights into different 
processes of enregisterment among these pupils. I used this knowledge to design a second guise 
experiment, which I carried out among the same pupils. In this second experiment I find that in their 
evaluation of one of the guises, the in-group respondents react to fine-grained details unnoticed by 
me, providing me with new knowledge about the enregisterment of particular features in relation to 
the register in question.  
 In this paper I will briefly present firstly the register in question and secondly my data 
collection, before proceeding to the analyses of my ethnographic observations as well as the 
participants’ reactions in the guise experiments. I will discuss what new insights we gain about the 
organizations of language among the participants and finally discuss how the methods of 
ethnography and guise experiments used in combination can produce new knowledge concerning 
processes of enregisterment.   
Gangster – a contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen 
The way of speaking which the pupils in my study label as gangster is an example of what Agha 
(2007, p. 81) refers to as enregisterment, i.e. processes wherein a population come to recognize 
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linguistic tokens as belonging to  different registers and associate them with different indexical 
values. In this respect registers are social constructs, ever changing and emerging, rather than 
stable, clearly defined entities. A speaker’s linguistic repertoire equips him or her with “portable 
emblems of identity” (Agha, 2007, p. 146), and no two speakers have identical repertoires, which 
means that different speakers have different levels of knowledge of the registers in their 
surroundings, and they cannot use them with equal competence. Despite displaying high 
competence in a register, however, not all speakers are accepted as authentic (cf.  Bucholtz, 2003; 
Eckert, 2003). In order to be ratified as an authentic member of a group of speakers, you need to 
have enough of the emblematic features associated with this group (cf. Blommaert & Varis, 2013). 
These emblematic features may include a wide range of semiotic resources, such as specific 
clothing, a style of walking, particular linguistic resources etc.  
 In his conceptualization of enregisterment Agha identifies three different levels of normativity:  
 
“(a) A norm of behavior: An externally observable pattern of behavior e.g., a statistical 
norm or frequency distribution in some order of behavior 
(b) A normalized model of behavior: A reflexive model of behavior, recognized as 
‘normal’ or ‘typical’ by (at least some) actors, i.e. is a norm for them 
(c) A normative standard: A normative model, linked to standards whose breach results 
in sanctions; a norm codified as a standard” (Agha, 2007, p. 126) 
 
The first level involves a noticeable relation between groups of language users and linguistic 
practices, as when researchers noticed that different groups of Copenhagen youth used some of the 
same linguistic resources to construct tough, streetwise personas. The second level entails some 
degree of reflexivity, in that the language users can reflect upon their own linguistic practices and 
describe them as normal for them but not for others. This involves processes of identification and 
authentication, as when the use of particular linguistic resources is ratified during interaction. The 
third level involves standard ideology and the idea that some linguistic forms are better than others. 
In this paper I concentrate on the last two levels, and I show how the boys in question alternately 
align with either peer-norms (e.g. by referring to gangster language as normal for them) or standard 
ideology (as can be seen in the results from the first guise experiment).  
 A phenomenon like the gangster language the pupils refer to is not singular in contemporary 
Europe (see e.g. Kern & Selting, 2011; Nortier & Svendsen, 2015; Quist & Svendsen, 2010). 
Noticing that many recent studies of youth language in urban environments find parallel processes 
of enregisterment (such as described by e.g. Jaspers, 2005; Jørgensen, 2008; Rampton, 1995) 
Rampton (2011) suggests the term contemporary urban vernacular (CUV) as a cover term for these 
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similar registers. Rampton bases his definition of contemporary urban vernaculars on Agha’s 
understanding of enregisterment and defines them as registers that are developed in ethnically 
mixed neighborhoods, connected-but-distinct from e.g. the area’s migrant languages, traditional 
dialects, and the national standard, and widely recognized outside of the areas in which they 
originate, e.g. through representations in popular culture (Rampton, 2011, pp. 19-20). All of these 
criteria fit the gangster register that the pupils in my study refer to, wherefore I will use the term 
contemporary urban vernacular to refer to this register. In the following I will briefly present some 
of the linguistic resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular used by the pupils in 
my study and with the more standard Copenhagen register included in the two guise experiments. 
 Regarding the contemporary urban vernacular the performable signs consist of a range of 
grammatical, phonetic, prosodic and lexical resources (Madsen, 2011; Maegaard, 2007; Pharao & 
Foget Hansen, 2005; Pharao et al., 2014; Quist, 2008). Among the grammatical resources 
associated with this register are lack of inversion and a more frequent use of common gender 
(where the standard has neuter gender). The phonetic resources include among others a palatalized 
t-pronunciation [tʲ], a fronted s-pronunciation [s̟], and a voiceless pronunciation of initial uvular r 
[ʁ̥], while the prosodic resources include suprasegmental resources such as a smaller quantity 
difference between long and short vowels and a relatively small difference between stressed and 
unstressed syllables. Another example of a suprasegmental resource associated with this register is 
a less frequent use of the glottal constriction known as ‘stød’, a word accent particular to Danish 
(cf. Grønnum et al., 2013).  
 The lexical resources consist mainly of polylingual practices, i.e. the use of particular features 
that can be associated with other national languages than Danish (see e.g. Jørgensen, 2008). 
Examples include e.g. “wallah” and “eow”, where the pupils in my study describe “wallah” as an 
Arabic word meaning I swear and “eow” as a Kurdish word meaning hey.  
 In view of Kristiansen, Maegaard, and Pharao’s (2013, p. 372) argument that intonation is in all 
likelihood “the most important marker of regional difference in contemporary Danish”, the 
suprasegmental resources are probably the most salient of the phonetic resources associated with 
the contemporary urban vernacular. Among the pupils in this study, previous analyses have shown 
that features such as the palatalized t-pronunciation and “wallah” seem to be icons of the 
contemporary urban vernacular (Hyttel-Sørensen, Forthcoming-c). Regarding the indexical values 
associated with this register, previous studies have found that language users associate it with 
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toughness, masculinity, youth, ethnic minority, coolness, and academic non-prestige (Madsen, 
2011; Madsen et al., 2013; Maegaard, 2007; Pharao et al., 2014).  
 Studies of Copenhagen speech have traditionally distinguished between two different registers, 
referred to as high and low Copenhagen, respectively (e.g. Brink & Lund, 1975; Kristiansen, 1999). 
In recent years, however, these terms have been replaced by the labels conservative and modern 
Copenhagen, respectively (e.g. Kristiansen, 2009; Maegaard, 2005; Maegaard et al., 2013; Pharao 
et al., 2014), and when I refer to a register as Modern Copenhagen, I am referring to the same 
phenomenon. Perhaps the most salient resource associated with Modern Copenhagen is the 
intonation, which is easily distinguishable from other regional intonation patterns as well as from 
the intonation pattern of the contemporary urban vernacular. There are, however, a range of other 
phonetic resources that are traditionally associated with Modern Copenhagen (as opposed to 
Conservative Copenhagen) including:  shortening of vowels before vocoids, raised pronunciation of 
short a before alveolars and syllable boundaries ([ɛ] instead of [æ]), and retracted pronunciation of 
short a before labials and dorsals ([ɑ̠] instead of [ɑ])  
Data 
The analyses presented in this paper are based firstly on three years of ethnographic fieldwork 
among a group of preadolescent pupils at a Copenhagen school and secondly on two different 
experiments regarding the perception of the contemporary urban vernacular and Modern 
Copenhagen, respectively. My ethnographic fieldwork was carried out in a Copenhagen elementary 
school situated in an area characterized by great linguistic and cultural diversity. The fieldwork 
includes audio and video recordings, peer group interviews, teacher interviews, and a class session 
involving a TV sketch (Gangster talk on the phone, cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, 2016). A total of 45 pupils 
participated in the fieldwork over a span of three years, and in this paper I focus on seven of them, 
namely the seven boys who explicitly identified themselves as speaking “gangster” or “slang”. At 
the commencement of my fieldwork I carried out the first guise experiment, which I designed to 
examine to what extent the pupils had acquired a uniform sense of normativity regarding the 
contemporary urban vernacular and in order to enable statistical analyses of the data I repeated the 
experiment at six other Copenhagen schools.  
 The idea for the second guise experiment presented itself as I was reviewing the results from 
the guise experiment. Clearly the register variable (contemporary urban vernacular or Modern 
Copenhagen) was by far the most important (Hyttel-Sørensen, Forthcoming-c), but in my own 
estimation the four guises representing the contemporary urban vernacular varied in the extent to 
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which they included resources associated with this register. I therefore decided to explore this 
further and try to model the effect of the degree to which the guises included resources associated 
with the contemporary urban vernacular in greater detail. At first I tried to achieve this from an etic 
perspective, by choosing a range of resources (such as the pronunciation of t, r, and s, as well as 
non-standard use of the glottal constriction ‘stød’ and non-standard grammar). This analysis, 
however, proved to be unsatisfactory for several reasons. One reason was that the collinearity 
between these variables was too great, and it was accordingly impossible to include these separate 
variables in my model. A more weighty reason was the etic perspective. I doubted whether an 
analysis from a researcher’s perspective (a researcher who by no means can be considered as a 
member of the respondents’ linguistic community) would capture how the differences between the 
guises were actually perceived by the respondents in my first guise experiment. 
 I therefore decided to use an emic approach and carry out guise experiment 2 in order to benefit 
from my ethnographic fieldwork among the preadolescent pupils. During my fieldwork there were 
several occasions where I discussed the linguistic practices among these pupils with the pupils 
themselves. Chief among these were the class session involving the TV sketch and the peer-group 
interviews. On both occasions the boys who routinely used resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular referred to themselves as speaking gangster, which they opposed to 
speaking nerdy. Naturally, other pupils referred to the same phenomena in different ways. Some of 
the girls for example used the labels normal (instead of nerdy) and ugly and disrespectful (instead 
of gangster). None of these labels are in any way neutral, but as my entire study focused on in-
group respondents I decided to use their labels in my second experiment.  
 In guise experiment 2 I thus asked the pupils from my ethnographic fieldwork (who by then 
were in the 6th grade) to place each of the eight guises on a continuum from gangster (“gangster”) 
to nerd (“nørd”) (see Figure 6). On the day I carried out experiment 2 only 27 pupils were present, 
25 of whom also participated in guise experiment 1 in the 4th grade.   
 
 
Figure 6: Gangster vs. Nerd 
Guises 
Both experiments naturally included the same eight verbal guises, which I originally created for a 
2007 experiment in grades 0, 2, 4, and 6 (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, 2009). Of the eight guises, four were 
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male and four were female, four represent the contemporary urban vernacular, and four represent 
modern Copenhagen (see Table 13). The guises were clips of approximately 30 seconds, edited 
from recordings made by Pharao and Foget Hansen (2005). For their recordings Pharao and Foget 
Hansen asked a group of Copenhagen adolescents to do a map task designed to elicit phonetic 
features associated with the contemporary urban vernacular (referred to as a “multi-ethnolect” by 
the authors). By selecting the map task recordings for my stimulus I ensured that the content in all 
guises was uniform and neutral, as all guises consisted of the speaker giving directions through 
fabricated locations (such as Giga Road or Neighbor Road).    
 Male Female 
Modern Guise no. 1 & 2 Guise no. 3 & 4 
CUV Guise no. 5 & 6 Guise no. 7 & 8 
Table 13: Guises 
As previously mentioned the four guises representing the contemporary urban vernacular do not to 
the same degree include resources associated with this register. They are dispersed in a continuum 
with one of the male guises (number 5) at one end and one of the female (number 8) at the other. 
None of the lexical resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular (e.g. swearing or 
slang) are present in my guises, but all of the phonetic resources are included. The two male 
contemporary urban vernacular guises both have 100% occurrence of the palatalized t, whereas the 
female guises have it in more than half of their occurrences of t. All four guises also have the 
fronted s-pronunciation, although to varying degrees ranging from 25% to 100%. The occurrences 
of voiceless pronunciation of initial uvular r also vary, from one of the male guises not having any 
to the other male and one of the females having 100%. The suprasegmental resources are also 
present in all four guises, with all four having smaller quantity differences between long and short 
vowels and relatively small differences between stressed and unstressed syllables. The non-standard 
distribution of the Danish glottal constriction ‘stød’ is also present in all four guises, ranging from 
61% to 93% non-standard occurrences, mainly lack of ‘stød’ where the standard has ‘stød’. Finally, 
all four guises also contain occurrences of non-standard grammar. Examples of non-standard 
grammar in the guises include non-standard distribution of common versus neuter gender in nouns 
and lack of adverbial t.  
 The four guises representing modern Copenhagen all have Copenhagen intonation as well as 
several of the phonetic resources associated with this register: shortening of vowels before vocoids, 
[ɛ] instead of [æ] before alveolars and syllable boundaries, and [ɑ̠] instead of [ɑ] before labials and 
dorsals. Two of the guises, however, stand out by having a few resources associated with 
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conservative Copenhagen. Where guises number 2 and 4 have the modern resource [ɒ], guises 
number 1 and 3 have the conservative resource [ʌ] in the word “forbi” (over). Furthermore, guise 
number 1 also has a conservative pronunciation of “højre” (right), using [ɶ] instead of [ɒ].   
Guise experiment 1 
For guise experiment 1 the participants were given eight questionnaires, one for each guise. Each of 
the questionnaires had six different 7-step semantic differential scales, representing different 
indexical values: smart, rich, cool, nice, good-looking, and fun. As I wished to compare my results 
to my 2007 study including grades 0, 2, 4, and 6, I used the same questionnaire, which I developed 
specifically to be used by children within that age range (age 6-12). Each scale therefore had two 
drawings of stylized faces, intended to help the smaller children, who could not read. At the end of 
each scale were written two antonyms so that for instance the smart scale had the words smart 
(“klog”) and stupid (“dum”) with corresponding drawings (see Figure 7). Underneath the drawings 
were seven boxes of which the participants were instructed to check one. 
 
Figure 7: Smart scale 
Guise experiment 2 
In guise experiment 2 I asked the pupils to place each of the eight guises on a scale from gangster 
to nerd. Rather than providing them with a e.g. 5 or 7 point scale, I drew a 7 cm line (with no 
numbers) between the two labels and asked the pupils to draw an x somewhere on the line. At the 
end of each line was written “Gangster” (gangster) and “Nørd” (nerd), respectively (cf. Figure 1). 
Afterwards I measured the positions of the pupils’ markings beginning at nerd, meaning that a 
higher score equals a higher level of gangster-ness. Most of the measurements included 1 decimal, 
but when an x was placed in between the millimeter markings on the ruler, I would add a second 
decimal (e.g. 1.35).  
 As experiment 2 was intended to help model the effect of the register in experiment 1, I 
calculated the mean and standard deviation for each guise, intending to use the means as a measure 
for the gangster-ness of the guises (see Table 14). It immediately struck me that the standard 
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deviation for guise number 5 was much higher than the others (2.24) and that the mean was 
surprisingly low (4.17), considering that this guise in my perception was the one that differed most 
from Modern Copenhagen. That guise number 8 had a relatively low mean was less surprising, as 
this guise in my estimation was the CUV guise containing by far the least resources associated with 
the contemporary urban vernacular. 
 Guise 1 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 2 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 3 
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 4  
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 5  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 6  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 7 
CUV  
Female 
Guise 8 
CUV  
Female 
Mean 2.04 
 
2.09 
 
2.03 
 
1.40 
 
4.17 
 
5.43 
 
6.15 
 
3.89 
 Sta. Dev. 1.71 1.34 1.35 
 
1.13 2.24 0.76 0.64 1.87 
Table 14: Means and Standard Deviation with 27 respondents 
In order to understand what was going on with the evaluations of guise 5, I examined the individual 
responses and noticed that the majority of the participants had placed him on the gangster half of 
the continuum, but a handful had placed him not only on the nerd half but at the end of the 
continuum giving scores close to 0.0. I quickly realized that there was a pattern to which pupils had 
evaluated guise number 5 as extremely nerdy. They were a total five boys, all of whom on several 
occasions (during e.g. peer group interviews and the class session involving the TV sketch) self-
identified as speaking gangster, just as their classmates named them as examples of someone 
speaking that way. There are also multiple examples in the interactional data (both audio and video 
recordings as well as Facebook data) and the ethnographic observations that corroborate this 
categorization. This suggests that the boys who used resources associated with what they called 
gangster were unwilling to label guise number 5 as speaking gangster.  
 In order to better understand why these boys differed so greatly from their peers in their 
estimations of this one guise, I looked more closely at guise number 5. Besides including resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular (like the other three contemporary urban 
vernacular guises), this guise also includes resources that can be associated with transfer from 
another language. The boy from whose recording I cut together this guise listed his home languages 
as Punjabi and Urdu, and upon closer examination I realized that this guise included a retroflex 
pronunciation of initial d, which could be transfer from either one of his home languages. Given 
that this guise contains a feature of this kind, it seems reasonable that this speaker has the potential 
to be associated with a newly arrived immigrant with limited Danish skills. This might in part 
explain, why these five boys responded differently to this particular guise, since they as self-
identified gangster speakers conceivably could be more invested in the enregisterment of this way 
of speaking. I will return to this in the final discussion of the results from both experiments. 
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 This divergence in the evaluations of guise number 5 from this particular group of boys 
prompted me to look more closely at their responses in both experiments and compare these to 
analyses of the ethnographic and interactional data including these boys.  
The boys who claim to speak gangster 
The five boys who differed in their evaluations of guise number 5 were: Aurelio, Denis, Faysal, 
Umar, and Waqas.  These five boys were all part of the same friendship group along with four other 
boys. Two of these, Kamal and Naveed, participated in experiment 1 and are therefore included in 
this paper. The other two were absent during both experiments, but for more about them and the 
group in general I refer to Hyttel-Sørensen (Forthcoming-a). Faysal, though he participated in the 
gangster experiment, was not present during the original guise experiment, since he moved schools 
and thus joined the class at a later time. Of these seven boys, five attended form B, the only 
exceptions being Faysal and Waqas who attended form A.  
 In general these seven boys all engaged in a common series of group practices, of which the 
most obvious was the fact that they all routinely used resources associated with the contemporary 
urban vernacular. This observation was accompanied by all of them at one point explicitly self-
identifying as speaking what they referred to as e.g. gangster. Another important aspect of their 
group practices was their frequent displays of tough (heteronormative) masculinity. There are 
frequent examples from both ethnographic observations and interactional data of all seven boys 
enacting tough, masculine identities, e.g. by threatening each other with physical violence during 
conflicts, engaging in mock fights for fun, and using ritual insults (Labov, 1972a). It should be 
noted, however, that not all seven did this to the same degree. 
 Regarding their schoolwork, none of these boys appeared particularly school-oriented. Some of 
them would occasionally volunteer an answer during lessons, but it was by far more common to 
observe one or more of them being distracted, lacking books, not volunteering and failing to answer 
correctly when called upon. Finally, their shared group practices also involved a range of mutual 
interests, e.g. soccer and video games, specifically FIFA (a series of association video soccer 
games) and Grand Theft Auto (GTA, a series of action-adventure video games, controversial for 
frequently containing e.g. violence, crime, ethnic discrimination, and explicit sexual content). 
 Although these boys clearly had a lot in common, there are also a multitude of aspects that set 
them apart. Aurelio, a light-skinned boy of catholic, Romani heritage, was the only non-Muslim in 
the group and had a particular status in the group. On the one hand he was a central member of the 
group, often instigating their different activities, but on the other he would occasionally be 
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constructed as an outsider (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, Forthcoming-a). Perhaps this latent status as an 
outsider partly explains why he was the most violent of the group. There are several examples 
spread out over all three years of the teachers and pupils talking about Aurelio hitting or kicking 
other pupils, encouraging peers to engage in fights with him, threatening other pupils during recess, 
being expelled for a week for fighting in school, etc.  Some of these examples involve Denis, 
meaning that he would also occasionally engage in violent behavior but not nearly to the same 
extent as Aurelio.  
 The two boys from form A, Faysal and Waqas, though often enacting tough personas in their 
everyday interaction and routinely using resources associated with the contemporary urban 
vernacular, were in some respects on the outskirts of the group. The two of them would often hang 
out together, and during the peer group interview they mentioned that they would hang out after 
school at the youth club and play soccer together. There are no examples of either of them getting 
into actual physical fights, nor is there any mention of them being violent.  
 Kamal was originally a central member of this peer-group, but at the end of the fifth grade he 
changed schools. During the class session focusing on the gangster talk sketch, Kamal 
distinguished between the two ways of speaking portrayed in the sketch as like a perker (“perker” 
being a derogatory term for immigrant, especially of Middle-Eastern descent) and like a Dane, 
respectively (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, 2016, pp. 60-62). He also explicitly aligned with the gangster 
register, referring to it as normal.  
 Naveed was perhaps the boy, who was most often mentioned by his classmates as an example 
of someone speaking gangster or slang, and he was repeatedly scolded (jokingly or not) by his 
classmates for speaking ugly. I never observed Naveed engaging in actual fights or displaying 
violent behavior, but he would consistently align with a gangster persona celebrating guns, 
violence, and crime as cool.  
 Umar was a quiet boy, which may explain why he is only seldom mentioned in the diaries from 
the fieldwork. When he was in fact mentioned, it was in relation to the other boys from this peer-
group, especially Aurelio or Denis. In the peer-group interview with Aurelio, Denis, Naveed, and 
Umar, he only said little but what little he did say was in agreement with the other three boys as 
they described how they spoke, who they were friends with, and what their interests were. During 
this interview Umar jokingly used resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular, 
e.g. by putting the microphone close to his lips and saying eow, what up (“eow, sker der”).   
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 With these analyses of the ethnographic fieldwork in mind, I will now turn to a more detailed 
analysis of the results from the two quantitative experiments. Since it was the boys’ evaluations of 
guise number 5 in experiment 2 that originally caught my attention by diverging from the overall 
responses, I will start by examining the results from guise experiment 2 and then return to 
experiment 1 afterwards.  
Results from guise experiment 2 
Before zooming in on the five boys whose evaluations stood out, I will analyze the responses from 
all 27 participants in order to have something to compare the boys’ responses to. The mean 
evaluations of each guise in guise experiment 2 clearly show that the contemporary urban 
vernacular guises are perceived as more gangster than the Modern Copenhagen guises, whether or 
not the five self-identified gangster speakers are included in the data (see Table 15). With a scale 
from 0 to 7, the modern Copenhagen guises with means ranging from 1.40 to 2.09 (with 27 
respondents) or 1.33 to 2.31 (with 22 respondents) are all on the nerd half of the specter, whereas 
the contemporary urban vernacular guises all are on the gangster half, even when the five boys are 
included (3.89-6.15 versus 4.05-6.26). Both datasets show, that the first three guises (two male and 
one female, cf. Table 13) are perceived as more or less equally nerdy, whereas the last female 
Modern Copenhagen guise (guise no. 4) is the most nerdy guise of all. Of the contemporary urban 
vernacular guises, the two female guises are at each end of the specter with guise number 7 being 
perceived as the most gangster of all (6.15 or 6.26) and guise number 8 being perceived as least 
gangster of the contemporary urban vernacular guises, though with means of 3.89 and 4.05, 
respectively, she is still perceived as much more gangster than the modern Copenhagen guises.  
 
 
Guise 1 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 2 
Mo. Cop.  
Male 
Guise 3 
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 4  
Mo. Cop.  
Female 
Guise 5  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 6  
CUV  
Male 
Guise 7 
CUV  
Female 
Guise 8 
CUV  
Female 
27 pupils 2,04 
 
2,09 
 
2,03 
 
1,40 
 
4,17 
 
5,43 
 
6,15 
 
3,89 
 22 pupils 2,31 
 
2,31 
 
2,15 
 
1,33 
 
5,05 
 
5,51 
 
6,26 
 
4,05 
 Table 15: Means gangster experiment 
In order to see whether or not the differences between the guises are significant I carried out CART 
(Classification And Regression Trees) analyses (cf. Baayen, 2008). I constructed two regression 
trees, one for all 27 respondents (Figure 8) and one with only 22 respondents (Figure 9). In order to 
increase the prediction accuracy of the trees I carried out cost-complexity pruning, which for the 
tree with 22 respondents meant reducing the number of branches from 5 to 3, whereas the tree with 
27 respondents did not require any pruning. Both trees show that the contemporary urban 
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vernacular guises (guises 5-8) are perceived as significantly more gangster than the Modern 
Copenhagen guises (guises 1-4), and this is the case in both datasets, i.e. both with 27 and 22 
respondents. There are no significant differences between the Modern Copenhagen guises in either 
tree, but regarding the contemporary urban vernacular guises there seem to be some differences. In 
the dataset with 27 respondents both guise number 8 and guise number 5 stand out stand out in that 
they both are perceived as significantly less gangster than the other two contemporary urban 
vernacular guises. When the five boys are removed from the dataset, however, the significant 
difference between guise number 5 and the others disappears, and only guise number 8 stands out. 
This clearly shows firstly that the contemporary urban vernacular guises are perceived as more 
gangster than the Modern Copenhagen guises, and secondly that the five boys skew the overall 
evaluations of guise number 5.  
 
Figure 8: CART 27 
 
Classification Tree with 27 respondents
|
Guises 1-4 Guises 5-8 
1.892 
3.893 
4.174 5.79 
Guises 5-7 Guise 8 
Guises 6-7 Guises 5 
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Figure 9: CART 22 
Having determined that the differences between the registers are indeed significant I proceed to fit 
cumulative link mixed effects models with register (contemporary urban vernacular versus modern 
Copenhagen) and the interaction between speaker gender and respondent gender as explanatory 
variables, since these were highly significant in my previous studies (Hyttel-Sørensen, 2009, 
Forthcoming-c). The outputs show that for both datasets register is the only significant variable, and 
how gangster the guises are perceived to be, is closely linked to the register – hardly surprising, as 
the intent of the second experiment was to determine the degree to which the guises are perceived 
as speaking the contemporary urban vernacular (see Table 16).  That the interaction between 
speaker gender and respondent gender is insignificant is more surprising, since this was highly 
significant in my previous studies. The only effect of gender is a slight tendency in the dataset with 
22 respondents, where it seems like the female respondents might overall give lower scores (i.e. less 
gangster).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Classification Tree with 22 respondents
|
Guises 1-4 Guises 5-8 
2.026 
Guises 5-7 Guise 8 
4.052 5.608 
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Regression 27     
Score ~ Register + (1| Serial number) 
Coefficients:     
 Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Register = Modern Cop. 3.4106 0.3458 9.864 <2e-16 *** 
 
Regression 22 
    
Score ~ Respondent Gender + Register + (1 | Serial number) 
Coefficients:     
 Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Respondent Gender = Female -0.7593 0.4135 -1.836 0.0663 . 
Register = Modern Cop. 4.1646 0.4301 9.682 <2e-16 *** 
Table 16: Clmm gender and register 
With these overall findings from the second guise experiment, I now turn to look at the individual 
responses from the five boys who were present that day: Aurelio, Denis, Faysal, Umar, and Waqas 
(see Figure 10). The most striking commonality is the low score that guise number 5 receives from 
all – the scores that originally prompted me to look at these boys in the first place. Four of the five 
boys give guise number 5 scores close to 0 (from 0.00-0.15) with Waqas as the only exception with 
a score of 1.2. Faysal also stands out, however, by perceiving guise number 8 as equally nerdy 
(0.15). In general, many of Faysal’s evaluations are close to 0, but he is the only one, who perceives 
another of the contemporary urban vernacular guises (apart from no. 5) as more nerdy than some of 
Modern Copenhagen guises (number 2, 3, and 4). Even Aurelio with the relatively low score of 
2.75 (i.e. on the nerd half of the continuum) for guise number 8 perceives her as more gangster than 
the Modern Copenhagen guises (which receive scores ranging from 0.4-1.3). There is one other 
respect in which Faysal differs from the others, namely by perceiving guise number 6 as by far the 
most gangster. The other four boys all agree with the general perception that guise number 7 is the 
most gangster.  
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Figure 10: Guise experiment 2 individual responses 
Regarding the general evaluations in guise experiment 2, we can thus see that the contemporary 
urban vernacular guises are perceived as much more gangster than the Modern Copenhagen guises, 
and that of the contemporary urban vernacular guises the two females are at each end of the 
gangster specter, even though the least gangster of them (guise number 8) is still more gangster 
than the most gangster of the Modern Copenhagen guises. This pattern is more or less recognizable 
among the individual responses of the five boys, apart from guise number 5, which they perceive as 
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extremely nerdy, and in Faysal’s case also apart from number 8, which he perceives as equally 
nerdy as the Modern Copenhagen guises. I will now turn to guise experiment 1 and see how those 
of the boys, who participated in that experiment, evaluated the different guises and how these 
evaluations compare with the overall results from that experiment.  
Results from guise experiment 1 
Of the seven boys belonging to this peer group, six were present for the guise experiment: Aurelio, 
Denis, Kamal, Naveed, Umar, and Waqas. To get an overview of their responses I calculate their 
mean evaluations according to register and find that overall Aurelio, Naveed, Umar, and Waqas 
gave more positive evaluations to the Modern Copenhagen guises (see Table 17).  Denis, on the 
other hand, did not appear to distinguish greatly between the two registers, whereas Kamal with 
mean evaluations of 3.25 for the contemporary urban vernacular guises versus 2.5 for the modern 
Copenhagen guises was the only one who seemed to prefer the contemporary urban vernacular 
guises to the Modern Copenhagen guises.   
 Aurelio Denis Kamal Naveed Umar Waqas 
Modern Cop. 3.166667 3.375000 2.50 4.000000 4.541667 3.666667 
CUV 2.458333 3.458333 3.25 3.083333 2.625000 3.291667 
Table 17: Guise experiment individual responses 
In order to see if there were significant patterns in their evaluations I fit clm models for a dataset 
including only these six boys with register and speaker gender as explanatory variables (since 
respondent gender and linguistic background are the same for all six). With such a small dataset 
establishing significant connections is difficult and indeed the smart scale is the only scale where 
there seems to be an effect of the register (p=0.0139), indicating that the contemporary urban 
vernacular guises are perceived as less intelligent by these boys (see Table 18). The gender of the 
speakers was insignificant on all scales, and even when I pooled all six scales in order to have more 
observations per speaker there were no significant effects of register or speaker gender.  
Score ~ Speaker Gender + Register + (1 |  Name) + (1 |  Speaker)  
Coefficients:     
 Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
Speaker Gender = Male 0.6213 0.7776 0.799 0.4243 
Register = Modern Cop. -2.0379 0.8282 -2.461 0.0139 * 
Table 18: Smart regression register 
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Given that there are hardly any significant effects in the statistical models, I zoom in on the 
individual boys and examine firstly how they evaluate the two registers (modern Copenhagen 
versus the contemporary urban vernacular, see Table 19), and secondly how they evaluate the 
individual guises, focusing on guise number 5, since it was in the evaluations of this guise in the 
gangster experiment that these boys differed from their peers.  
  Cool Fun GoodLook Nice Rich Smart 
Aurelio Modern 3.25 3.50 1.75 4.25 3.00 3.25 
 CUV 2.00 2.50 1.50 4.50 2.25 2.00 
Denis Modern 3.00 1.00 2.75 3.75 4.25 5.50 
 CUV 4.25 2.75 3.00 3.50 3.25 4.00 
Kamal Modern 1.75 2.00 2.50 3.25 2.50 3.00 
 CUV 3.75 3.00 3.25 3.25 3.75 2.50 
Naveed Modern 3.50 5.25 2.75 3.75 4.25 4.50 
 CUV 2.75 5.50 3.00 2.50 2.50 2.25 
Umar Modern 4.00 3.50 5.00 5.75 3.75 5.25 
 CUV 2.50 2.25 2.50 3.00 2.75 2.75 
Waqas Modern 3.25 3.25 4.00 3.00 3.25 5.25 
 CUV 2.50 4.25 4.00 4.00 2.75 2.25 
Table 19: Guise experiment 1 individual responses 
Regarding their individual evaluations of the contemporary urban vernacular guises in opposition to 
the Modern Copenhagen guises, an examination of Table 19 clearly shows that their responses vary 
greatly. The only scales where there appear to be any kind of pattern are the smart scale and to 
some extent the rich scale. On the smart scale all six boys perceive the Modern Copenhagen guises 
as more smart than the contemporary urban vernacular guises. Kamal is the only one who stands 
out by only differing slightly in his evaluations of the two registers, whereas the gaps for the five 
other boys are much bigger. These evaluations correspond with the results from the clm models, 
where there appeared to be an effect of the register on the smart scale (cf. Table 18). 
 On the rich scale there also appears to be a general preference for the Modern Copenhagen 
guises, but Kamal stands out again, this time by actually preferring the contemporary urban 
vernacular guises. Overall the divergences in the other boys’ evaluations of the two registers are 
smaller on the rich scale than on the smart scale. As for the rest of the scales the evaluations show 
no concurring patterns.  
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 When I focus on the evaluations of guise number 5 I find that there are a few instances where 
some of the boys perceive this guise differently than the other contemporary urban vernacular 
guises. This is the case for Aurelio on the nice scale, where his mean evaluations imply that he is 
more positive toward the contemporary urban vernacular guises, but these means are the result of 
him giving a 7 (the most positive score) to guises 5 and 8, whereas guises 6 and 7 received a 1 and a 
3, respectively. This suggests that he perceives guise number 5 as especially nice, along with guise 
number 8 (which out of the four contemporary urban vernacular guises received the least gangster 
score in experiment 2), whereas he perceives the other two contemporary urban vernacular guises as 
annoying (“irriterende”, the antonym offered for nice).  
 For Denis guise number 5 stands out on the smart, cool, and good-looking scales. Generally 
Denis gives guise number 5 low scores (1 or 2) even when he gives some of the other contemporary 
urban vernacular guises get high scores. This is especially distinct on the cool scale, where guise 
number 5 gets a 1, but the other three contemporary urban vernacular guises get 5 or 6. This implies 
that Denis in general considers the contemporary urban vernacular guises to be cool, but not guise 
number 5, which could corroborate the interpretation that this guise contains specific linguistic 
features that trigger different associations than the other guises.   
 Kamal gives very low scores (1 or 2) to guises number 5 and 7 on all scales apart from the nice 
scale, where he gives guise number 5 a 6, but guises 6, 7, and 8 get a 1 or a 3. Apparently Kamal 
has an overall very negative impression of guise number 5, but still perceives him as nice, a fact 
that is in stark opposition to the other contemporary urban vernacular guises (with their scores of 1 
or 3 on the nice scale).  
 For Naveed and Umar guise number 5 does not stand out, but for Waqas the evaluations of the 
different contemporary urban vernacular guises vary greatly on the fun scale. On this scale he gives 
guise number 5 a 7 (along with guise number 7), whereas guises number 6 and 8 receive 1 and 2, 
respectively, meaning that there is a great divide between his perception of guises 5 and 7 on the 
one hand and guises 6 and 8 on the other. 
 These individual responses should be considered in relation to the overall findings from guise 
experiment 1, which included a total of 352 respondents. The quantitative and qualitative analyses 
of the responses from all 352 participants highlighted different aspects of how the contemporary 
urban vernacular was perceived by the respondents (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, Forthcoming-c). Firstly, 
by including the means from guise experiment 2 I found that the more gangster the guises were 
perceived to be, the more poorly they were evaluated regarding intelligence, wealth, amiability, and 
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physical appearance. This strengthened Madsen’s (2013) argument that social status relations 
should be considered in studies of this register, as it is associated not only with ethnicity but 
arguably also with ‘low’ social class. This pattern seems to some extent to be recognizable among 
the responses from the six gangster boys. Although there are no universal agreements regarding 
amiability and physical appearance, the boys who themselves use resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular seem to agree with their peers in associating this register with being 
less intelligent and wealthy than persons using resources associated with modern Copenhagen.    
 Gender also played an important role in the responses from all 352 respondents, first and 
foremost since the respondents in general were more positive toward their own gender, but it also 
looked like the female respondents were generally more positive. Concerning the effect of the 
speakers’ gender, there was a positive effect of being male on both the cool and nice scales, 
meaning that on both scales the male respondents preferred the male speakers, while the female 
respondents evaluated both genders equally. On all scales the respondents were more positive 
toward their own gender, with the female respondents displaying a greater preference for their own 
gender than the male respondents. These patterns regarding gender corresponded to the ones from 
my previous study among 6, 8, 10, and 12-year-old pupils (cf. Hyttel-Sørensen, 2009). None of 
these patterns can be recognized among the six boys who are the focus of this study. 
Discussion 
In this paper I have focused on a group of boys who all belonged to the same group of friends, and 
who would routinely use resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular and would 
self-identify as speaking what they referred to as e.g. slang, gangster, or perker language.  Three 
years of fieldwork among these pupils allowed me to compare my ethnographic insights regarding 
these boys to their responses during my two different experiments: guise experiment 1 in the 4th 
grade and guise experiment 2 in the 6th grade.  
 Logistic regression of the responses from all 27 respondents in the second experiment showed 
that there was a significant correlation between the register and the level of gangsterness, with the 
contemporary urban vernacular guises being perceives as more gangster than the Modern 
Copenhagen guises. A revision of their mean evaluations showed that of the contemporary urban 
vernacular guises the two females were evaluated at opposite ends of the gangster continuum, 
although the least gangster of them (guise number 8) was more gangster than the most gangster of 
the Modern Copenhagen guises.  
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 The review of the individual responses of the five boys who were present for experiment 2 
showed that in general they agreed with the overall perception of the guises, apart from guise 
number 5, which they perceived as extremely nerdy. This discrepancy was what originally 
prompted me to analyze their individual evaluations and as such it was expected.  
 The original quantitative analysis of experiment 1 showed that the more gangster the guises 
were perceived to be, the more poorly they were evaluated regarding intelligence, wealth, and 
amiability. When fitting a model only including the boys who themselves routinely use resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular, however, I only find a correlation on the smart 
scale, where there seems to be an effect of the register (p=0.0139), with the contemporary urban 
vernacular guises being perceived as less smart than the modern Copenhagen guises.  
 Regarding both experiments, however, it should be noted that the experiments themselves in 
some respects contribute to the enregisterment of both of the registers included in the experiments. 
By subjecting the pupils to different linguistic stimuli, some of which were clearly associated with a 
particular, highly recognizable way of speaking I more or less encouraged them to conceptualize the 
two registers in opposition to one another. Certainly, by offering the pupils a scale from gangster to 
nerd and asking them to place each speaker on this scale, I highlighted this potential opposition.  
 The labels gangster and nerd themselves, though originating from the pupils’ own terms for 
these registers, are most definitely far from neutral and they too contribute to the enregisterment of 
these different ways of speaking and construct them as opposites. Using these labels I furthermore 
run the risk of offending some of the respondents, e.g. by alienating a pupil who identifies with the 
modern Copenhagen guises but opposes the label nerd. Although I can not escape the fact that my 
effort to measure the norms that these pupils express in relation to these different ways of speaking, 
I still argue that the pupils responses have value and offer interesting insights into the 
enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular in particular.     
 By reviewing the individual responses in experiment 1 and focusing on the boys who self-
identify as speaking “gangster” I find that these boys to some extent agree with the overall results 
including 352 respondents, at least regarding wealth and intelligence. These results indicate that 
even these boys to some extent reproduce standard normativity by associating the contemporary 
urban vernacular with lack of intelligence and low socio-economic status. The responses from all 
352 participants showed that the contemporary urban vernacular was also associated with being 
unpleasant and ugly, but this pattern is not reproduced by these boys. Only two of five show a clear 
preference for Modern Copenhagen regarding amiability, and regarding physical appearance there 
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are no clear patterns in the boys evaluations. In fact only one of the boys differs greatly in his 
evaluations on the good-looking scale (with a preference for the Modern Copenhagen guises).  
 The analyses including all 352 respondents also found highly significant patterns regarding 
gender, but there are no significant effects of gender in these boys’ evaluations. Unlike the overall 
results, they do not prefer their own gender and in fact do not at all differ in their evaluations of the 
female and male speakers. Overall, the main discrepancy between these boys’ evaluations and those 
of their peers seems to be the result from guise experiment 2 where the boys perceive one of the 
contemporary urban vernacular guises, guise number 5, as extremely nerdy. Even the examinations 
of their evaluations of the individual guises in experiment 1 show no overall patterns, meaning that 
guise number 5 primarily stood out in experiment 2.  
 In this study the combination of ethnographic fieldwork and quantitative analyses of the two 
different experiments have enabled me to identify fine-grained details in the perception of particular 
linguistic resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. By focusing on the pupils 
who routinely use resources associated with this register, and using the knowledge gained from my 
ethnographic fieldwork to design the second experiment, I am able to detect fine-grained nuances in 
the enregisterment of this way of speaking. Clearly both processes of identification and 
authentication are relevant for how these in-group respondents perceive this register.  
 On the one hand, when a researcher (who looks and sounds like a teacher) shows up and asks 
them to evaluate different speakers, they react by turning to standard normativity (Agha’s third 
level of normativity, cf. page 92) and associate the contemporary urban vernacular guises with 
being less intelligent and less affluent than the modern Copenhagen guises. On the other hand, their 
responses to guise number 5 in experiment 2 show that they in this instance respond according to 
Agha’s second level of normativity, as these responses are linked to identification and 
authentication, both of which are part of a “normalized model of behavior” (Agha, 2007, p. 126). 
The boys react to fine-grained details unnoticed by me during my selection of stimuli, and by 
refusing to accept this guise as an authentic gangster, they diverge from standard normativity and 
respond in accordance with peer normativity instead. These responses imply that while self-
identifying as speaking gangster does not equal associating this register with more positive 
indexical values, it does entail being more invested in the enregisterment of this way of speaking 
and accordingly not identifying with the speaker who can be associated with a newly arrived 
immigrant, but rather perceive him as inauthentic, an outsider, a fake gangster.  
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2.4 Gangster talk on the phone – analyses of a mass media parody of a contemporary 
urban vernacular in Copenhagen and its reception  
Introduction 
This chapter treats different media representations of an enregistered way of speaking, which is 
common among Copenhagen youth, and examines how the use of this register, in (in Agha's 2007 
sense), in a comedy sketch is perceived by a group of speakers who know and use linguistic 
features associated with the register in their everyday interaction. Recent studies (Ag, 2010; 
Madsen, 2013; Nørreby, 2012; Stæhr, 2010) have shown that Copenhagen youth organize language 
they meet in their everyday in several different ways of speaking. Among these is a clustering of 
features that is labelled as (among other labels) street language (“gadesprog”) by the school leavers, 
while the pupils in this study refer to it rather as slang (“slangsprog”) or gangster language 
(“gangstersprog”). Studies have shown that different features representing this way of speaking are 
recognized and valorised similarly among pupils in different parts Denmark (Hyttel-Sørensen, 
2009, 2011), and the register can be categorized as what Rampton (2011) calls a contemporary 
urban vernacular. A crucial component in the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular 
seems to be its opposition to a more conservative standard register (Madsen, 2013), that is referred 
to by the school leavers as integrated speech.  
 Agha (2007, p. 170) argues that mass media can play an important role in processes of 
enregisterment and he names youth slang as an example where popular culture has made possible 
the existence of similar registers across different geographic locations. The role of popular culture 
in enregisterment is even more complex, as Androutsopoulos (2001) shows, when he argues that 
media representations have influenced a particular German youth slang, which has gone “from the 
streets to the screens and back again”. This chapter focuses on a comedy sketch from Danish 
national TV and its reception. The sketch is called Gangster talk on the phone (“Gangstersnak i 
telefonen”) and in it a girl switches from using features associated with a more conservative 
standard register (using highly academic vocabulary) to using features associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular. Thereby this sketch is an example of a particular kind of 
languaging that has gone from the streets to the screens and back again. I played the sketch for the 
middle school pupils, the idea being that providing them with stimulus that they knew beforehand 
and hopefully found interesting, was a means to extract metalinguistic knowledge from them.  
 The very existence of a sketch featuring a speaker switching between a more conservative 
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standard and a contemporary urban vernacular shows that by displaying and emphasising particular 
connections between speech forms and social types and values, mass media does indeed play a role 
in the enregisterment of these two ways of speaking. That speakers associate different ways of 
speaking with different values and stereotypes is one thing, but when this typification takes place in 
mass media it becomes another matter with potentially greater consequences because the 
typification circulates on a wider social scale. In order to investigate how mass media has 
influenced the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular I will introduce different media 
representations and show how they have portrayed both this way of speaking and the stereotypes 
associated with it.  
 Jaffe (2011, p. 563 30-32) cites the existing research literature on the ideological aspects of 
representations of language and language variation in the media and highlights that “media 
productions about language simultaneously produce (or constitute) ideologies about the nature of 
language as well as about the people who produce, consume and/or are represented by” a given 
media text. While I find it important to note that there is no clearly delineated group of people, who 
are represented by a certain media text, certainly the reception of any representation of language in 
the media will depend on what relationship the viewers have with the language being portrayed. In 
the case of the gangster talk sketch, the reception by the middle school pupils does indeed involve 
processes of identification (Brubaker, 2002), as the two ways of speaking, which the girl in the 
sketch switches between, correspond to a similar organization of languages in their everyday 
linguistic practices. The fact that all of them knew the sketch show and that most of them had seen 
the sketch before reveals that whether or not they belong to the audience imagined by the producers 
they are also consumers of this media text. As the sketch is an example of languaging going from 
the streets to the screens, how then, do these pupils as consumers of this particular media text react 
to the stereotypes used in this sketch? How does the sketch participate in the enregisterment of the 
contemporary urban vernacular by typifying and positioning its speakers, and how do the pupils 
respond to this? And finally, what do these reactions say about the relationship between media 
representations and authenticity and ownership of linguistic resources on the other? 
 In the current chapter I will first introduce my method, including my ethnographic fieldwork 
among the preadolescent pupils and the class session where I played the sketch for the pupils. After 
this I present an overview of how the involved speech styles have been characterized in previous 
research. I will then briefly discuss two older media representations of this way of speaking before I 
analyse the sketch Gangster talk on the phone and discuss the sketch show it is part of (“Det slører 
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stadig”, i.e. It’s still veiling). After these introductory sections I will present some excerpts from the 
class session and analyse the pupils’ comments in order to show how they respond to the portrayal 
of both the contemporary urban vernacular and the stereotypes associated with it. 
Data collection 
My data collection has been conducted among the preadolescents at the focus school. They started 
school in the summer of 2007, and I first met them at the end of the third grade in June of 2011, 
where I conducted a guise experiment in their class. Since then I and two of my colleagues have 
followed the pupils on and off and collected a wide range of data including ethnographic 
observations, audio and video recordings, social media data and finally the class session concerning 
the gangster talk sketch.  
 In February 2013 I noticed that one of the girls in the class, Nada, posted a video clip of the 
gangster talk sketch on Facebook. The sketch caught my attention because it features a girl who 
switches from the conservative standard code to the contemporary urban vernacular and back again. 
After talking to some of the pupils I realized that many of them knew the sketch show, which gave 
me the idea to play the sketch for them as a way to get them to talk about language, language 
ideologies, and norms for language use. The session with the pupils where the sketch was played 
took place in their classroom and was video-recorded. 
 We had asked the teachers for permission to conduct a session with these pupils, explaining 
that we would be playing a sketch and discussing it with them. The middle school pupils often all 
have class together, although there are in fact two different classes. On this day both classes were 
present as were a teacher from each class. I total there were 27 pupils present, facing the black 
board, while the two teachers were sitting in the back of the class out of sight of the pupils (see 
Figure 11). We were three researchers, of whom I was the only one who knew the pupils 
beforehand. The session was carried out by Janus Spindler Møller (JSM), while I was sitting in the 
corner observing, and the third researcher was sitting at the back. We started by playing the sketch 
for the pupils and then proceeded to ask them open-ended questions about the sketch, the language 
in the sketch and language in their everyday lives in general. They were first asked to discuss these 
questions in groups with their page buddies before discussing them with the rest of the class and 
JSM. The questions were: 
 Can you describe how she speaks on the phone and how she speaks with the other girl on the    
 lawn?  
 What can you call these ways of speaking?  
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 Do you know anyone who speaks like the ways we see in the video?  
 Do you know other ways of speaking? 
We placed two cameras next to the blackboard, facing the class, enabling us to clearly see all the 
pupils in the video recordings. Furthermore, we placed audio recorders on each of the groups’ tables 
to make sure that we would catch as much of the interaction as possible. Given the nature of the 
recordings and the structure of the session, there are at all times discourse on different scales at play 
in the recordings. For example, there is the official classroom discourse, which is moderated by 
JSM, and which can be heard more or less at all times on the video recordings. Then there is the 
group discourse, which can be heard on the individual recordings, and which is sometimes taking 
place simultaneously with the classroom discourse. There are also examples of discourse aimed at 
the recorder, as when a pupil picks up the recorder and talks into the microphone, commenting on 
what is going on in the classroom discourse.  
“Gangster” and “nerd” – examples of enregisterment 
Earlier studies among the school-leavers at the focus school (Madsen, 2013; Madsen et al., 2010; 
Møller & Jørgensen, 2011) have documented an ongoing enregisterment (Agha, 2007) of two 
distinct and contrasting ways of speaking, of which one can be categorized as a contemporary urban 
vernacular, while the other, at least with regard to the values and privileges it envokes, is 
enregistered as a more conservative standard code (Madsen, 2013, p. 135). We know from these 
studies that the two registers are given a range of emic labels by the students. The more standard 
code is primarily referred to as integrated speech (“integreret”), while the contemporary urban 
vernacular is given a range of different labels such as street language (“gadesprog”), gangster 
language (“gangstersprog”), slang (“slang”) or ”perker” language (“perker” is in the mainstream 
understanding as represented in e.g. mainstream media and dictionaries a pejorative term for 
immigrants, but in in-group use it is a common term used to refer to people of ethnic minority 
status). These two registers are associated with very different indexical values, and each register is 
characterized by a range of semiotic resources. Of the two, the contemporary urban vernacular has 
received the most attention from researchers and is thus relatively well described. Different studies 
of the contemporary urban vernacular have observed that a range of different linguistic resources 
can be associated with this way of speaking, and among them are grammatical, phonetic, prosodic, 
and lexical resources alike (Madsen, 2013; Maegaard, 2007; Pharao & Foget Hansen, 2005; Pharao 
et al., 2014; Quist, 2008, see also Karrebæk 2016). Examples of grammatical resources associated 
with this register are lack of inversion and a more frequent use of common gender (where the 
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Copenhagen standard has neuter gender). Examples of the phonetic resources that can be associated 
with the contemporary urban vernacular are palatalized t-pronunciation, voiceless pronunciation of 
initial uvular r, and fronted s-pronunciation, while the suprasegmental resources are connected to 
the contrast between long and short vowels and the relation between stressed and unstressed 
syllables. Notable among the suprasegmental resources is a less frequent use of the Danish glottal 
constriction known as ‘stød’. The lexical resources consist primarily of the use words and phrases 
that are otherwise associated with other national languages such as Turkish (e.g. eow, which means 
“hey”) and Arabic (e.g. wallah, which means “(I swear) by God”). 
  The abovementioned characteristics of the contemporary urban vernacular are what 
researchers have observed through a range of different analyses of everything from ethnographic 
observations and microanalysis of interaction to guise experiments involving a single phonetic 
feature. However, when the older pupils at the school are asked to describe the register, they refer to 
as e.g. street language, they only refer to a few of these resources. In general the students often give 
examples of some of the lexical resources such as slang words, swearing, and the use of words not 
typically associated with Danish. Of the other resources the students explicitly mention the 
palatalized t-pronunciation as an example of a typical resource associated with street language, 
while some also comment that street language is associated with a so-called “strange accent”.  
 Regarding the conservative standard code, Madsen (2013, p. 127) based on the adolescents’ 
own accounts lists some of the resources associated with this way of speaking: distinct 
pronunciation, abstract and academic vocabulary, high pitch, quiet and calm attitude, and ritual 
politeness phrases.  
 As mentioned above these two registers are associated with very different indexical values. 
Where the contemporary urban vernacular is associated with toughness, masculinity, youth, 
academic nonprestige, and what Madsen (2013) refers to as panethnic minority “street” culture, the 
conservative standard is associated with higher class culture and wealth, sophistication, authority, 
emotional control and aversion to rudeness, academic skills, politeness and respect, and finally 
Danishness (see also Madsen, 2014; Madsen et al., 2010; Møller & Jørgensen, 2013).  
Media representations of the contemporary urban vernacular  
 It’s still veiling is merely one of several current media representations that feature the 
contemporary urban vernacular and parodies this way of speaking and the stereotypes associated 
with it. In order to understand how the mass media in general and It’s still veiling with the sketch 
Gangster talk on the phone in particular draw on and contribute to the typification of the 
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contemporary urban vernacular, I will now offer examples of a couple of the most influential (in 
regard to dissemination and public debate) media representations of the contemporary urban 
vernacular. This serves as a prelude for a more detailed analysis of the sketch, and this analysis will 
serve as a background for understanding how the sketch’s typification of the contemporary urban 
vernacular is perceived by the pupils in my study. 
 An early example of a media production parodying the language use of minority youth is the 
online computer game The Mujaffa Game (“Mujaffaspillet”). It was launched in the year 2000 on 
Denmark’s Radio’s website and was originally called The Perker Game (“Perkerspillet”), but due to 
complaints the people behind the game changed the name. The protagonist of the game is the 
character Mujaffa, who reflects stereotypic assumptions about a particular minority persona. 
Mujaffa is a young male immigrant, wearing Adidas sweatpants, a white tank top, a gold watch, 
two gold necklaces and a red baseball cap worn backwards. The object of the game is to drive 
around Copenhagen in a BMW, collecting gold necklaces, saluting your friends with the phrase 
wallah my cousin (“wallah min fætter”) and picking up blond girls. Quist and Jørgensen (2007) 
show both how the word Mujaffa has become a cover-term for this stereotype and how the 
expression wallah my cousin has gone through Androutsopoulos’ (2001) life-circle from the streets 
to the screens and back again. Quist and Jørgensen (2007) argue that this is an example of crossing 
(Rampton, 1995, 2006), where an expression (wallah my cousin) is picked up by speakers with no 
first-hand knowledge of the speech of minority youth. Thus The Mujaffa Game is an example of a 
media production that plays on a stereotypic minority youth identity while using linguistic resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. It can be argued that by displaying an existing 
(negative) stereotype, the game helps to destabilize that stereotype. However, although the game 
presents this existing stereotype with humoristic distance, it also partly helps to reinforce and spread 
the knowledge of this stereotype.   
 There have also been several examples of media productions parodying the contemporary 
urban vernacular on Danish national TV. One example is a seasonal Christmas show from 2007 
targeted at adults. In Denmark there is a tradition of showing one episode of so-called Christmas 
calendar shows every day from the 1st to the 24th of December as a countdown to Christmas Eve. 
Thus they are TV-series in 24 episodes and they are primarily targeted at children. In 1974 a 
Christmas calendar show called Jullerup Færgeby (which translates as something like 
Christmasville Ferrytown) was shown, and this calendar was mimicked in 2007 by the adult 
Christmas Calendar show Yallahrup Færgeby. Both calendars are in 24 episodes and the characters 
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are hand puppets, but the story is moved from an old-fashioned harbour town with a lighthouse to 
an urban ghetto-like environment. In the original the protagonists were children with names such as 
Anton and Knud (very traditional and old-fashioned Danish names) whereas the protagonists in the 
parody are Ali and Hassan, two minority boys who use resources associated with the contemporary 
urban vernacular and idolize the American gangster rapper Tupac. Like The Mujaffa Game, 
Yallahrup Færgeby is an example of a parody of both a certain stereotypic minority identity and of 
the contemporary urban vernacular. Similarly, like the expression wallah my cousin in The Mujaffa 
Game, the expression proper sick (gangster) in Yallahrup Færgeby has gone from the streets to the 
screens and back again. However, where the parody in The Mujaffa Game was based solely on 
minority youth and their speech style, the parody in Yallahrup Færgeby equally targets other 
societal stereotypes through the other characters in the show. These include the majority Danish 
pupils, the teachers, the school librarian etc. Nonetheless, though the typifications in Yallahrup 
Færgeby are more complex and more sophisticated than in The Mujaffa Game, the show arguably 
still helps to reinforce the different stereotypes portrayed in the show. In particular the prejudices 
about minority boys can potentially be fortified and offered further distribution through the show.    
 These two examples have shown that parodying the contemporary urban vernacular is not a 
new phenomenon, and I have argued that the parodies can potentially facilitate the dissemination of 
the different stereotypes. I will now move on to a more detailed analysis of the sketch show It’s still 
veiling and the sketch Gangster talk on the phone and see what exactly the sketch is making fun of, 
in order to understand what the pupils in my study are reacting to.  
It’s still veiling 
It’s still veiling premiered in January 2013 on the national TV-channel DR2. DR2 was launched in 
1996 by the public media corporation DR (Denmark’s Radio) and was focused on “culture and 
society, lifestyle, food, and movies” (DR, 2013c). It was targeted at adults and only featured 
programs from late afternoon and into the evening. It was known for featuring themed specials 
twice a week, documentaries, and satirical TV-shows. The above-mentioned Yallahrup Færgeby 
was also aired on DR2 and can still be viewed on the channel’s website. Even though the pupils in 
my study are not the target audience for It’s still veiling, they still all know the show and most of 
them have watched it. However, the fact that the show isn’t targeted at them may shine through in 
their reactions to the show.  
 The title of It’s still veiling is a play on an old Danish comedy from 1962 (“Det slører stadig” 
vs. “Det støver stadig”, It’s still veiling vs. It’s still dusting), featuring some of Denmark’s most 
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famous actors of that time. According to the show’s official website “It’s still veiling is a satire 
show with 4 ethnic girls, who give everything from burqas to pork roast a loving treatment. Meet 
among others Latifah visiting the police, Muslim sex-counseling and Paradise Hotel in Saudi 
Arabia” (DR, 2013a, my translation). This quote underlines one major production difference 
between this show and the media texts mentioned in the previous section, namely that the people 
behind the show explicitly present themselves as minority Danes, which means that they can be 
perceived as having status as insiders when making fun of minority Danes.  
 The show’s Facebook page recaps the lyrics to the show’s theme song: ”What’s going on 
behind the lace curtains, a whole other world, I don’t know what it’s like. Look at yourself, get your 
facts straight, I know about more than falafels and taxis” (DR, 2013b, my translation). Both of these 
quotes clearly outline the theme of the show. Lace curtains and pork roast index stereotypic 
traditional Danishness whereas falafels, taxis and burqas index stereotypic minority culture, or at 
least majority Danes’ prejudices about minority culture. From these quotes we can see that the 
people behind the show present it as a satirical show, made by minority Danes and confronting 
prejudices about stereotypical minority culture exemplified by burqas and falafels. Furthermore the 
contrast between majority and minority Danes seems to be central to the show (falafels vs. pork 
roast).   
 Nožić (2013) carries out a critical discourse analysis of two of the sketches of It’s still veiling 
and includes perception analysis based on data collected by playing the two sketches for viewers 
with both majority and minority background and recording their reactions. Her analysis indicate 
that sketches that are intended to make fun of majority Danes’ prejudices about minority Danes can 
be perceived by some (minority) viewers as making fun of the minority people that figure in the 
sketch. This corresponds with the point Hill (2008) has made about what she calls Mock Spanish. 
Hill presents examples of jocular use of Spanish by non-Spanish speaking Americans such as 
saying “cerveza” instead of beer, and she argues that even though the language users may claim that 
their use of Spanish is respectful and meant to celebrate the Spanish language, the different uses of 
Spanish center on negative stereotypes about Spanish speakers, such as the stereotype of Spanish 
speakers as “lazy procrastinators” (2008, p. 120) or the stereotype of the “drunken Mexican” (2008, 
p. 42). Thus Hill argues that even a seemingly benign joke can reinforce the negative stereotype 
upon which it is based. Based on Nožić’s findings I argue that the same phenomena are taking place 
with regard to “It’s still veiling”. As the sketches in the show all center on stereotypic assumptions 
about minority (and in some cases also majority) Danes, knowledge of the negative stereotypes 
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about minority Danes are necessary in order for the sketches to be funny. Although the different 
sketches may aim to challenge the stereotypes, on which they are based, they can still help to 
disseminate the knowledge of these stereotypes among a wider public. With this in mind I will now 
turn to the sketch “Gangster talk on the phone”.  
Gangster talk on the phone 
The gangster talk sketch opened the second program in the series. The scene shows two girls sitting 
on the grass in a park. One of the girls has blond hair and light skin while the other has dark hair 
and dark skin. The girls are wearing similar clothes and both have long hair. The dark-haired girl is 
wearing big, black, horn-rimmed glasses. The blonde girl is holding a notebook, while the dark-
haired girl is holding a textbook and a pen. The sketch opens with the blonde girl asking the dark-
haired girl to explain an assignment and the dark-haired girl points in the blonde girl’s notebook 
and says that she would write it differently while the blonde girl nods in agreement. The dark-haired 
girl then continues with a monologue about the wonders of nuclear physics while using academic 
vocabulary such as atomic level (“atomarts niveau”), concern yourself with the properties of the 
substance (“beskæftiger sig med stoffets egenskaber”), and left its mark on the world of philosophy 
(“sat sit aftryk i filosofiens verden”).  
 This is interrupted by the dark-haired girl’s phone ringing, which she answers simply by saying 
hello (“hallo”) followed by a pause. The dark-haired girl then begins a conversation over the phone 
and as she does so there is a clear shift in register. While on the phone the dark-haired girl uses a 
range of linguistic resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular: lexical (eow, 
wallah, koran, kalp), phonetic (affricated and palatalized t-pronunciation, fronted s-pronunciation, 
and voiceless pronunciation of initial uvular r), and prosodic (distinct tonal pattern). Furthermore, 
there is a distinct shift in indexical fields (Eckert, 2008) from the conversation in the park to the 
conversation on the phone. In the conversation in the park the dark-haired girl constructs a school-
oriented persona showing academic skill both regarding the topic of the conversation and the 
linguistic resources she employs. This persona is recognized and reinforced by the blonde girl, who 
asks the dark-haired girl for help with schoolwork and accepts the dark-haired girl as an authority 
on the subject. This is in sharp contrast with the conversation on the phone, where the dark-haired 
girl talks about a girl who owes her money. She describes a conflict with this other girl, wherein the 
dark-haired girl asked the girl to pay her the money but the girl ran off before the dark-haired girl 
could catch her. The dark-haired girl then goes on to ask her interlocutor to help her catch this girl 
before ending the conversation by saying that she’ll call later because right now she is in the middle 
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of something. While on the phone the dark-haired girl constructs a physically threatening persona 
using expressions such as how the fuck should I know (“hvor fuck skulle jeg vide det fra”), tie her to 
my dad’s satellite dish (“bind hende op på min fars parabol”), and cram her into a dumpster wallah 
(“prop hende ned i en skraldespand wallah”), and this persona is highlighted by the shift in register.  
 Overall the sketch portrays the dark-haired girl as a both linguistically and academically skilled 
person, who displays her mastery of two different sets of linguistic resources in two different 
settings. The sketch thus highlights that a person can speak the contemporary urban vernacular and 
accordingly align with the stereotypic values that this register indexes (such as toughness, street 
culture, and lack of academic skill), while at the same time displaying academic skill and school-
orientation in a different setting. This is in sharp contrast with the blonde girl, who only speaks to 
ask a question or agree with what the dark-haired girl has said. The blonde girl is seen to be 
surprised at the dark-haired girl’s change in persona on the phone, and she appears to be confused 
when the dark-haired girl hangs up and immediately switches back to speaking about nuclear 
physics.  
 The fact that the contemporary urban vernacular is portrayed as a style that the speaker can 
shift in and out of is a notable change form the earlier media parodies of this way of speaking. The 
protagonists of both The Mujaffa Game and Yallahrup Færgeby are depicted as speaking the 
contemporary urban vernacular at all times. That these media texts portray the contemporary urban 
vernacular as amusing either in itself (as in The Mujaffa Game and Yallahrup Færgeby) or in 
contrast with an academic standard as in Gangster talk on the phone, is in line with the public 
discourse of this way of speaking as “poor” and “ugly” language, a sign of lacking intelligence and 
education (a discourse that can be found e.g. in countless online debates on minority youth and 
language). 
 I argue that the gangster talk sketch works on several different levels. On one level it makes fun 
of the two extremes, both in language and persona, especially in the way that the blonde girl reacts 
to them. On another level it makes fun of the blonde girl for being less proficient, both in regard to 
schoolwork and also in regard to the dark-haired girl’s style shifts. However, the main aim of the 
sketch seems to be to make fun of the prejudices that the viewers may have both of minority versus 
majority students and of the two different ways of speaking. The stereotypes of both the 
prototypical good student and the prototypical gangster are challenged, as they coexist in the same 
character, who swiftly switches back and forth between the two. Still the stereotypic connection 
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between register and conduct is not questioned as the contemporary urban vernacular is connected 
to physical threats and toughness and the academic speech style is connected to schoolwork. 
Class session  
During the class session the pupils seemed generally to be amused by the sketch. Many of them 
showed that they knew both the sketch show and the sketch beforehand (for instance by singing 
along to the jingle or by commenting on what would happen next). They all laughed at the sketch, 
especially when the dark-haired girl was on the phone and made threats at the girl, who owed her 
money. We showed them the sketch several times, once as an introduction to the session, then again 
after they had seen the questions and once more before discussing the sketch with the entire class. 
Nonetheless, they kept asking to see it again. During the class discussion the most eager participants 
were boys, and in particular a group of boys with ethnic minority background. During this session 
these boys all self-identified as speaking the way the girl did on the phone (i.e. the contemporary 
urban vernacular), which corresponded well both with what I had observed at the school and heard 
on the different recordings. Since these boys dominated the class discussion, their points of view 
were the ones picked up by JSM and written on the blackboard. For this reason I have chosen to 
focus on some of their comments when selecting what excerpts to analyse in this paper.  
 
As can be seen in Figure 11, the group (in the front to the left) consisted of six boys in total, but 
only four were active during the conversations I have included (Naveed, Aurelio, Kamal, and 
Waqas). None of these four boys were in general especially active in class and seldom put their 
hands up, which meant that this class session differed very much from the other classes, I had 
observed over a span of three years. In general Iman, one of the girls with minority background, 
was the only girl who participated in the class discussion (see also Lundqvist, 2016). The other girls 
can be heard on the group recordings, but hardly ever participated in the class discussion, which is 
also the reason why Iman is the only girl participating in the interactional excerpts I treat here. Iman 
was portrayed by the teachers as a very active and capable student, and according to my 
observations she was one of the most active pupils in the class. 
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Figure 11 
   
 
Ethnicity and authenticity 
The different stereotypes connected to the use of the contemporary urban vernacular in mass media 
parodies, serve as a background for understanding the analyses in the following section, which 
looks at some examples of the pupils’ reactions to the sketch. Through three examples I will show, 
firstly, how the pupils link the contemporary urban vernacular to ethnic categorizations, secondly, 
how ethnic categorizations become relevant for perceptions of authenticity, and thirdly, how the 
speaker’s authenticity (i.e. the dark-haired girl’s) and the pupils senses of identification (with the 
contemporary urban vernacular) can influence the reception of the sketch and render the sketch 
potentially insulting.  
 
An aspect that was significant to the pupils’ reaction was the role of ethnicity and authenticity. Both 
concepts were brought up repeatedly by the pupils in the discussion of the sketch, and it was clear 
that both influenced how the pupils perceived the sketch and the two different ways of speaking.  
 The first example I discuss is from the group discussion, where two of the boys are discussing 
how to describe the ways of speaking that are performed in the sketch, when Kamal (who is 
working with Waqas and Nusaibah, a girl who was silent during this excerpt) brings up ethnicity. 
All three pupils had an ethnic minority background and Kamal and Waqas both belonged to the 
group of boys who often constructed tough streetwise identities (although Kamal did this more 
frequently than Waqas). During this session they clearly self-identified as speakers of the 
contemporary urban vernacular.  
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Excerpt 1 
 Danish English 
Kamal: jamen jeg ved ikke hvordan jeg 
skal forklare det jeg vil rigtigt 
vil jeg jeg gider ikke blive 
racistisk men ellers vil jeg sige 
på den ene måde snakker hun 
som en dansker på den anden 
måde snakker hun som en 
perker 
 
well I don’t know how to 
explain it I really want I I don’t 
want to be racist but otherwise 
I’ll say one way she speaks like 
a Dane the other way she 
speaks like a perker 
Waqas: præcis det er også det jeg 
tænker fordi 
excactly that’s also what I’m 
thinking because 
Kamal: men hvordan skal jeg sige man 
kan ikke bare sige hun taler 
som en dansker 
but how should I say you can’t 
just say she’s speaking like a 
Dane 
Waqas: ja men som en ja men som en 
racist over for de andre 
danskere 
yes but like a yes but like a 
racist toward the other Danes 
Kamal: ja det er det yes that’s it 
 
As they are trying to describe the two different registers Kamal offers the distinction of ethnicity as 
a possibility: one way of speaking is that of a Dane and the other is that of a “perker”. However, he 
shows reluctance to apply the ethnicity category as an explanatory factor and equals this kind of 
explanation to racism. Waqas defends Kamal’s use of the term “speaks like a Dane” by refining it; 
saying that she speaks like a Dane who is racist towards other Danes, thereby distinguishing 
between two types of Danes, of which one group is racist towards the other. Thereby Waqas 
succeeds in keeping the distinction based on ethnicity, but it is no longer Kamal who is being racist. 
Rather the way the girl is speaking when she speaks “like a Dane”, or the stereotypic speaker 
associated with this way of speaking, is racist toward the other Danes, i.e. the ones who do not 
speak that way.  
 Thus we see that in their attempt to describe the two different registers, Waqas offers the 
explanation that they end up agreeing on; namely a distinction between two kinds of speakers: 
Those who speak “like a Dane” and the ones who do not, and those who do are racist toward the 
“other Danes”.  
 It is interesting to see firstly how categories related to ethnicity are ascribed merely on the basis 
of language use, and secondly how closely linked the discourse of ethnicity is to racism for both 
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boys. That it is in fact language use that is the base for the ascription of ethnicity-related categories 
is evident since it is the same girl who uses both registers that are associated with different ethnic 
categories. For Kamal typification based on ethnicity seems to be so tightly linked with racism that 
he hesitates to even bring it up. Being a racist is clearly a very undesirable trait in the views of the 
boys. Nonetheless, Waqas does not hesitate to associate speaking the conservative standard with 
being racist. This does not seem to be in conflict with the fact that it is the same girl who uses both 
registers in the sketch. However, the ethnicity of the girl who speaks on the phone seems to be 
relevant for the pupils’ understanding of the sketch, and as the following example shows there 
seems to be some disagreement about how to understand the sketch.  
 In the next excerpt JSM is listing on the blackboard the different labels that the pupils had 
offered for the two different ways of speaking. As he later asked the pupils to explain the different 
labels, Aurelio, another boy who self-identifies as speaking the contemporary urban vernacular, 
explained why he used the term “wannabe language”.    
Excerpt 2 
Speaker Danish English 
JSM: okay og du siger et 
wannabesprog 
okay and you say a wannabe 
language 
Mohamed: [wannabe] ((griner)) [wannabe] ((laughing)) 
Aurelio: [fordi] hun er en hun er en 
dansker og hun snakker 
perkersprog det er wannabe jo 
[because] she’s a she’s a Dane 
and she’s speaking perker 
language that’s wannabe 
Delia: hun er ikke dansker she’s not a Dane 
Kamal: [du ved godt hvad wannabe 
betyder]? 
[you do know what wannabe 
means]? 
JSM: [hun er en dansker og snakker 
perkersprog] 
[she’s a Dane and speaks 
perker language] 
%com:  ((In the background Narges, 
Delia, and Iman all say that she 
isn’t a Dane)) 
Aurelio: ja (( svar til Kamal)) yes ((answering Kamal)) 
Kamal: hvad betyder det? what does it mean? 
Aurelio: xxx xxx ((unintelligible)) 
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Kamal: [ja hvordan kan det der så være 
efterligning] 
[yes so how can that be fake] 
Naveed: [det er jo bare en plasticperker 
jo] 
[it’s just a plastic perker you 
know] 
Unknown: Plasticperker ((griner)) plastic perker (( laughing)) 
Iman: nej hun er ej ((til Naveed)) no she isn’t ((to Naveed)) 
Kamal: hun gør bare [hvad en perker] she’s just doing [what a 
perker] 
Aurelio: [hun hun hun] er jo en dansker 
og snakker perkersprog 
[she she she] is a Dane and 
speaks perker language you 
know 
Christian: [hun var ikke dansker Aurelio] [she wasn’t a Dane Aurelio] 
Kamal: [hun gør det for sjov] det er en 
en skuespiller 
[she’s doing it for fun] it’s an 
actress 
 
When JSM asks the class how the girl speaks on the phone there are a lot of different answers from 
the class and one of them comes from Aurelio, who says she is speaking wannabe language 
(“wannabesprog”). A little later JSM picks up on this and Aurelio voices the understanding that the 
girl’s use of the contemporary urban vernacular is inauthentic since she is a “Dane” who speaks 
“perker language”, which makes her a “wannabe”. This sets off a discussion in the class regarding 
the girl’s ethnicity and several of the other pupils remark that she is not a Dane. Kamal privately 
questions Aurelio’s understanding of the term “wannabe” and asks how it can be “fake”; thereby 
showing that he disagrees with Aurelio’s understanding of the girl as a Dane. Christian backs this 
view up further by saying loudly across the class that the girl is not a Dane. Kamal then employs a 
different strategy. Where the other arguments against Aurelio have centered on the girl’s ethnicity 
(categorizing her as a non-Dane), Kamal argues that she is an actress and “doing it for fun”.  
 Naveed also takes part in this discussion by saying that the girl is a plastic perker 
(“plasticperker”), which according to the pupils is a term used about people who act and speak like 
perkers, but who are not really perkers. Thus it seems that Naveed (as the only one) agrees with 
Aurelio that the girl isn’t a perker, but he doesn’t help Aurelio convince the others that it is 
wannabe.  
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 After this JSM moves to the other side of the class and asks whether the girl is a Dane, to which 
a lot of the pupils simultaneously answer no. JSM calls on Mohamed who explains that she was a 
Dane in the beginning but became a “perker” later on. JSM then calls on Nada who says that you 
can tell by looking at the girl that she is not a Dane. The notion that being a “perker” has something 
to do with appearance is also introduced by Narges earlier on. While the class is talking about the 
contemporary urban vernacular (“slang language”), Christian (who elsewhere very explicitly 
disassociates himself from this way of speaking) performs a stylization of the contemporary urban 
vernacular, which seems to annoy Narges, since she calls him a “fucking little dwarf” (“din fucking 
lille gnom”), asks if he is “acting up” (“kommer du og spiller op”) and says “you really don’t look 
like a perker” (“hvor ligner du ikke en perker”).  
 In this discussion the pupils use the word “wannabe”, which is a commonly used expression 
among younger people about people acting out personas they are not granted the right to. Aurelio, 
however, uses it not about the girl herself but rather about the concept of being one thing and 
speaking like another, namely being a “Dane” and speaking like a “perker”. During this debate none 
of the others support Aurelio’s claim that it is “wannabe” and there are two different arguments 
against him. The main one centers on ethnicity: the girl is in fact not a Dane and hence her speaking 
“perker language” cannot be “wannabe”. In this argument Dane is opposed to “perker” and being a 
“perker” equals having the right to speak “perker language”. The other argument comes from 
Kamal, who points out that it is fictional. The girl is an actress and doing it for fun, and to Kamal 
this means that it cannot be “wannabe”. This argument is the only one not focusing on ethnicity, but 
rather on the sketch as a performance. This does not mean, that for Kamal the contemporary urban 
vernacular isn’t associated with ethnicity, but rather that her ethnicity isn’t relevant in this situation 
since she is an actress and therefore by definition not an authentic speaker.  
 It is clear from this example that there are diverging interpretations of the sketch. While most 
of the pupils perceive the girl, who speaks on the phone, as a “perker”, Aurelio and Naveed think 
that she is a Dane, and clearly, being a “perker” influences whether or not one is understood as 
having the right to use the contemporary urban vernacular. Besides dealing with ethnicity this 
discussion also involves legitimacy and sense of ownership. I will examine the latter concepts more 
closely in the following paragraph.  
“They’re dissing us” – rights and ownership 
The previous examples have shown that in the pupils’ discussion of the two registers ethnicity 
played an important role. On one hand categories related to ethnicity (“Dane” and “perker”) were 
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ascribed on the basis of language use, while on the other hand membership of an ethnic category 
seemed to determine whether or not a speaker was perceived as authentic when using the two 
different registers. This perceived personal relation between speaker and language has also been 
noted by Møller and Jørgensen (2012) when studying the processes of enregisterment among the 
school leavers. As Jørgensen (2010) points out speakers may both “own” and “command” language, 
although the two are not necessarily interdependent. This phenomenon is also documented by 
Harris (2006), who observes that young people in London can claim a language as their own while 
denying to have expertise in the use of the language. This sense that some language belongs to “us” 
and not to “them” (cf. Gumperz', 1982, 65 notion of "we-code" and "they-code") is expressed in the 
following excerpt: 
Excerpt 3  
Speaker Danish English 
Naveed: hallo de disser os mand hey they’re dissing us man 
%com: (…) (…) 
((Here several of the pupils 
shout Ibo, which is the name of 
another comedy character who 
uses resources associated with 
the contemporary urban 
vernacular)) 
JSM: var det sjovt? was it funny? 
Naveed: nej det var ikke sjovt no it wasn’t funny 
JSM: hvorfor [hvorfor øh] why [why uhm] 
Naveed: [koran hvad er] det disser os 
for? 
[koran what is] it dissing us 
for? 
JSM: hvad? what? 
Naveed: skal jeg rejse mig op eller 
sådan noget? 
do I need to stand up or 
something like that? 
JSM: ha ha 
 (…) (…) 
((After Naveed’s remark the 
teacher comes up to him and 
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asks him to raise his hand 
before speaking. When JSM 
tries to bring the discussion 
back on track Iman raises her 
hand.)) 
Iman: vi me ja altså altså vi mener 
ikke at hun øh (.) hvad er det 
hvad hedder det nu hun disser 
ikke hende ved siden af hende 
vel men øh nogle der tror hun 
disser os fordi det er nogle der 
er nogle måske snakker du ved 
ligesom hende og det kan være 
hun har du ved øh hvad hedder 
det nu fornærmet os 
we thi yes well well we don’t 
think that she uh # what is it 
what’s it called she’s not 
dissing the girl next to her you 
know but uh some who think 
she’s dissing us because it’s 
some there are some maybe 
speak you know like her and it 
may be she has you know uh 
what’s it called insulted us 
JSM: mm mm 
Iman: lad os sige det sådan let’s put it like that 
JSM: hvem hvem er os? who who is us? 
 (…) (…) 
JSM: nå os os det er dem der snakker 
ligesom hende 
oh us us that’s those who speak 
like her 
Iman: der er ikke så mange der 
snakker ligesom hende 
there aren’t that many who 
speak like her 
JSM: nej no 
Iman: nej men hun v de gør grin med 
hvordan man sna taler og det 
gør xxx 
they’re making fun of how you 
ta speak and it makes xxx 
((unintelligible)) 
 
As soon as the video clip of the sketch has stopped playing Naveed comments loudly across the 
class “hey they’re dissing us man”. This remark isn’t directed at anyone in particular but seems to 
be offered as a joke to the amusement of the entire class, which can also be seen by the fact that 
many of the pupils, as well as JSM, laugh. Following this many of the pupils call out the name Ibo, 
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which is the name of another ‘perker’-character from an online sketch show. Then JSM asks 
whether the sketch was funny to which Naveed answers “no” and accuses “them” of dissing “us”. 
Several of the semiotic resources Naveed employs can be associated with the contemporary urban 
vernacular, such as his intonation and the use of the word “koran” as an interjection. This goes hand 
in hand with the construction of a tough, masculine persona through his confrontational questions to 
JSM. His final question (“do I need to stand up or something like that?”) is accompanied by a 
threatening gesture where he raises his open hand to the level of his face with the back of his hand 
facing JSM.  
              
  
JSM laughs in response, showing that he interprets Naveed’s remark in a jocular frame, and asks 
Naveed to explain, but Naveed is cut off by the teacher, who reprimands him for not having raised 
his hand. When making the gesture Naveed continues the joke from his previous comment by 
constructing a gangster persona and acting offended by the sketch – or by the researchers who 
played the sketch for him. That his remarks are intended as amusement can be seen by the fact that 
both he and his classmates are laughing and that his page buddy, Kamal, jokingly reaches over and 
covers Naveed’s mouth with his hand. 
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The discussion then shifts to what it means to “diss”, but a little while later Iman raises her hand 
and offers clarification for Naveed’s statement. Her argument is, that since some in the class speak 
the contemporary urban vernacular, they may be offended and feel that the sketch is making fun of 
them and the way they speak. Iman uses the generative pronoun “man” (you or one) whereby she 
avoids specifying who speaks like that, as “man” can either include or exclude the speaker as well 
as the hearer. This follows a discussion of who “us” is, and “us” is defined as the people who speak 
the contemporary urban vernacular. Iman, however, on several occasions both during this session, 
during interviews, and in everyday interaction very explicitly disassociates herself from that way of 
speaking and the people who speak like that. Therefore, it makes sense for her to be vague about 
who is insulted by the sketch, since she does not usually present herself as a part of that group, and 
since being part of that group, in her view, carries negative implications.  
 In this excerpt Naveed responds to the sketch by expressing offence while displaying tough 
masculinity and using resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular. In doing so he 
introduces the concepts “us” and “they” whereby he constructs two groups, one to which he belongs 
and one to which the creators of the sketch belong; and Iman picks up on this division.  
 This positioning corresponds well to my knowledge of the involved students from both 
ethnographic observations and audio and video recordings. Iman on several occasions disassociated 
herself from semiotic practices that could be associated with the contemporary urban vernacular and 
even on occasion reprimanded some of her classmates when they employed some of the resources 
associated with this way of speaking. Naveed on the other hand often used resources associated 
with this register and belonged to a group of friends who were often constructed (both by 
themselves and by others) as speaking “ugly”. Later on in the discussion they were also mentioned 
by their classmates as examples of people who speak like the girl does in the sketch (i.e. the 
contemporary urban vernacular).  
 This example shows that not only is authenticity linked to perceptions of ethnicity, but in the 
case of this media production it also seems to affect its reception among the people represented by it 
(cf. Jaffe, 2011). In Excerpt 2 we saw the discussion of whether or not the girl was a “perker” and 
hence an authentic speaker of the contemporary urban vernacular, and here we see that the pupils, 
who identify with the contemporary urban vernacular and its indexicalities, can potentially view 
this media representation of “their” way of speaking as insulting and its use of this register as 
inauthentic.  
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Conclusion 
In this chapter I have discussed how the contemporary urban vernacular in Copenhagen has been 
presented in different mass media products, and how a group of pupils, for whom this way of 
speaking is a vital part of their everyday interaction, responds to one of these representations. The 
different media products parodying the contemporary urban vernacular have in common that they 
play on some of the same stereotypes regarding speakers of this register, although the later 
representations are more nuanced. The latest one, “It’s still veiling”, differs from the others in that 
the people behind it (and starring in it) have minority backgrounds themselves. Even so, by playing 
on the negative stereotypes surrounding this way of speaking all of these media representations of 
the contemporary urban vernacular can possibly reinforce these stereotypes and contribute to their 
distribution among Danish audiences. Thus, like Hill (2008) has observed with respect to the use of 
Mock Spanish, even well-intended media parodies of the contemporary urban vernacular can be 
potentially harmful in spreading negative stereotypes about the speakers of this register. 
 The sketch “Gangster talk on the phone”, like the other examples of mass media productions 
featuring the contemporary urban vernacular, is an example where a part of the enregisterment of 
this way of speaking is taking place in mass media, since this register has gone “from the streets to 
the screens” (Androutsopoulos, 2001). Though the pupils in this study are not the intended audience 
of the sketch, the majority of them knew both the show and the sketch beforehand, and their 
reactions to the sketch also show that at least some of them feel that they are represented by the 
sketch, since the girl in the sketch speaks like they do.  
 The pupils’ reactions to the sketch make evident different properties of both the contemporary 
urban vernacular and of the sketch. Firstly, we can se that the contemporary urban vernacular is 
closely associated with aspects of ethnicity, and that a person can be subject to categorization as 
“Dane” or “perker” based on the use of this register (Excerpt 1). Secondly, we can se that regarding 
the contemporary urban vernacular signs of ethnic categorization can potentially influence 
perceptions of authenticity (Excerpt 2), since a discussion of whether or not the girl is an authentic 
speaker with the right to use that register becomes a discussion of whether she is considered to be a 
“perker” or a “Dane”. Finally, the sketch can potentially be perceived as insulting to speakers of the 
contemporary urban vernacular (Excerpt 3), if the girl is viewed as inauthentic and hence “making 
fun of” and “dissing” the people who speak like that.    
 This clearly shows that the reception of a media text by the people potentially represented by it 
can differ greatly from what was intended by the people behind the production. Thus the pupils’ 
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reactions to the sketch justify Hill’s (2008) argument: even though the sketch is intended to make 
fun of prejudices towards speakers of the contemporary urban vernacular and not the speakers 
themselves, it still plays on the existing stereotypes and can therefore be perceived as insulting. 
3 Discussion 
In the introduction to this dissertation I set out to investigate how the contemporary urban 
vernacular is enregistered among the preadolescent pupils in my study. Over the course of the four 
different papers I have combined methods from linguistic ethnography with methods from social 
psychology to examine situated discourse, language ideologies, and macro discourses, seeking to 
answer three main questions:  
1) Who uses resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular routinely, in which 
situations, and for what purposes? 
2) What stereotypic indexical values do the preadolescent pupils associate with this register?  
3)  How do this register and the indexical values with which it is associated interrelate with 
identification and organizations of their social world among the pupils who routinely use 
resources associated with it? 
The analyses point to a range of different aspects regarding the enregisterment of the contemporary 
urban vernacular, but before looking at these thematically I will in the following discuss the 
advantages and disadvantages of my method.  
3.1 Methodological Considerations 
The inclusion of methods from both linguistic ethnography and social psychology in my data 
collection has allowed me to combine qualitative and quantitative analyses in my study of the 
enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular. The ethnographic fieldwork has enabled me 
to get to know these pupils and be a part of their everyday and the knowledge I accordingly gained 
offered invaluable insights in the analyses of the interactional data as well as the quantitative data 
from the perception studies.  
 In hindsight there are naturally things I would like to have done differently. First of all I wish I 
had been able to spend more time with these kids outside of school – e.g. at home, in the sports 
club, or during other leisure activities. This was originally my plan, but due to practical 
circumstances I never got around to it. Luckily Line Knoop-Henriksen and Ulla Lundqvist decided 
to focus on the same group of pupils and they both carried out fieldwork in other contexts (such as 
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at the youth club and at home). Their fieldwork also remedied another drawback in my own – 
namely that it was interrupted by a one-year hiatus due to maternity leave. Thanks to Knoop-
Henriksen and Lundqvist someone was still observing and recording the pupils during that year, and 
in that respect the hiatus may be categorized as an advantage since it enabled me to follow the 
pupils over a longer timespan.  
 The two sociolinguistic experiments have complemented the ethnographic fieldwork by 
providing me with insights into the recognizability of the contemporary urban vernacular and has 
added quantitative validation of some of the stereotypic indexical values found by other 
(qualitative) studies. They have furthermore made it possible to isolate some of the effects of the 
different variables that influence how the respondents perceive this register, such as gender, the 
share of pupils from linguistic minority backgrounds in the class, and the degree to which the guises 
are perceived as being gangster. In combination with the linguistic ethnographic data they have 
enabled me to follow Agha’s (2007, pp. 151-152) call for including different kinds of typifications 
of language use in my study of the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular.    
Despite the interesting and useful insights provided by the two experiments, however, there are 
also several aspects of the design of particularly the guise experiment that could profitably have 
been altered. The guises and the questionnaires I used were determined by my former study, where 
I selected these to study the perception of the contemporary urban vernacular among children age 6-
10. A benefit from this choice is that it allowed me to compare the results directly to my previous 
findings. Another benefit was of course that it saved me the trouble of constructing new guises, a 
task that can be rather time-consuming. Still, when I cut together these guises back in 2007 I was 
not yet aware of the possibility of using digital manipulation to construct guises, allowing you to 
focus on single features, which would have been interesting. Especially given the comments the 
respondents made regarding the pronunciation of t (cf. the study of the perception of /s/ and /t/ 
made by Lillelund, 2015).  
My method for gathering the background variables concerning the respondents (i.e. their 
gender and linguistic background) was also identical to that of my previous study. The gender the 
pupils marked themselves on the front of each questionnaire, but regarding their linguistic 
backgrounds this information was obtained from the teachers who in each class wrote a D on the 
questionnaires of the pupils who spoke Danish at home. This distinction does of course not even 
begin to capture the complexities of these pupils’ linguistic practices, but aside from interviewing 
each of the 352 pupils about their linguistic practices (a task that was unfeasible given the time at 
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hand) it was the best option available. This method also runs the risk of the teachers being mistaken 
about their pupils’ linguistic backgrounds (something which my own fieldwork has taught me is far 
from unlikely). Still, by having the teachers determine the linguistic backgrounds I obtained a 
useful distinction for my regression models, and although this variable was not highly significant, it 
did seem to explain some of the variation in the pupils’ evaluations.  
 Another benefit from having used the same experiment design previously was that I knew 
beforehand what the drawbacks of the design were. One example of this is that when I in 2007 
carried out the first experiment involving the same guises, I became aware that one of the female 
guises representing the contemporary urban vernacular (guise number 7) was repeatedly perceived 
as male. This was obvious since the pupils referred to the guise as he, which accordingly motivated 
me to mention the gender of all guises before playing them the first time. A drawback of this 
procedure is that it could arguably be seen as priming: highlighting gender and causing the 
respondents to amplify the effect of gender. However, I deemed that priming the respondents with 
respect to gender was preferable to risking them perceiving the female guises representing the 
contemporary urban vernacular as male.   
The fact that the boys who routinely used resources associated with the contemporary urban 
vernacular perceived guise number 5 differently was interesting, but nonetheless the particulars 
about this guise that enabled the perception of him as a newly arrived immigrant are potentially 
problematic for the interpretations of the overall results in guise experiment 1. The analyses in 
Paper 3, however, suggest that these particulars did not affect how he was evaluated in the first 
guise experiment, and the discrepancies in the perceptions of this guise led me to new insights 
concerning the reception of my stimulus material. Regarding the questionnaire it would have been 
interesting to use open-ended questions (like e.g. Maegaard, 2010; Pharao et al., 2014), but as the 
questionnaire originally was developed to be used by children as young as 6 years of age, this was 
not possible. Even with these 4th graders using open-ended questions would probably have limited 
how many guises I could expose them to, since thinking of what to answer and writing it out is a 
more complicated task than marking one of seven boxes between two antonyms. 
The guise technique was originally developed to elicit covert attitudes as opposed to the overt 
attitudes elicited through e.g. interviews. In my methodology I adhere to the directive to avoid 
letting the respondents know that the test focuses on language. Despite this the comments made by 
the respondents in the subsequent discussion show a relatively high degree of linguistic awareness. 
When I asked what they thought the object of the test was, no one guessed that it was related to 
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language, but even so the comments about e.g. sounding like foreigners because they say [tʲə] 
instead of t and about sounding like boys because they speak with wallah-voices indicate the 
salience of some of these resources. It would appear that the notion of ‘subconscious’ attitudes, 
although never unproblematic, is especially irrelevant in my case. 
Another highly relevant consideration in the evaluation of my methodology concerns the 
degree to which my study in itself influences the enregisterment taking place among these pupils. 
Certainly by e.g. coming into their class and playing a sketch for them (a sketch that clearly focuses 
on two different ways of speaking) and then asking them questions about the language in the sketch, 
I focus their attention on these two registers and by encouraging them to label these registers I 
consequently promote the process of labeling. This begs the question whether or not the pupils 
would even have labeled e.g. the contemporary urban vernacular on their own if I had not asked 
them how they labeled it. Considering their immediate and consistent responses, however, I am 
convinced that the labels in question preexisted the experiment, but nonetheless the different 
experiments must have influenced how these pupils view language in general and the contemporary 
urban vernacular in particular.     
 Despite these limitations in my data collection I still estimate that it has served its purpose and 
provided me with a unique look at the enregisterment of a particular register among a particular 
population. The combination of linguistic ethnography with the more controlled settings of the 
guise experiments has revealed fine-grained details of the connections between features, registers, 
and indexical meaning. The guise experiments have provided statistical confirmation of some of the 
indexical values associated with the contemporary urban vernacular and shown that in this kind of 
environment (in school, in the presence of a teacher and led by a teacher-like figure) the 
respondents evaluate according to Agha’s third threshold of normativity (Agha, 2007, p. 126) and 
their responses indicate that they have adopted the standard norm. The ethnographic fieldwork, 
however, has enabled me access to Agha’s first and second thresholds of normativity, i.e. 1) 
detecting patterns of who uses what resources in what situations and 2) recognizing processes of 
identification and authentication in relation to those resources.  
 Finally, the ethnographic fieldwork has profited my interpretation of the first guise experiment 
and enabled me to design the second guise experiments, ultimately leading me to pinpoint how fine-
grained linguistic details (unnoticed by me beforehand) influences the ratification of guise number 5 
as an authentic representative of the contemporary urban vernacular. Interestingly this is only the 
case for the participants who themselves identify with a gangster persona. Had it not been for the 
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combination of the different kinds of data I would not have been able to distinguish these details in 
the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular.  
I will now look at the overall findings they have led to, dividing them up thematically and 
starting with the ones regarding ethnic categorizations and conviviality.     
 
3.2 Themes   
Ethnicity 
I argued in my introduction that while the contemporary urban vernacular can certainly be used in 
environments characterized by conviviality, it also holds the potential for being used in expressing 
ethnic difference and creating an ‘us’/’them’-dichotomy. In my study of the enregisterment of the 
contemporary urban vernacular I find (in line with e.g. Madsen, 2013) that it is enregistered in 
opposition to a more standard register, and that the pupils refer to these two as e.g. gangster and 
nerd, respectively. This example of enregisterment is very similar to the one described by Chun 
(2011), who finds two registers labeled “ghetto” and “nerd”, respectively, that are conceptualized as 
complementary counterparts.  
 The link between the contemporary urban vernacular and ethnic categorization is reflected in 
all four papers. In Paper 1 I find that the boys who self-identify as speaking gangster invoke 
ethnicity as an explanation of how they speak. They create an ‘us’/’them’-dichotomy between those 
who speak gangster and everyone else, and this dichotomy is exemplified by the names Muhamed 
and Hassan versus Lars and Frederik. These names symbolize a stereotypical ethnic difference, and 
the boys argue that linguistic practices carry different meanings depending on the speakers’ 
ethnicity. The examples in Paper 1 also show that the same boys can potentially use ethnic 
categorizations to exclude a member from the group and thereby denying him the prerogative to 
make statements about the contemporary urban vernacular. This ties into the concept of 
‘enoughness’ (cf. Blommaert & Varis, 2013), since the example in question involved one of the 
boys not being ratified as an authentic member of the group based on his ethnicity.  
 In Paper 2 the qualitative analyses of the comments made during the first experiment show that 
the most salient trait regarding the guises was related to ethnicity. Comments about the speakers 
sounding like foreigners, having wallah-voices, and sounding foreign because they say [tʲə] instead 
of the letter t highlight that the difference between the two groups of guises was perceived as related 
to ethnicity. The evaluations of the guises show that the more gangster the guises are perceived to 
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be, the more poorly they are evaluated regarding intelligence, wealth, amiability, and physical 
appearance. This implies that typifications indexing ethnicity are closely linked to ones indexing 
social status relations, a finding that supports Madsen’s (2013) argument that the contemporary 
urban vernacular is associated not only with ethnicity but arguably also with ‘low’ social class. By 
zooming in on the boys who self-identify as speaking gangster in Paper 3, I show that the boys who 
construct an ‘us’/’them’-dichotomy based on ethnicity (cf. Paper 1) still reproduce standard 
normativity regarding the contemporary urban vernacular in that they perceive the guises 
representing this register as less intelligent and less wealthy than the other guises. The analyses 
further indicate that certain fine-grained details contained in one of the CUV guises cause these 
boys to reject this guise as gangster, seemingly because these details enable the perception of this 
guise as a newly arrived immigrant. Both of these personas are related to an ethnic minority 
background, but apparently the boys who self-identify as speaking gangster only identify with the 
first.  
 The inclusion of macro discourses in Paper 4 show that the different media parodies of a 
gangster stereotype become more nuanced over time but still carry negative connotations and 
advance the dissemination of these negative connotations. The different media representations all 
expand the social domain of the contemporary urban vernacular, but the people whose only 
knowledge of this register is based on these media products will have a very different perception of 
it than the people for whom it is a part of their linguistic everyday. The pupils’ reactions to the 
gangster talk sketch show that they are all aware of the emblematic links between speech and 
ethnicity. Depending on how her ethnicity is perceived, the girl using resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular can be perceived as inauthentic, in which case the sketch itself can 
be perceived as insulting.  
 Given these different findings I argue, that although there surely never is a one-to-one relation 
between a register and an indexical value, for the pupils in my study the emblematic link between 
the contemporary urban vernacular and ethnic minority status was extremely strong, and something 
the pupils often utilized in their social practices.  
Authenticity 
My findings regarding ethnicity also showed that processes of authentication were repeatedly made 
relevant in the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular. In Paper 1 I found that 
ethnicity could be used to categorize someone as inauthentic which subsequently enabled being 
classified as an outsider.  I also saw that accusations of inauthenticity could be used as insults 
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during conflicts. Keeping in mind the idea of enoughness as it is conceptualized by Blommaert and 
Varis (2013) this indicates that among the emblematic features necessary to be ratified as an 
authentic gangster speaker was a particular ethnic categorization.  
 That authenticity was highly relevant in the enregisterment of the contemporary urban 
vernacular can also be seen by the comments made regarding the guise experiment in Paper 2. One 
of the respondents argued regarding one of the guises representing the contemporary urban 
vernacular that she was not cool, she was only playing cool. His subsequent example of how he 
himself would speak like that when he wanted to appear cool or tough implies that only speaking 
like that to appear cool entails that the use is inauthentic. In this example the emblematic feature 
that the speaker fails to have enough of is not related to ethnicity, but rather to streetwiseness. 
Perhaps there are similar processes of authentication in play in Paper 3, when guise number 5 is 
perceived as a nerd by the pupils who self-identify as speaking gangster. The particulars regarding 
guise number 5 that cause these boys to dismiss him as a gangster may cause his use of resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular to be perceived as inauthentic – at least by the 
pupils most invested in the enregisterment of this way of speaking.  
 The importance of being authentic in order to be ratified as a speaker is also found in Paper 4, 
where the pupils find the sketch mocking if they perceive the girl as an inauthentic speaker. Here it 
is obvious that they distinguish between the register that they meet (and use) every day and the 
pejorative variant that has been rescaled through mediatized representations. Clearly using 
resources associated with this register is risky if the speaker does not have enough of the 
emblematic features needed to be ratified – and a certain ethnic status seems to be one of the most 
salient of these.   
Gender 
Considering that the contemporary urban vernacular is often associated with a particular kind of 
tough masculinity, I expected to find that gender played an important role in the enregisterment of 
this register.  These expectations were met but not in the way I had imagined beforehand. Firstly I 
expected to find that some of the girls also used resources associated with this register (other than as 
a stylization or a parody). This was not the case, however, and instead I found that all of the girls 
very explicitly distanced themselves from that way of speaking. In this respect my study differs 
from that of e.g. Ag (2010), who finds that several of the girls in her study routinely use resources 
associated with the contemporary urban vernacular to display toughness. The opposition in my 
study between the self-identified gangster boys on the one hand and the girls on the other, can be 
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seen in Paper 1, where one of the (very school-oriented) minority girls opposes the boys’ 
construction of tough masculinity and polices their use of a single token (“warya”), which is 
common among these boys, but which she perceives as racist. The same girl was featured in Paper 
4, where she offered an explanation to the researcher, when he seemed perplexed at a response from 
one of the gangster boys. On the recording of her and her page buddies during the same session, she 
said to the recorder (and hence to the researchers) that the boys spoke like that (i.e. gangster talk), 
but that she and the other girls did not because they had respect. Hereby she created an ‘us’/’them’-
dichotomy with the boys using resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular on the 
one hand, and the girls on the other. 
 I also hoped to find a correlation between gender and register in the results from the first guise 
experiment. As can be seen in Paper 2, however, that was not the case. The main finding regarding 
gender was that respondents were more positive overall to speakers of their own gender – no matter 
what register the speakers represented. That the contemporary urban vernacular is indeed associated 
with masculinity, however, was seen in the qualitative analyses of the comments. In several of the 
classes the respondents commented that one of the female guises (the one perceived as most 
gangster of all four guises representing the contemporary urban vernacular) sounded like a boy. 
When I asked how that could be one of the pupils replied that she sounded like a boy because she 
spoke with a wallah-voice. This is a very clear way of saying that the indexical link between the 
contemporary urban vernacular and masculinity is sufficiently strong to cause a girl to be perceived 
as a boy if she uses resources associated with this register.  
Cohesion vs. dissension 
As I pointed out regarding ethnicity, the same boys would at one time use ethnicity to create 
cohesion and at another they would use it to create dissension (by constructing a peer as an outsider 
based on ethnicity). Similarly I find that these boys would sometimes use resources associated with 
the contemporary urban vernacular to signal in-group solidarity and friendship, and at other times 
they would use it for aggression and to exacerbate conflicts.  
 This can in particular be seen in Paper 1, where the boys in some of the examples engage in 
conflicts in jocular frames, using resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular and 
signifying, arguing that they are dissing each other for fun. In other examples, however, they use 
the same resources to aggravate conflicts in serious frames. This shows that one aspect of the 
enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular involves that this register can be used both to 
create cohesion among the in-group users and to create dissension and aggravate conflicts. The 
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examples also point to the embodied use of this register in situations that potentially could lead to 
acts of physical violence.  
 In order to see how this relates to the findings in the guise experiment I refer to the discussion 
of the nice scale in Paper 2. The overall evaluations on the nice scale show that the higher the 
gangster score the guises have, the less nice they are perceived to be. This indicates that using 
resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular hinders being perceived as nice. The 
results do, however, point to a possible counterbalancing tendency that seemingly relates to the 
share of minority pupils in the class. The share of minority pupils in the class seems to correlate 
positively with the gangster score, in that a higher share of minority pupils in the class leads to the 
respondents (both minority and majority) being more positive the higher the gangster score the 
guises have. This result is not conclusive, however, and further study is needed to show whether or 
not a correlation of this kind can be found with statistical probability.  
 Regarding the evaluations made by the boys who routinely used resources associated with the 
contemporary urban vernacular, Paper 3 shows that they more or less all reproduce the same 
evaluations as the overall results. On the nice scale only two of them prefer the contemporary urban 
vernacular guises to the Modern Copenhagen guises, and of these two only one actually differs 
greatly in his evaluation of the two registers. This implies that most of these boys do not in general 
associate the contemporary urban vernacular with niceness, even though they understand it as 
something that can be used to signal friendship.  
 The sketch in Paper 4 also shows that the contemporary urban vernacular can be used to signal 
both cohesion and dissention. When the girl talks on the phone her use of resources associated with 
the contemporary urban vernacular presumably creates cohesion with her interlocutor, but 
simultaneously it helps to underline her aggression toward the girl she is threatening. In their 
reactions, however, the boys who self-identify as gangster speakers respond with a sense of in-
group cohesion when that argue that it is their language and normal to them.  
3.3 Gangster? 
Evidently the enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular involves the association of a 
stereotypical gangster persona, which the pupils repeatedly refer to, but what are the characteristics 
of this gangster persona? The characteristics apparently include specific linguistic practices, 
displays of tough streetwiseness, and enactments of a particular kind of (heteronormative) 
masculinity. They do, however, NOT include using resources that index newly arrived immigrant, 
at least not for the boys who self-identify as being and speaking gangster. This may be an 
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indication of these boys being more invested in the enregisterment of the contemporary urban 
vernacular (and all the semiotic practices that this involves) than those of their peers who do not 
align with the gangster persona.  
 It is worth noting that out of the approximately 40 pupils in my fieldwork, only these nine boys 
routinely use resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular and they are the only 
ones who align with the gangster persona. There are other boys who routinely construct tough 
masculine personas, but they are not linked to the contemporary urban vernacular or to ethnic 
minority status. This further highlights the close link between the contemporary urban vernacular 
and perceptions of ethnicity, at least among these pupils. The pupils who do not align with the 
ethnic minority (“perker”) persona find other ways of displaying tough masculinity.    
3.4 Future directions for the study of the Copenhagen contemporary urban 
vernacular 
In this dissertation I have offered new perspectives both on the enregisterment of the contemporary 
urban vernacular and on a methodology where a combination of linguistic ethnography and 
sociolinguistic perception studies supplement each other and contribute to a fuller understanding of 
the semiotic practices involved in enregisterment. As is often the case, however, the insights I have 
arrived at point to the demand for further studies, since there is much more to learn. The 
enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular is clearly complex and involves different and 
even opposing indexical ties. One issue that in my opinion is particularly interesting and 
underexposed is the indexical link between the contemporary urban vernacular and socio-economic 
status. It would be fruitful to have studies carried out in different localities, each of which is 
characterized by differences in socio-economic status. If these studies included sociolinguistic 
experiments we would have the opportunity to see whether the socio-economic environment of the 
respondents influences how this register is perceived.  
  Regarding the perception of this register there is also more to learn about the effect of the 
different linguistic resources, something we could learn more about by using digital manipulation to 
study the effect of particular features (e.g. the pronunciation of t or different prosodic resources). If 
combined with linguistic ethnography focusing on some of the same linguistic resources, we would 
have rich data to say something about how these resources figure into the enregisterment of the 
contemporary urban vernacular. Another method that could advantageously be included is the 
implicit association test (Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998), which is a social psychological 
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tool aimed at assessing the strength of the participants’ automatic associations between different 
(mental) entities. Different sociolinguistic studies have successfully used this test to investigate the 
relation between linguistic resources and different indexical values (e.g. Babel, 2010; Campbell-
Kibler, 2012; Campbell-Kibler, 2013; Pantos & Perkins, 2013). Perhaps this method could also 
shed light on the salience of different resources associated with the contemporary urban vernacular 
with regard to awareness (cf. the discussion of the respondents’ degree of awareness on page 135). 
 Last but not least, there also seems to be more to learn about the importance of gender in the 
enregisterment of the contemporary urban vernacular. My guise experiments found no obvious 
correlation between either speaker or respondent gender and the guises representing the 
contemporary urban vernacular. Considering the fact that one of the female contemporary urban 
vernacular guises was systematically perceived as a boy, however, I wonder if a different 
experiment design could find a correlation. Perhaps using digital manipulation to keep the other 
linguistic resources equal, it would be possible to find a correlation between some of the resources 
(like potentially the t-pronunciation) and gender.  
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5 Abstract 
This dissertation examines the enregisterment of a particular way of speaking, referred to by the 
preadolescent pupils in this study as e.g. gangster, slang, or perker language. This register is 
enregistered in opposition to a more standard Copenhagen register and associated with indexical 
values such as masculinity, toughness, academic non-achievement, and ethnic minority status. In 
order to explore the semiotics of this register I combine analyses of situated discourse, language 
ideologies, and macro discourses. My study focuses on a group of preadolescent pupils and 
combines ethnographic fieldwork with two sociolinguistic experiments focusing on how this way of 
speaking is perceived by a group of preadolescent pupils for whom this register is a vital part of 
their linguistic everyday.  
 The aim of my study is to examine, who uses this gangster register, how, and why, and what 
stereotypical indexical values they associate with it. I also explore how they utilize this way of 
speaking in their expressions of identity and belonging, e.g. by using it both to signal in-group 
solidarity and to exacerbate (potentially physical) conflicts. 
 With my combination of linguistic ethnography and social psychology I have amassed a wide 
range of data. The ethnographic data include: ethnographic observations, interactional data 
(including Facebook data), retrospective data (peer group interviews and a class session focusing on 
a comedy sketch featuring the gangster register), and teacher interviews. The experimental data 
consist of two experiments: a guise experiment including 352 respondents and studying how the 
contemporary urban vernacular is evaluated in comparison with another Copenhagen register and a 
supplementary experiment studying to what degree the preadolescent pupils from my ethnographic 
fieldwork perceive the same guises as speaking gangster.  
 The analyses of the different data point to the importance of a range of concepts in the 
enregisterment of the gangster register, chief among them ethnicity, authenticity, gender, and a 
fluctuation between cohesion and dissension. The experimental data show that this register has a 
high degree of recognizability, and that the more gangster the speakers are perceived to be, the less 
intelligent, wealthy, nice, and attractive they are perceived to be. The micro-analyses of the 
ethnographic fieldwork indicate that that while this register does not inherently index ethnicity and 
while it can be used to signal in-group solidarity, the pupils in this study repeatedly make ethnicity 
relevant in their everyday interaction and besides using this register in friendly, jocular exchanges, 
they also use it to escalate conflicts and amplify aggression.   
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6 Resume 
Denne afhandling undersøger registergørelsen af en bestemt måde at tale på, som eleverne i mit 
projekt henviste til som fx ”gangstersprog”, ”slang” eller ”perkersprog”. Dette register er 
registergjort i modsætning til et mere standard københavnsk register og associeret med 
indeksikalske værdier så som maskulinitet, sejhed, manglende akademiske præstationer og etnisk 
minoritetsstatus. Med henblik på at undersøge dette registers semiotik kombinerer jeg analyser af 
situeret interaktion, sprogideologier, og makrodiskurser. Min undersøgelse fokuserer på en gruppe 
mellemskoleelever og kombinerer lingvistisk etnografi med to sociolingvistiske eksperimenter, der 
fokuserer på, hvordan dette register bliver opfattet af en gruppe elever, for hvem denne måde at tale 
på er en essentiel del af deres sproglige hverdag.  
 Formålet med mit projekt er at undersøge, hvem der bruger dette ”gangster”-register, hvordan 
og med hvilken effekt, og hvilke stereotype indeksikalske værdier de associerer med det. Jeg 
undersøger også  hvordan de bruger denne måde at tale på til at udtrykke identitet og tilhørsforhold, 
fx ved at bruge til både at signalere intern gruppesolidaritet og til at eskalere (potentielt fysiske) 
konflikter.   
 Med min kombination af lingvistisk etnografi og eksperimentel sociolingvistik har jeg samlet 
en bred vifte af data. De etnografiske data omfatter: etnografiske observationer, interaktionelle data 
(inklusiv data fra Facebook), retrospektive data (vennegruppeinterviews og en klassesession om en 
tv-sketch som parodierede ”gangster”-registret) og lærerinterviews. De eksperimentelle data består 
af to eksperimenter: en masketest med 352 respondenter og med fokus på, hvordan dette register 
bliver vurderet på en række parametre i sammenligning med et andet københavnsk register, og et 
supplerende eksperiment, der undersøger i hvor høj grad mellemskoleleverne fra mit etnografiske 
feltarbejde opfatter de samme stemmer som ”gangster”.  
 Analyserne af de forskellige data peger på betydning af en række forskellige begreber i 
forbindelse med registergørelsen af ”gangster”-registret, herunder især etnicitet, autenticitet, køn og 
en bevægelse mellem kohæsion og kontrovers. De eksperimentelle data viser, at dette register har 
en høj grad af genkendelighed, og at jo mere ”gangster” stemmer bliver opfattet som værende, jo 
mindre intelligente, velhavende, flinke og attraktive vurderes talerne til at være. Mikroanalyserne af 
det etnografiske feltarbejde indikerer, at selvom dette register ikke per automatik associeres med 
etnicitet, og selvom det kan bruges til at signalere gruppeintern solidaritet, så inddrager eleverne i 
denne undersøgelse hyppigt etnicitet i deres hverdagsinteraktion, og udover at bruge registret til 
venlige, spøgende samtaler, bruger de det også til at eskalere konflikter og intensivere aggression.  
